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Summary
This thesis describes the research work performed on the 
positional stabilization of the mass-analysed ion beam, which is 
produced by the 500 keV, multi-ion, open terminal, electrostatic 
accelerator at the University of Surrey. This work was essentially 
an engineering project and was based on the available equipment and 
limited financial resources of a university department.
The position of a mass-analysed ion beam, at either target of 
the accelerator’, depends on the beam energy, and this, in turn, is 
mainly a function of the accelerating voltage. At the start of the 
project, accelerating voltage instabilities in the range of
2.5 X 10  ^to 7.1 X 10"^, and with associated frequencies lying 
between 0.1 and 2 Hz and at close to 50 Hz, were established: these 
caused beam movements of between 48 mm and 136 mm at the target 
located at 5 m from the 45° exit of the mass-analysing magnet.
The range of frequencies, over which the accelerator voltage 
could be corrected, was initially limited to about 5 Hz by the 
electrostatic voltage supply. By modulating the lower end of a 
stack of high voltage capacitors, placed between the ion-source 
terminal and ground, this range was extended to at least 1 kHz. Both 
the generator and the capacitors were supplied with out-of-balance 
beam positional information, obtained from two vertical jaws 
intercepting the sides of the mass-analysed ion beam.
The stabilising system, constructed by the author, gave 
accelerating voltage stabilities between 4 and 75 x 10  ^over a 
frequency range of d.c. to at least 1 kHz, and so reduced the beam 
movements at the target of the 45° line to between about 0.076 mm 
and 1.43 mm. The beam positional stability was thus improved by a 
factor of between 33.3 and 1775.
The performance of the system was investigated with the aid of 
mathematical models describing both the frequency response of the 
system and the beam deflection geometry associated with the analysing 
magnet. The engineering aspects of the system are also detailed.
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Preface
Although the author’s work, which is presented here, was a 
useful contribution to improving the performance of the 500 keV 
accelerator in the Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering, 
at the University of Surrey, the project should be viewed in the 
context of the overall plans and available resources of the Department.
At the start of the project, the author was faced with the 
situation which will now be described. The high voltage supply for 
the accelerator was an electrostatic generator rated at 600 kV and 
4 mA, which originally had feedback circuitry associated with it 
with which it could only maintain the ripple of the accelerating 
voltage to within 10 kV. This had been deemed unsatisfactory, and 
so some additional valve circuitry was added by P.J. Cracknell,
(Ref. 2.1); this brought the ripple in the accelerating voltage down 
to a peak amplitude of 300 volts, with a predominant frequency of 
50 Hz. With this arrangement it was, however, necessary to set up 
two independent variables to establish the desired accelerating 
voltage. The original circuitry, on which the system was based, was 
becoming old, and the reliability of the safety circuits protecting 
the main generator was called into question. Up to this time, 
frequencies above 6 Hz had not been eliminated from the ripple in 
the accelerating voltage, and above all, the problem of the positional 
stability of the beam at the implantation target had not been solved.
In order to achieve beam positional stability, the author 
therefore decided to start with completely new feedback loops, using 
in many cases more modern components with lower power consumption.
The new system would allow the required accelerator voltage to be 
established by changing just one variable. Closely connected with 
these improvements would be the method by whidh the bandwidth of the 
inherently low frequency response, (less than 6 Hz), of the generator 
itself could be extended. It should be noted that commercial units 
were available to improve the stability of the output voltage of 
the electrostatic generator; they were, however, too costly, and it 
would, anyway, have been necessary to convert them to beam feedback 
operation; the commercial units were based on discrete valve circuitry, 
for which spares may be difficult to obtain, and which is less 
amenable to fault finding than circuitry designed with integrated circuit 
amplifiers.
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The prototype system was produced by the author. This formed 
the basis for the final working system which was a result of the 
collaboration of the author with other members of the Department, 
especially M. Blewett, whose experience and useful suggestions were 
much appreciated.
The Department also possesses a 400 kV, 3 mA, electrostatic 
generator with feedback circuitry to give it, above 100 kV, a peak 
output voltage ripple of 0 to 150 volts with a predominant frequency 
of 50 Hz. It is not equipped for operation using beam positional 
feedback and does not have a sufficient range of output voltage for 
the accelerator. The unit did however provide a working voltage 
reference up to 400 kV for the author’s project. Although it has 
been used as a spare voltage source for the 500 kV accelerator, it 
has been earmarked to work in conjunction with another accelerator 
where beam positional stability may not be such an important requirement,
The Department also has some smaller high voltage supplies,
These comprise, (1), a 150 kV 2 mA electrostatic unit, which has been 
the subject of a stability investigation by R.W. Haining, and 
(2), three 50 kV 1 mA electronic units which can be deployed as 
required.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Particle Accelerators
Particle accelerators impart energies to charged particles such 
as ions and electrons. By allowing the energetic particles to 
interact with stationary target material or with other energetic 
particles one may gain insight into many problems in atomic and 
nuclear physics.
One of the first accelerators was made by Roentgen; he con­
structed a glass enclosure, in which electrons, emitted by a heated 
filament, were able to reach a high voltage anode or target (thereby 
emitting X-rays). In 1905, Fleming introduced the first thermionic 
diode valve, which worked on the same principle as Roentgen’s apparatus.
Up to 20 MV, Roentgen’s method of accelerating charged particles, 
may be used; the particles are attracted onto a target, by allowing 
them to fall through a d.c. potential. A maximum voltage of 20 MV can 
be created mechanically, (Bromley, 1.1), as in a Van de Graaff 
generator, by loading charges on to a high voltage terminal, against 
the latter’s opposing field. A maximum of 4,5 MV, (Cleland and Farrell,
1.2, Blanke et al., 1.3), may be obtained by rectifing an alternating 
voltage, and multiplying the resultant direct voltage; this is done, 
for example, in a Cockcroft-Walton supply.
High energies, approaching several GeV, may be obtained by 
giving the particles periodic energy increments, as in the linear 
accelerator and its circular counterpart, s (Chick and 
Miller, 1,4, Wilson and Littauer, 1.5).
1.2 Accelerators, Ion-Implantation, and Ion Beam Sputtering
Within the last 15 years, d.c. particle accelerators for 
energies up to 2 MeV have once again received special attention.
This is due to the rise of ion implantation as an important method 
of doping semiconductors, and to the use of ion beam sputtering for 
the removal and deposition of material in micro-electronic device 
fabrication.
Ion implantation possesses a number of advantages over the 
popular method of diffusion doping of semiconductors, (Wilson and Brewer, 1.6,
"12”
Dearnaley, 1.7, Meyer and Linker, 1.8). The ions may be implanted at 
any desired target temperature in a clean evacuated environment. The 
region between doped and undoped material can be sharply defined by 
using a mask, and the depth or range of the implanted ion can be 
controlled by stabilising the energ} ;^ the charged particle nature of 
the ions also facilitates the monitoring of the doping process. Ion 
implantation increases the number of ion species which may be used 
for doping. These advantages are sufficient to offset the 
complexity of the accelerators used.
Sputter-deposited films are bonded more tightly to the substrate 
than evaporation deposited films. A large range of material can be 
sputter-deposited from -or onto a cool target, whereas temperature 
considerations dictate the choice of material used with sputter 
deposition,
Ion beam doping and sputtering of semiconductors require maximum 
energies of only a few MeV and this has made the low energy direct 
voltage accelerator a commercial propostion as well as a research 
tool of renewed Interest.
1.3 The Surrey 500 kV Accelerator
1.3.1 Introduction
The accelerator (Fig. 1.1) comprises a high voltage terminal 
(bun) containing the ion source and initial ion beam focussing lenses. 
The accelerator tube takes the ion beam to ground potential, so giving 
it kinetic energy. The beam invariably contains ions of several 
different masses and charges; it is therefore analysed by the magnet 
into a number of beams, each with a different mass to charge ratio; 
in this way, the required beam may be deflected onto the experimental 
target at the end of either of two beam lines, which are inclined at 
45° and 90° respectively, to the axis of the main accelerator tube.
1.3.2 The High Voltage Supply
The high voltage supply is a charge transfer device (see Fig. 1.4) 
This type of generator was originally invented by Felici, (1.9, 1.10), 
working in Grenoble, France. The charge carrying rotor of slightly 
conducting epoxy resin, receives the charge at the lower ioniser, which
- 13 - ’
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FIG. 1.2: General view of the 90° beam-line and magnet, prior to
the construction of the 45° line. The electrostatic 
generator is visible in the background.
FIG. 1,3: View of the high-voltage terminal (bun), showing the
accelerating tube to the left and grading plates below. 
Three high voltage capacitors are just visible supporting 
the right-hand corner of the grading plates. The 
electrostatic generator is visible in top left corner. 
Scale : grading plates separated by about 1 foot; 
accelerating tube 4 ft. in. long.
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consists of a long blade or ribbon of metal, just clear of the rotor.
For a positive high voltage output, a negative voltage of at least 
15 kV is put on the lower inductor which is located inside the rotor 
and opposite the lower ioniser. This negative voltage provides a 
field to attract the positive charges onto the rotor. At the high 
voltage output terminal of the generator, the inductor and ioniser 
are separated by a resistor which provides a voltage differential 
between them and so removes charge from the rotor onto the top terminal. 
The whole assembly is placed in a mixture of 80% hydrogen and 20% 
nitrogen at a pressure of 25 atmospheres. The hydrogen aids charge 
transfer and reduces bearing wear. The rotor is driven by a 3-phase 
induction motor which runs close to synchronous speed, and so gives a 
charge transfer time delay through the generator of 10 milliseconds.
This machine is an electrical dual of the common d.c. shunt 
field electromagnetic generator, (Felici, 1.11); for example, it is a 
current source excited by an electric field whereas the electromagnetic
generator uses a magnetic field to excite a voltage source. The
Felici generator is similar in principle to a Van de Graaff generator; 
there are however, physical differences which include the method of 
charge transfer and the type and pressure of the working gas, as well 
as the current output capability and the frequency response.
1,3.3 The High Voltage Terminal
The high voltage supply is connected to the bun by means of a
3 current surge limiting resistor. The bun has rounded edges to 
reduce corona discharge into the air and to earth. Grading plates 
beneath the bun allow it to be taken up to over 500 kV.
The bun contains a hot filament evaporating type ion source, 
(Cracknell et al., 1.12), which will now be explained. An electron 
emitting filament close to the local bun ground voltage, is axially 
located within a cylindrical anode. This anode is at a maximum of 
200 V with respect to the filament, and provides a radial electrostatic 
field as well as making the whole assembly into a type of evacuated 
thermionic diode. Gas or solid material is introduced, and vaporises 
in the high temperature of the ion source; at the same time the electrons 
from the filament, collide with this charge material and so ionise it.
The coil outside the vacuum enclosure provides an axial magnetic field
-17-
which increases, the path length of the electrons, by making them 
spiral towards the anode, thereby increasing the number of collisions 
which they can make with the source material. The coil may also be 
moved along a line coaxial with the anode.
1.3.4 Extracting the Ion Beam
The beam is extracted by an Einzel lens consisting of a series 
of three cylindrical elecrrodes whose axes are coincident with the beam 
path. The two outer electrodes are electrically common and can be 
varied by 0 to -30 kV with respect to the bun, the centre electrode 
varying by 0 to -15 kV. A third parameter is provided by the distance 
of the lens from the ion source. Apart from extraction, the lens 
system also provides the critical initial focusing of the beam, and 
so matches the ion source output characteristics to the input 
characteristics of the accelerator tube. Since the Einzel lens has 
its two outer electrodes at a common potential, it does not change 
the overall energy of the ions passing through it.
The ion beam next passes through the accelerator tube, which 
consists of 26 circular electrodes, separated from each other by 
resistors of 35 MO each. To maintain good beam focusing, the number 
of electrodes tied to laboratory earth can be decreased for increasing 
accelerating voltages. Further focusing is provided by a set of two 
magnatic quadrupoles located after the accelerator tube.
1.3.5 Analysing the Beam
The beam may be mass analysed by applying a magnetic field at 
right angles to its path. The beam will be deflected by an angle 
related to its mass-charge ratio. In the present system, the magnet 
creating the field gives the ions a maximum mass energy product of 
90 amuMeV for a 45° deflection angle, and half that for a 90° 
deflection angle. A maximum field of 1,5 Tesla is provided by a 350 A 
40 V supply whose output current is stable to 0.01%.
Another method of mass-analysing the beam uses an electric field 
at right angles to both the beam path and the magnetic field,
(Wilson and Brewer, 1.6). A beam, whose ions have the desired mass 
to charge ratio, may be extracted along the same axis as that of the 
total ion beam entering the analysing system from the opposite end. 
Disadvantages of this system are that it is more complicated than the 
magnet and only has one beam line at its exit.
— 18—
Purely electrostatic analysers, (Hunt, Petrie, et al. 1.13), 
do not provide ionic mass analysis, but are preferred to magnetic 
deflectors when absolute measurements of beam energy need to be made, 
(Chick and Hunt, 1.27).
1.4 The Beam Stability Problem
1.4.1 The Requirement for a Stable Beam
At the target of the 90° beam line the beam was observed to move 
several centimetres about a mean position in the horizontal "X" 
direction - in fact, the stability, (ratio of maximum ripple to mean 
level), of the accelerating voltage was only 2%, which, as will be 
shown in section 4,2.4, results in a beam movement at the target of 
4 cm. It is desirable to keep the beam position constant to within 
less than a millimetre. There are several reasons for this.
After analysis by the magnet, beams of certain isotopes of a 
given ion species could contain ions of another species which also 
satisfies the same mass to charge ratio, as the next section (1.4.2) 
will show. A beam positional stabilisation system will, it is hoped, 
allow the accelerator user to obtain an isotope which he knows cannot 
be confused with another ion species.
Increased beam positional stability enables the machine user to 
increase the ion current dose rate on any particular part of the 
target specimen, and at the same time, to reduce the amplitude of the 
dynamic beam scanning, (across the specimen), which is usually 
necessary to maintain dose uniformity.
A positionally stable beam is also necessary when examining ions 
channelling through a regular crystalline structure, and those ions 
backscattering from the surface of the target material, (Hemment, 1.14) 
Channelling is often used to align a crystal structure along a 
desired direction, and backscattering then enables the experimenter 
to study the site locations of the atoms in the crystal.
Beam positional stability is very desirable if one wishes to 
investigate writing with ion beams of sub-millimeter diameter 
on an unmasked target.
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1.4.2 Basic Equations
An ion of mass m, charge q, and velocity u, when passing 
through, and at right angles to.a magnetic field B, will experience 
a deflecting force given by.
mu
R = quB (1 .1 )
An accelerating potential V will impart to the ion an energy
of
1 2 qV = - mu (1.2)
Eliminating the velocity u, one obtains the following expression 
for the beam deflection radius:
■ïÆ/t (1.3)
If dR, dV, and dB indicate deviations from R, V and B then, 
for a given charge to mass ratio m/q, one obtains from error theory:
6R
R max
dV
max
dB
max
(1.4)
If the field B of the deflecting magnet is taken to be a 
reference quantity, then the deflection radius of the beam is related 
to the beam energy qV, The radius R can be geometrically related 
to beam position at the target. The accelerating potential, V, of 
the ion is given by,
V = V + V. g 1
where is the output from the high voltage supply, and is the 
total additional energy given to the ion by the ion-source and the 
beam line focussing elements.
(1.5)
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Equation (1.3) implies that the condition for an ion beam to be 
analysed by the magnet is that each ion in the analysed beam should 
have the same mass to charge ratio. Hence any given analysed beam may 
contain multiply charged ions of different masses still satisfying 
the same mass to charge ratio; the beam may also contain charged 
compound molecules satisfying this ratio. This consideration is 
relevant to the 500 kV accelerator, since it is an all-purpose machine 
which is used to produce ions with atomic masses of at least 260 
(Molecular Tellurium).
1.4.3 Causes of Instability on the 500 kV Accelerator
The magnet current power supply has, according to observation and 
the manufacturer's specifications, (High Voltage Ltd. 1.15), a 
stability of at least 0.01%. The generator, (Section 2.1), however, 
has a maximum voltage stability of only 2%, the maximum peak-peak 
output voltage ripple being 12 kV. In comparison, the maximum energy 
spread of the ions, due to the ion source, is, according to Wilson 
and Brewer, (1.6), only about 10 eV. An R.F. ion source could, 
however, according to the same author, have a maximum energy spread 
of 1 keV peak to peak and an arc-discharge ion-source, (Hunt, 1.16), 
could have an energy spread of several keV.
The positional stability of the beam at the target could also 
be affected, (Chick and Hunt et al., 1.17), by the interaction of the 
ion beam with electron currents returning back up the accelerator 
tube, as well as by the deflection of the ion beam by stray charges 
on the walls of the accelerating tube. An electron supression 
aperture, at the earthed end of the tube, aims to counteract the first 
problem, the second aspect being alleviated by the conical shape of the 
tube electrodes. Stray magnetic fields, and the adjustment of the 
magnetic quadrupoles while the beam is being used, could both provide 
a time varying influence on the position of the beam at the target.
While it was not possible to quantify the relative contributions 
of all of these factors on the position of the beam at the target, 
later work, (sections 5,2.2 and 4.4.3.4), implied that the instability 
of the accelerating voltage supply was the most important factor. On 
this assumption, one may then make the approximation.
-21-
V Vg
so that the error relationship, (equation 1.4), yields
ÔR
R = 0.5 X 0.02 + 0.001 
- 0.01 .
This, as will be shoïvn in Section 4.2.4, gives a maximum beam excursion
of 38 mm at the target of the 90° line.
The stability of the magnet power supply shows it to be well
suited to provide the reference quantity, namely the magnetic field.
The low stability of the accelerating voltage, however, implies that 
this is the quantity which should be compensated in order to achieve 
a positionally stable beam at the implantation target.
The next two sections will consider ways of detecting beam 
movement and the methods of applying corrective signals to the acc­
elerator system.
1.5 Error Signal Detection
1.5.1 Introduction
There are two basic ways of obtaining a measure of beam movement. 
One can try to get a direct measure of beam deviation or one can attempt 
to measure the high voltage fluctuations which constitute the main, but 
not the sole, cause of those deviations.
1.5.2 Beam Position Sensors
The most popular method employs two vertical conducting metal 
pick-off jaws located on two symmetrically opposite sides of the 
beam. The two currents picked off are converted to a differential 
voltage signal, which is zero for a centrally positioned beam. This 
method is not an accurate indication of absolute deviation. A 
variation of the method replaces the two jaws by a pair of vertical 
wires.
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other non-destructive beam position sensors are mainly of an 
a.c. coupled nature, being used in conjunction with pulsed or modulated 
beams, (Fessenden et al., 1.18 and Avery et al,, 1.19),
A further variation, (Gale, 1.20), is not to use the implanting 
beam at all, but to employ another "slave" beam deflected at its 
own particular angle with respect to the accelerating tube. This 
method is costly and difficult to implement on the Surrey multi­
element accelerator.
1.5.3 Bun Voltage Sensors
These high voltage measuring devices comprise voltage dividers, 
made up from resistors and/or capacitors and, on the mechanical side, 
generating voltmeters.
\
Resistive dividers have become widely used since they can now 
offer stabilities as good as 10 ppm/deg. C for voltages up to at least 
300 kV, (Forbes, 1.21, and Taylor, 1.22). Unfortunately, the 
amplitude response of a high voltage divider can be halved at a 
(3 dB) frequency which is often already less than 50 Hz; this is mainly 
due to the stray capacitances between the various stages of the divider 
and earth; it will be shown in Section 2.5.2 that 50 Hz is a predominant 
component in the frequency spectrum of the electrostatic generator's 
output voltage ripple. To overcome this problem, a divider may be 
shunted deliberately by a known capacitance which is much greater 
than the total stray value and can thereby extend the divider's 
predictable frequency response by several decades.
A special form of capacitance divider consists of a plate close 
to ground potential forming a capacitance of less than 1 pF with the 
bun. The earth side of the plate feeds into a high input impedance 
charge amplifier. This method has been used to monitor the terminal 
ripple in Tandem Van de Graaff accelerators, (Gere et al., 1.23).
A generating voltmeter is a type of a.c. electrostatic generator.
A cruciform vane rotates over a stationary set of vanes, so continuously 
exposing and shielding them from the electrostatic field created by 
the high voltage terminal. It can detect d.c. voltages, but its 
frequency response is limited generally to a range of 50 to 200 Hz.
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At the price of some complexity. Smith, (1.24), extended the response 
to as high as 22 kHz. Gale, (1.20), stated that 0.01% was a maximum 
achievable stability, although, (Hunt, 1.15), 1% is a more widely 
accepted figure when applied to the linearity of the device, and the 
reproducibility of the results that may be obtained with it.
Another method of looking at the terminal voltage is to monitor 
the current flow through the high voltage supply. This method, 
however, relies on a precise knowledge of the resistive and capacitive 
loading presented to the generator, and is therefore not accurate in 
practice.
1.5.4 Conclusions
It was finally decided that the beam jaw sensor would provide 
a proven and reliable method of detecting the beam position over a 
frequency range extending from d.c. to at least 100 Hz.
A high voltage resistor was already provided with the generator 
and would enable a steady state accelerating voltage to be established 
before obtaining the. required ion beam.
A third method, the capacitive plate sensor, would also be used.
It was an inexpensive means of monitoring the high frequency bun 
ripple. In conjunction with the resistive divider of the generator, 
it would enable feedback signals to be obtained over a frequency 
range from d.c. to at least 1 kHz, when the beam was not impinging 
on the detector jaws.
1.6 Applying the Correction Signal
1.6.1 Introduction
The methods of applying the correction signal to rhe accelerator 
may be split into two groups comprising respectively those which influence 
the beam energy, and those which deflect the beam.
1.6.2 Varying the Beam Energy
Electro-static high voltage supplies invariably behave as 
current sources with extremely high source impedances. Hence one way 
of influencing their output voltage is to vary their resistive load.
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Since these current sources are excited by an electric field, the 
high output voltage may also be influenced indirectly by modulating 
this excitation field.
An electron beam aimed at the high voltage terminal can provide 
a direct loading effect. It acts as a high voltage valve working as 
a shunt regulator. Time delays of less than a microsecond have been 
reported, (Bame and Baggett, 1.25, Chick and Inall, 1.26, Chick and 
Hunt, 1.27). When electrons are fired up the accelerator tube against 
the direction of the ion beam. X-rays will be produced by the inter­
action of the electrons themselves with (l), the ion-source operating 
in the high voltage terminal, (2), the walls of the accelerator tube, 
and (3), the ion beam itself. Hence substantial heavy shielding may 
be required in the terminal to protect the terminal equipment, 
especially that containing solid state components. The alternative 
is to fire the electron beam at the high voltage terminal inside a 
second accelerator tube; if the beam is focused onto a target at 
the high voltage end, the X-rays may now be less, so reducing the 
necessary radiation shielding; however, there is now the disadvantage 
that the second accelerator tube would require its own vacuum 
pumping system. Furthermore, if the electron beam stabilisation 
system is designed to be independent of the main high voltage supply, 
there would then be two separate control loops influencing the steady 
state accelerating voltage; hence a given value for the steady state 
voltage can not then be established in a repeatable fashion from one 
manual dial setting.
The corona method, (Gere et al., 1.23, Chick and Hunt, 1.27), 
also provides a controlled leakage path, or shunt regulation effect, 
between the terminal and ground. A valve anode can be used to control 
a corona discharge through insulating gas separating the terminal 
from ground. This method has been used extensively with single ended 
and tandem Van de Graaff machines, but possesses a'time delay of the 
order of several milliseconds, (Chick, 1.28, Takacs, 1.29).
A high voltage capacitance, (Chick and Hunt, 1.27, Chick, 1.28), 
driven by several kilovolts at its lower end, gives a fast shunt 
regulation, but it is limited to about 1/2 Hz at the lower end of its 
frequency response. Stored energies of several hundred joules may have
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to be dissipated during a high voltage breakdown.
The excitation field of the generator may be varied, but this 
approach is limited by the poor frequency response of the generator.
The same limitation applies to the use of a series regulator in the 
current path of the generator at its lower end.
A series current regulator between the generator and its load 
is fast acting, but involves locating the apparatus at the high 
voltage terminal and the need to transmit the modulating signal to 
it across the high voltage barrier, (Bloch et al., 1.30).
1.6.3 Beam Deflection Methods
For completeness one may mention the beam deflection methods. 
Deflecting the beam by modulating the magnetic field conflicts with 
the use of this element as a reference. Deflecting the beam after 
the magnet will generally result in a null indication on the beam 
pick-off jaws corresponding to an off-centre beam position at the 
target. Beam deflection prior to entering the main magnet will 
misalign the beam with respect to the magnet.
1.6.4 Conclusions
Each of the above methods has its advantages and disadvantages; 
however, a combination of two approaches was finally decided upon.
The excitation field was to be incorporated into a slow loop in which 
the desired bun voltage could be set up, and through which correction 
for beam positional drift and error frequencies below 6 Hz could be 
made; a power supply was available to provide the excitation field. 
Secondly, a fast loop would correct for beam positional oscillations 
and terminal voltage ripples having frequencies above 0.1 Hz; a 
4 kV valve would modulate the lower end of a high voltage capacitance 
formed by components fitting neatly between the bun and ground.
1.7 Aim of the Work
The following chapters will discuss the construction and both the 
experimental and theoretical assessments of a beam position stabil­
isation system for the 500 keV Surrey accelerator. It will highlight 
the use of beam intercepting jaws to determine the central position of 
the beam in the tube, and the deployment of a high voltage capacitance 
to increase the frequency bandwidth of the high voltage supply.
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2. THE SLOW LOOP
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 The Situation at the Beginning of the Project
When the 600 kV electrostatic supply was acquired by the 
Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering at Surrey it had 
feedback circuitry which could not reduce the output voltage ripple 
to less than 10 kV, (Section 2.2.2). A valve amplifier was then 
added to the original system by P.J, Cracknell, (2.1), and this reduced 
the ripple in the output voltage to a minimum of 400 volts. Ripple 
frequencies below 6 Hz had largely been removed from the output 
voltage ripple. However, since, as Section 2.5.2 will show, 50 Hz 
is an important ripple frequency, it became evident that further 
improvement to the system would be necessary, in order that 
information about the position of the beam at the implantation target 
could be used to correct the accelerating voltage.
Another aspect of the above modified system was that the 
excitation voltage of 0 to -30 kV, was supplied to the main generator 
on open loop; this meant that both the reference and excitation 
voltages had to be changed when a new generator output voltage was 
desired. A further point was that the original feedback circuitry on 
which the modified system was based, was becoming old, and the 
reliability of the circuits protecting the generator was called into 
question.
2.1.2 The Plan for a Beam Position Stabilising System
After considering the above situation, the author decided to 
tidy up the whole approach to the problem of stabilizing the position 
of the beam at the implantation target, by using completely new 
circuitry and viewing the project in two stages.
The first stage is the subject of this chapter. It involved 
the construction of a slow loop which would be used, (l), to establish 
steady state conditions for the accelerating voltage, and, (2), to 
provide a means by which low frequency beam position signals could 
influence this voltage. This stage was also envisaged to include the 
protection and starting circuits for the whole system.
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The second stage would deal with the correction of components 
of the beam positional error with frequencies above 0.1 Hz. Chapter 3 
will consider the method of influencing the accelerating voltage, while 
Chapter 4 will consider the way in which the error signal was obtained.
2.1.3 Description and Purpose of the Slow Loop
The generator is a current source excited.by an electric 
field. To convert the generator to a voltage supply, the voltage at 
its output needs to be stepped down by a resistive divider and com­
pared with an internal reference voltage. The difference signal is 
then fed back via amplifying stages to a high voltage low current 
supply (max. 50 kV) to produce the excitation field. This loop is 
called the slow loop since it provided corrective action through the 
generator whose output current and voltage are mainly influenced by 
excitation signals having frequencies below 6 Hz. That this is not a 
simple proportional control system will be shown in the subsequent 
sections.
The intention is that this slow loop should ultimately provide 
a more compact and more easily serviceable realisation that the 
original loop supplied with the generator. The studies on the slow 
loop will also enable the effects of the high frequency correction 
loop (to be dealt with in Chapter 3) on the whole accelerator to be 
better understood.
2. 2 Measurements
2.2.1 Introduction
To provide numerical information for the design of the slow 
loop, both the voltage ripple and the transfer characteristics of the 
generator, as well as the frequency response of the 50 kV excitation 
unit, were investigated. Some of the experimental techniques est­
ablished in this chapter will also be applied to the later chapters,
2.2.2 Terminal Ripple of the Original Accelerator
To assess the voltage stability of the original accelerator, 
the generator with its original slow loop was loaded by the high 
voltage resistor described in the next section. The resistor sections 
were connected to give a value of 3300 M.Q, and the last resistor section 
was connected to earth through a 3.3 k^3 resistor, which was then
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shunted by the 500 kJ) input impedance of a Bryan's chart recorder, 
(Type XY/'T 20170/S), whose response was limited by a 3 dB point of 
5 Hz.
Between 400 kV and 140 kV the output voltage ripple reached a 
maximum of 10 kV. This maximum ripple value decreased to 2.5 kV 
at an output voltage of 50 kV. This agrees with the manufacturer's 
claim, (S.A.M.E.S., 2.2), that the output voltage ripple is relatively 
independent of the terminal voltage for any given load.
An example of such an output voltage ripple, for a terminal 
voltage of 200 kV, is shown in Fig. 2.1. The nature of the ripple 
did not allow an accurate indication of the mean voltage to be made, 
and so the ripple is not shown displayed about a mean centre zero line 
Two conclusions may be drawn from the plot:
(1) The main ripple frequencies lie between 0.5 and 1 Hz.
There is also a lower frequency of about 0.1 Hz.
(2) The maximum ripple amplitude is about 10 kV peak to peak.
According to section 4.2.4, this implies a beam movement,
at 200 kV, of 9.6 cm at the targets of both the 45° and
90° lines.
2.2.3 Generator Frequency Response
Since the generator consists of a charge transfer rotor made
of an insulator, it can be treated as a current source with a high
output impedance. The aim is to find a relation between small changes
in the output current to the incremental changes in the excitation 
field, attracting the current onto the rotor. Since the generator is 
enclosed in a pressure vessel containing a mixture with 80% hydrogen 
gas at a pressure of 25 atmospheres, it can not easily be dismantled; 
hence all measurements must be made through the four terminals 
available to the outside world. The generator was tested with a 
constant external load of 780 and at various output voltages 
which were translated to current values. It would also be possible 
to test the generator almost on short circuit; however, the aim was 
to simulate normal output voltages. The diagram, (Fig. 2.2), shows 
how this was achieved.
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The additional valve feedback amplifier, of section 2,1.1, 
maintained the generator output voltage at a stability of about 0.1%, 
whilst an auxiliary power supply maintains a steady negative voltage 
of about -20 kV on the lower inductor.
A Solatron Transfer Function Analyser (type JM 1600 A) injected
a sinusoidal voltage of any given frequency between 0.0001 Kz and
160 Hz into the feedback amplifier. Resistive dividers allowed the
resultant voltage variations V^,at the lower input ioniser, and
V^, at the top terminal to be measured. The excitation field was
created by the summation of the constant negative voltage on the
lower inductor and the varying positive voltage on the lower ioniser.
The total effective load resistance on the generator is formed by
the combination of the generator's own internal divider impedance
(M-520 MÎ2) and the external load of 780 Stray and self
capacitances give the generator divider a 3 dB point of about 70 Hz,
and a 3 dB point for the external load could not be found below
160 Hz. Output current variations with respect to the injected signal
V., are thus given by V^ _/(Rt V. ),and the total transfer function J ^ J ’
relating the output current of the generator to the excitation voltage, 
is given by V^/(R^V.).
The external artificial load was specially constructed for 
this measurement in order to draw from the generator currents which 
correspond to, and slightly exceed, those required by the accelerator 
system at typical accelerating voltages. Another reason for testing 
the generator with its output at a high voltage, instead of almost 
short circuited, is that the available valve feedback amplifier, 
(section 2.1.1), acted as a voltage, and not as a current, stabiliser. 
Furthermore, the manufacturer ascribes an absolute voltage stability 
to the generator, irrespective of its mean output voltage level, 
(S.A.M.E.S., 2,2). The artificial load had ten resistor sections, 
each of a nominal 320 M^, and withstanding 50 kV; the sections 
originated from a S.A.M.E.S. accelerating tube and were mounted 
on an S.R.B.P. tube 11.5 inches in diameter and 5 ft. high, as shown 
in Fig. 2.3. The top of the column is surmounted by a spun 
aluminium hemisphere whose lower edge is rounded to a radius of 1 inch 
by an S.R.B.P. annulus coated with conducting aluminium paint. The 
hemisphere was directly connected to the generator output socket and 
the first column resistor.
FIG. 2.3: 250 kV, 780 measuring resistor.
Scale; 5 ft. 10 in. high.
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Initially the resisxor sections were connected in series, 
however, corona discharges from the bottom of the hemisphere set in 
at about 300 kV. Hence it was decided to have two sets of five 
sections in parallel, limiting the test voltage to about 250 kV, 
but at the same time enabling a maximum current of over M-00 yA 
to be drawn from the generator.
The 3% accuracy to which the external load resistor could be 
measured limited the overall accuracy of the results.
The results, (Fig. 2.M-), show the small signal gain, relating 
generator output current to input excitation voltage, as a function 
of frequency. Three important points emerge from this graph:
(1) There is a 6 dB point at 6 Hz, followed by a 40 dB/decade 
slope. This supplements the 10 millisecond time delay as
a gain/frequency limitation on the generator. The time delay 
figure for the generator arises from the manufacturer’s 
specifications, (S.A.M.E.S., 2,2).
(2) The response is still rising below a frequency of 0.001 Hz.
This means that a steady state response only occurs after a
time of at least 20 minutes has elapsed. Once this was
realised, arrangements had to be made to leave the system 
running for at least 20 minutes before taking measurements 
at any particular generator output voltage level.
(3) The small signal gain is, at any given frequency, some 
function of generator output voltage and current. This will 
be discussed in the next section.
The phase angle response, modified to neglect the effect of 
the generator’s 10 millisecond time delay, is shown in Fig. 2.5 for 
a generator output current of 0.372 mA.
2.2.4 Evaluation of the Generator Measurements
The generator frequency responses of Figs. 2.4 and 2.5 were 
evaluated to give a Laplace transfer function relating small changes
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in output current to corresponding changes in the input excitation 
voltage.
The curve fitting computer program of Konwerski and 
Williamson (2.3), enabled a linear transfer function of the form.
1
(p) = g 1 + p31.0' 1 + pS.l X lQ-3"1 + p92.0_ 1 + pO.05 (2.1)
to be fitted to those results corresponding to a generator output of 
248 kV and 0.372 mA. At any given frequency there were discrepancies 
of generally not more than 5% between the corresponding complex parts 
of the experimental results and those obtained from the fitted curve.
The above equation (2.1) was also checked by manual curve fitting.
In order to find the d.c. gain value g, the gains of the 
generator at 1 Hz, corresponding to each of the four experimental 
generator output conditions, were compared, and then related back 
to the steady d.c. values by using equation 2.1. In this way, it was 
possible to relate the d.c. gain values, representing the generator's 
small signal d.c. transfer gain g (mA/kV), to the steady state output 
current I (Amp), by the equation:
g = (0.496 X 10“^)(I X lo3)0'?9Z   (2.2)
As stated in the last section, the small signal gain is some 
function of the generator output voltage and current. According to 
Felici, (1.11) one may, to a good approximation, neglect the voltage 
aspect. This is not borne out by the manufacturer's curves shown 
in Fig. 2.5, The Surrey accelerator works in the 0 to 0.5 mA range 
for an energy variation of 0 to 500 keV. Under these conditions one 
is traversing the three lines in Fig. 2.5 obliquely. This implies 
that the experimental value for G, found for various output voltages, 
will be slightly less than the maximum possible gain value. For 
simplicity Felici's suggestion must be adopted. In a subsequent 
publication, (2.4), Felici ignores the low frequency performance of 
the generator and gives- no indication of the magnitude of g.
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An attempt was also made to obtain the d.c. characteristics 
of the generator directly, using the experimental arrangement for the 
frequency tests. These two curves, (Fig. 2.7), show the non-linearity 
in the transfer gain. Each time the lower inductor voltage was held 
at a fixed level and the ioniser voltage was varied, the two curves 
have the same shape, but are displaced with respect to the excitation 
voltage. This is believed to stem from the inability to allow the 
system to settle for at least 20 minutes before taking each point.
For the left-hand plot the gain changes from 0.213 mA/kV at 0.18 mA, 
to 0.946 mA/kV at 0.46 mA, For the second plot these values become 
0.224 inA/kV at 0.185 mA and 0.801 mA/kV at 0,45 mA. This implies 
that the graphs of the slope, (mA/kV), against the output current,
(mA), derived from each of the two plots, will tend to the same curve.
2.2.5 Excitation Unit
The excitation field to the generator was provided by a 
50 kV, 1 mA supply type MR50R, manufactured by Brandenburg Limited.
By modulating the upper end of the output voltage setting potentiometer 
with a 160 volt transistor, the frequency response of the excitation 
unit could be obtained, (Fig. 2.8).
The results reveal that the unit has a maximum phase lag of 
about 45° at 1 Hz, followed by a sudden phase change by about -160° 
at 63 Hz. There is also a sharp resonance at about 32 Hz. These 
three aspects do not make the unit a good feedback element,
A transfer function of the form.
-582.3 1 t pO 058"1 + pO 272_ 1 t pO.0017 + p2(0.005)2 (2.3)
was fitted to the results, (of Fig. 2.8). Again the curve fitting 
program of Konwerski and Williamson (2.3), was used, and the 
resultant expression checked by a manual method.
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GENERATOR D.C. TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS
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2.3____ Design Study for the Slow Loop
2.3.1 Creating a Model for the Slow Loop
The slow loop can be separated into several elements, as shown 
in the block diagram, (Fig. 2.9).
One of these elements is the resistive and capacitive loading 
effect at the generator output terminal, (Block 11, Fig. 2.9). Since 
the generator is a current source, its output voltage is load 
dependent on open loop. The high voltage capacitance will form an 
important part of the fast feedback loop and is described in detail 
in the next chapter. The resistive load consists of five components:
(1) the internal feedback resistor (4520 Mf2) provided with the 
generator, (2) the voltage sharing resistors, (adding up to 8 Gfî), 
across the capacitors, (3) the effective load to ground formed 
by the ion beam whose current varies typically between 0.1 yA and 
20 yA, (4) the accelerating tube grading resistors, and finally,
(5) the corona discharge from the high voltage terminal.
The last three components provide a variable load. The number 
of accelerator tube grading sections varies between 25 for an 
accelerating voltage of 500 kV, to only 3 for an accelerating voltage 
of 50 kV. Beam current variations during an accelerator run, and 
from one accelerator run to another, provide only a second order 
effect. A non-linear effect is caused by corona discharges from the 
top terminal at high voltages; this disappears as the system conditions 
in. An increased current demand on the generator will, according to 
section 2.3.2.2, reduce the slow loop gain and hence increase the 
stability of the loop in the control sense.
The other four components in this model are (1) the generator 
excitation characteristic, (block 9), (2) the transfer function of the 
excitation supply, (section 2.2.5 and block 8), (3) the fraction of 
the terminal voltage fed back to ground level, (block 7), and (4) the 
amplifying stags linking this point to the excitation supply, (block 6)
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2.3,2 Analysing the Slow Loop Model
2.3.2.1 Introduction
The model for the slow loop enables one to see which factors 
affect the stability of the system from the control point of view.
This section will investigate how the steady state loop gain 
varies with (1) d.c. parameters, such as the top terminal voltage 
and the beam current, and (2) frequency, where it will be assumed that 
the d.c, gains are constant so that small-signal linear analysis 
may be used.
It will be shown that the open loop gain of the system should 
be kept within safe limits for frequencies in the region of 1 Hz.
2.3.2.2 Variation of D.C. Loop Gain with Accelerating Voltage
Since the transfer gain of the generator is dependent on the
d.c. current it supplies, (section 2.2.4), it is first necessary to
see what the maximum value of this gain could be.
The dependence of the open loop gain of the slow loop on the
magnitude of the accelerating voltage will now be considered for a 
beam current of 100 yA and also for the case of zero beam current 
loading.
The resistive loading, R^, on the top terminal, is given by:
" 4  ' ^ ..............
Here the resistance of the accelerating tube is.
VMAX "s'^ S   (2-5)
where V^^^ is 600 kV, V^ is the operating voltage, which never exceeds 
600 kV, Ug (=25), is the total number of tube sections, and Rg, (=35 M^O, 
is the grading resistance of each tube section. The graph, (Fig. 2.10), 
assumes that non-integer values of (V^/V^^^)ng are possible, which of 
course is not strictly true.
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is the leakage resistance to ground created by the beam 
current 1^ , and is given by,
V
  (2.6)
Rç, is the total series grading resistance, (= 4 x 2,5 6Q), across the 
capacitors, and R^, (=4520 MO), is the divider resistance of the 
generator.
Having stated V^, the operating voltage, and 1^ , the beam 
current, one may find the total current I^ , supplied by the generator, 
from,
b  = ....................... (2-7)
and hence the small signal d.c. transfer gain for the generator from 
equation 2.1.
Additionally, the gains for the excitation unit and its pre­
amplifier may be taken as 5 82.3, (expression 2.3), and 6.5, (looking 
ahead to section 2.4.2), respectively. The voltage divider of the 
generator provides an attenuation of approximately 1/(6000), although, 
for the curves in Fig. 2.10, this was calculated exactly for each 
top terminal voltage V^ . The quantities in this paragraph can be
regarded as constant, so that the curves in Fig. 2.10 can be taken as
a general guide to the performance of the generator, when loaded by the 
accelerator, whatever the d.c. gains of the generator’s stabilising 
circuitry may be.
The curves in Fig. 2.10 show that the highest loop gain in the 
system occurs at maximum accelerating voltage and minimum current 
loading on the top terminal.
2.3.2.3 Frequency Analysis
The analysis was performed in the frequency domain using Bode
and Nyquist diagrams as well as Root Locus plots. The programming
techniques used to obtain the frequency response plots will be described
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in greater detail in connection with,the total system in Chapter 5.
From the block diagram, (Fig. 2.9), it can be seen that the 
frequency response of the generator excitation characteristic, (block 9), 
and the excitation unit, (block 8), have already been determined 
experimentally. The load on the top terminal of the generator, (block 11) 
takes the form of a simple lag function
R.
1 + pCR^ (2.8)
where R^ is the total load resistance, and C is the 2500 pf high 
voltage capacitance, (described in section 3.2), shunting the generator. 
The time constant (CR^ ) of the load depends on both the beam energy (e.g. 
compare lines 1 and 2 in the table 2.2 below) and the beam current (e.g. 
compare lines 3 and 4 below).
V.^(kV) R^ (Gfi) Ig(yA) Rg(G^ Î) R (GO) CR^(sec) 3dB500 25 0.875 0 CO 0.672 1.68 0.095
100 6 0.210 0 .00 0.196 0.49 0.325
500 25 0.875 0 |00 0.672 1.68 0.095
500 25 0.875 100 5.00 0.592 1.48 0.107
Table 2.2
The other components in the loop are (1) the high voltage divider 
arrangement, (block 7), which, according to Fig. 2.14, has a time- 
constant corresponding to a 3 dB frequency of about 50 Hz, and
(2), the excitor pre-amp, (Fig. 2.15), which has no time constant 
corresponding to frequencies below a few hundred Hz.
Slow open loop log/magnitude and phase plots are shown against 
frequency in Figs. 2.11 and 2.12 for a terminal voltages between 
50 kV and 500 kV.
Two loading conditions on the generator are considered:
(1) the generator is only loaded by its 4520 MQ divider chain and the 
accelerator tube, and (2) the load impedance consists of a parallel 
combination of voltage divider, the accelerator tube, the high voltage 
capacitors, and their grading resistors. In each case, the number of 
accelerator tube sections is a function of the given accelerating 
voltage, as described in section 2.3.2.2.
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The Root Locus plots show how the roots of the characteristic 
equation of the closed loop system vary with open loop gain. The Root 
Locus links the open loop poles and zeros. Using the computer 
technique of Williamson, (2.5), the effect of the simple time delay 
can also be included. Fig. 2.13 shows the Root Locus plots for the 
same conditions as for the Nyquist and Bode plots, except that now the 
whole accelerator tube is considered, and the voltage divider is 
assumed to have a frequency independent response.
The Bode and phase diagrams predict stability for the capacitive 
case, with positive gain and phase margins at 500 kV, of 1,70 and
12.2 degrees. The purely resistive load has 300 kV as a maximum 
accelerating voltage for which stability still obtains. To achieve 
stability in this case, there are at least three possibilities:
(1) the loop gain of the system at 500 kV could be reduced from
198.5 to 124.0. (2) A lead-lag network of the form
f f ^    (2-9)
could be employed. The amount of gain reduction 1/a, and the phase 
shift, would need close attention. (3) An open loop operational 
amplifier, with a series resistor-capacitor combination in its own 
feedback path, could be put in the forward loop; this would greatly 
increase the total forward loop gain below 0.1 Hz and is detailed in 
section 6.2.
The Root Locus diagrams, (Figs. 2.13(a) and (b)), show the 
interrelation between the poles and zeros of the system. Those near 
the origin indicate the slow response of many of the system elements.
They produce branches which show that the maximum loop gains of the 
capacitive and the purely resistive cases must not exceed 2550 and 
6370 if stability is to be retained. These values are higher than 
those given by the frequency plots; this is believed to be because 
the effect of the 40 Hz time constant associated with the voltage 
divider was not included in the Root Locus evaluations. A lag-lead 
element will bring the Root Locus branches across from the positive 
half plane to the stable zone given by the negative side.
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2.3.3 Conclusions
Since the ultimate aim was to stabilise the position of the 
beam produced by the accelerator, and not to convert the generator into 
a stable voltage supply, it was decided to keep the open loop gain at 
the safe value established for the capacitive load. The purpose of 
the slow loop is merely to set up the working energy. The beam 
itself can provide a high d.c. loop gain, since it only introduces an 
attenuation of about 0.01 to 0.04 between the top terminal and the beam 
detector output, (see section 5.2.2), as opposed to an attenuation of 
less than about 0.0002 for the voltage divider of the generator.
The use of a high gain open loop operational amplifier, 
(suggestion 3, last section), will be expanded in Chapter 6.
2.4 Construction
2.4.1 Introduction
There are three aspects to engineering the slow loop system:
(1) linking the generator output voltage and the voltage reference 
point to the excitation unit, (2) the voltage and current protection 
circuits, (3) auxiliary circuits consisting of the relay logic, 
three phase switch gear, and low voltage power supplies.
2.4.2 Signal Electronics
The signal electronics convert the generator output voltage 
into a quantity which can be subtracted from a reference voltage and 
fed back to the excitation unit to keep the generator output voltage 
constant. There are two parts: (1) the biasing network, and
(2) the amplifying stage.
At the input to the amplifier, the desired voltage, which is 
set up on a potentiometer shunting two 91 volt reference zeners, is 
subtracted from a given fraction of the generator terminal voltage.
This constitutes the input bias network, (Fig. 2.14), to the amplifier 
and assumes that the amplifier causes negligible current drain from the 
feedback resistor chain. The operation of the bias network is not 
affected by the fact that the d.c, voltage at the input point is about 
-91 volts. About 0.2 yA is taken by the amplifier input transistor; 
this is 0.15% of 133 yA, the current passing down the feedback resistor 
for a terminal voltage of 600 kV.
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The amplifier, (Fig. 2.15), inverts the signal and gives it a 
gain of about 6.5. The output is biased at -180 volts so that the 
excitor has an initial output of around-10 kV, The -15 kV operation 
threshold of the generator can then be reached manually using the 
reference voltage potentiometer. D.C. coupled beam positional 
information can be applied to the non-inverting input, (labelled "from 
amp. module"). The signal at this point modulates the base of a 
transistor supplying the voltage to the main transistor gain stage, and 
is reduced by a factor of only 0.75 before it reaches the input of the 
excitation unit. The diagram, (Fig. 2.15), also shows the 
experimental filter which could be switched in between the amplifier 
output and the excitor input, to remove the effect of the 31 Hz 
resonance peak in the frequency response of the excitation unit.
The 50 kV excitation unit can be used for either positive or
negative operation; its own output voltage setting potentiometer is 
merely switched across the appropriate reference neon. It was so 
arranged that in the negative position, the voltage across the 
potentiometer could be modulated by a 300 volt transistor, type MPS UlO; 
with no input voltage at the base of the transistor, and the potentiometer
wiper turned for full output voltage, it was so arranged that the
output voltage would bias itself automatically to about -20 kV 
(see Fig. 8.1), Appendix 8.1). A series combination of five 100 
10 kV resistors enables the excitor output to be monitored. This 
divider chain draws 100 yA maximum, and as such constitutes the main 
ôurrent drain on the excitor unit, since the main generator only 
demands a maximum of about 2 yA through its excitation inductor.
2.4.3 Safety Circuits
The generator output voltage and excitation voltage must both 
be kept within safe limits to prevent voltage breakdown damage to the 
main generator. The current through the generator should also be 
limited to protect the generator load during an external voltage 
breakdown.
A generator output voltage between 600 kV and 800 kV, (Felici, 1.9) 
will cause breakdown across the epoxy charge transfer rotor; the 
resultant tracking could cause permanent damage. An over-voltage could 
also damage the high voltage output bushing of the generator.
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The required tripping voltage is set up on a potentiometer in 
the feedback path. If the voltage on the potentiometer wiper rises 
above zero, the protection circuit is activated. The circuit,
(Fig. 2.16), consists of a diode protected high input impedance buffer 
stage feeding into a high gain stage having the coil of the trip 
relay in the collector load. A time constant of 1.2 seconds ensures 
that the relay will provide a definite changeover when the generator 
output voltage comes close to the trip value.
The excitor voltage needs to be protected for two reasons:
(l) a voltage exceeding 50 kV can cause breakdown between lower 
generator inductor and earth. (2) Excessive rise in excitor voltage 
implies an unwanted increase in generator current, and this leads to 
two considerations:- (a) the generator load needs to be protected 
during a breakdown condition by limiting the current, (b) for a 
given generator load, excessive current could cause an excessive rise 
in terminal voltage, which could, in turn, result in internal break­
down across the generator rotor.
The wiper of a potentiometer in the 500 excitation voltage 
monitoring resistance feeds onto the base of a high input impedance 
common emitter stage, whose load is formed by a relay coil. Capacitors 
and diodes hinder voltage spikes from reaching the transistors, (Fig. 2.17).
A back-up over current trip is included in the current 
measurement circuit shown in Fig. 2.18. The circuit has a further 
protection function in conjunction with the fast loop, (section 3.3.2).
2,4.4 Ancillary Circuits
These circuits comprise the low voltage power supplies, the 
three-phase contactors, and the relay logic which starts and protects 
the voltage supply to the accelerator.
The operational details as well as the diagrams are presented 
in Appendix 8.2, but are summarised here. Three phase, 415 volts, 
is applied to the generator motor, the control circuits being supplied 
from one phase and neutral. Safety starting interlocks are incorporated 
into the three phase supply, as are the relays detecting the absence 
of any one phase to neutral voltage. In order to start the generator,
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cooling water must first be circulating around the generator motor 
bearings. Pressing the start button will energise the generator 
motor as well as the low voltage power supplies. Once all the latter 
have come on, mains voltage is applied to the 50 kV excitation unit, 
which has associated with it a 1.25 minute time delay to allow the 
valve filaments to wæriri up before the anode voltages are applied.
2. 5____Performance of the Slow Loop
2.5.1 Introduction
The assessment of the slow loop performance was not of an 
exhaustive nature, since the major effort had to be devoted to 
stabilizing the beam position. However, three experiments were 
performed. These were on (1) the terminal ripple, (2) the voltage 
calibration of the system, and (3) the closed loop gain.
2.5.2 Terminal Ripple
The capacitive plate arrangement of section 4.6 was used to 
measure the residual ripple in the accelerating voltage when the slow 
loop was used in conjunction with a resistive and capacitive load.
The resistive load comprised the internal divider of the generator, 
as well as 17 accelerator tube sections and the 3020 internal 
impedance of a 400 kV supply which is described in section 2.5.3 
below - a beam was not used*, the capacitors are the high voltage 
elements to be discussed in section 3.2.
Fig, 2.19 shows the experimental arrangement which gives an 
ultra-violet trace with a scale of 28.7 volt/cm. This sensitivity 
value was derived by applying a 1 Hz 900 volt signal to the top 
terminal and checked to within 5% from the parameters of the experimental 
arrangement. The galvanometer was an S.E. Labs. Type B160, (Serial 
No. 10.3338), with a parallel damping resistance of 250 Q, to give 
an upper 3 dB frequency of 100 Hz.
The slow loop ripple was checked over 0.5 minutes and showed 
two types of fluctuations, (Fig. 2.20). The first consisted of random 
variations with typical frequencies around 1 Hz, as observed in 
section 2.2.2; these residual low drifts will be corrected by the d.c. 
signal from the beam. Superimposed on the above variations was a
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ripple with a frequency close to 50 Hz; this signal was probably due 
to imperfections on the rotor which was being driven by an induction motor 
slipping a few percent behind mains frequency - in fact, as the 
generator was switched off and the rotor slowed down, the ripple
frequency could be seen to expand to infinity and the amplitude to decay
to zero. This frequency will be corrected by the fast loop. The 
frequency response of the plate amplifier excluded frequencies below 
0.01 Hz, (section 4,6).
2.5.3 Terminal Voltage Calibration
Here it should initially be made clear that the Department of 
Electronic and Electrical Engineering at the University of Surrey also 
possesses a 400 kV, 3 mA electrostatic generator, whose feedback circuits 
give it an output voltage ripple of between 100 and 300 volts, with 
50 Hz as a predominant frequency. Although its maximum output voltage 
falls short of the desired value of 500 kV, it was used as a spare 
high voltage supply for the present accelerator. The frequency 
response of the total unit does not exceed 6 Hz, and it would there­
fore need to be modified for beam feedback operation. The machine was
useful, for the author's project, as a high voltage reference.
The reading on the voltmeter, as well as the dial turns of 
the ten-turn voltage setting potentiometer, were calibrated to the 
voltmeter of the 400 kV unit, which was taken as reference. Because 
of back-lash in the dial gearing, only the dial turns in the forward 
direction were considered. The dial turns are plotted against the 
terminal voltage, as read from the 400 kV unit, in Fig. 2.21. The 
gradient, when corrected for the 91 volt reference value, gave a 
slow d.c. closed loop gain of 6680, which agreed to within 5% with 
the low frequency value of 6340 given by Figs. 2.11 and 2.12 for 500 kV.
About six months later, the voltage calibration was rechecked 
in the following way. The present system and the 400 kV unit were 
separately used to supply an argon beam. Six energies were chosen, 
the magnet field being varied in an increasing direction to avoid 
its hysteresis effect. Two beam lines were used, so that in all,
24 readings were obtained, which are summarised in table 2.2. For 
each reading, the beam presence was indicated by maximising the 
beam current reading obtained from a target placed in the appropriate 
beam line.
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The results are summarised in Table 2.3. For each energy 
and beam line, the percentage deviation, between the two magnet 
readings, was found from the ratio of the difference to the mean of 
the two results. For the 45° line, the mean of the percentages for 
all energies was 0.9%. Equation 1.4 converts this value into an 
equivalent energy deviation of 1.8%, if one assumes a constant beam 
deflection radius, that is, no error in positioning the beam for 
maximum current at the target in the beam line. The 90° line gave 
a mean percentage of 1.2%, implying an energy error of 2.4%. These 
percentage deviations, with their one-sided bias, could be due to 
meter reading or beam positioning errors.
Table 2.3
Calibration of the System Against the 400 kV Unit, using an Argon Beam
45 Degree Line 90 Degree Line
Nominal 
Energy 
( keV )
Magnet Current 
(A)
Diff­
erence
Fraction
(%)
Nominal
Energy
(keV)
Magnet Current 
(A)
Diff­
erence
Fraction
(%)500 kV Unit
400 kV 
Unit
500 kV 
Unit
400 kV 
Unit
50 40.0 40.0 0.0 50 59.5 60.5 1.7
100 55.6 56.1 0.9 100 83.8 84.5 0.8
200 77.4 79.7 2.9 200 117.2 119.4 1.9
300 96.0 96.3 0.3 300 144.0 145.9 1.3
350 103.6 104.7 1.1 350 156.0 157.9 1.2
400 111.4 111.5 0.1 400 168.4 168.4 0.0
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2;______CONSTRUCTION OF THE FAST LOOP - APPLYING THE CORRECTIVE SIGNALS
3. 1____ Introduction
3.1.1 Suimnary of the Total System
The major decision of the project concerned the choice of 
the method for extending the range of frequencies over which it was 
possible to influence the top terminal voltage. The generator can 
not respond to frequencies above 6 Hz, but produces within itself 
higher frequencies of which the main component lies just below 
50 Hz (see Fig. 2.20). The problem was solved by introducing a 
capacitance between the top terminal and ground. (See section 3.2).
The total system is shown in Fig, 3.1 in terms of the signal 
control paths. It may be divided into two functions: (l) to stabilise 
the position of the beam at the target. This is the most important 
function. (2) To bring the system to the required energy and keep 
it there until the desired beam is found by means of the magnet.
The following arrangement establishes the required operating 
voltage on the bun. The slow loop is used to obtain the mean d.c.
voltage level for the system. A correction signal for frequencies
above 0.1 Hz is provided by a plate facing the high voltage bun and 
forming a capacitance of less than 1/2 pF with it. This signal is 
fed through amplifiers both into the slow loop and onto the grid 
of a 4 kV tetrode valve. The valve drives the top terminal through 
the bottom of the capacitor stack and through the lower ioniser input 
of the generator; this latter device maintains system stability in 
the region of 1 Hz, (see section 3.4.5). It should be noted that 
feeding a signal into an already stabilised slow loop is analogous 
to modulating the input of an amplifier which already has a stabilising 
feedback network around it.
When beam feedback is used, the plate signal is removed and 
replaced by the signal indicating beam positional deviations. This 
means that (1) both loops are now controlled by the same signal, and 
(2) the bun voltage is now controlled by the beam energy. In each 
beam-line two jaws intercept the two sides of the beam at the latter*s 
point of focus; this leaves a vertical aperture for the rest of 
the beam to pass through. Should the beam deviate in a horizontal 
direction off a central position, the jaws will detect this in the form
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of a differential current which is converted to a positive or negative 
voltage signal to correct the terminal voltage.
3.1.2 Providing the High Voltage Corrective Signals
This chapter will deal with the means by which the corrective 
signals are applied to the high voltage terminal. The additional 
circuitry that was built to accomplish this will be discussed, and 
the frequency responses relating the top terminal signals to the 
activating signals close to ground potential will then be established.
3. 2____The High Voltage Capacitance
3.2,1 Description
The high voltage capacitance extends the frequency range of 
the generator whose excitation characteristic has a 3 dB point of 
about 6 Hz. If the generator supplies 4 mA at 50 kV its effective 
loading impedance to ground is 12.5 so that a 2.5 nF capacitance 
gives correction signals over a high frequency bandwidth with a lower 
3 dB point of 5 Hz. The accelerator at Surrey does not normally 
demand more than 1 mA, so that at 50 kV, a capacitance of 2.5 nF 
would then give a response with a lower 3 dB point of 1.25 Hz.
Two methods of forming a 600 kV capacitor with a value of up 
to 2.5 nF were considered. One of these was to use a high voltage 
cable, the other, to install a stack of separate capacitors to 
withstand the total voltage.
In the first method, the capacitance would be formed between 
the outer braid and the inner conductor of a high voltage cable.
There are three problems here. Firstly, it may not be easy to obtain 
10 to 20 feet of cable with the necessary voltage rating; then the 
cable must be coiled and supported in a special stand not higher than 
10 feet. The third, and most difficult,task, is to'create appropriate 
high voltage terminations; where the earthed braiding is peeled away 
from the insulation surrounding the high voltage core conductor, 
puncturing may occur through the insulation to the core, because 
air now acts as a second dielectric, so causing an uneven voltage 
distribution between braiding and core; a second aspect, is that the 
core conductor must act as a corona free link between the generator and 
the high voltage terminal.
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The above problems led to the adoption of the second method, 
which entailed the use of a series combination of separate high 
voltage capacitors. 150 kV capacitors (Type 150F202F) were readily 
available from Hartney Wintney Measurements Limited. These capacitors 
were of an oil impregnated paper construction. They were 10 nF each 
and would allow a series combination with a value of 2.5 nF and a 
maximum withstanding voltage of 600 kV to be formed. The capacitor 
value of 10 nF was in excess of requirements, but the height of 10.5 
inches for each unit allowed the capacitors to be fitted conveniently 
beneath the high voltage bun. The capacitors supported the grading 
plates under the bun at one corner, (as shovm in Fig. 3.2); the 
lower capacitor was supported above earth by a plate made of an 
aluminium alloy, ("Durai", see Appendix 8.3.1), and carried on 
six 4 inch long perspex rods - in this way it was possible to 
modulate the bottom of the capacitor stack by a 0 to 4 kV signal.
The series combination of four capacitors has a maximum 
stored energy, at 600 kV, of 450 Joules. To dissipate this safely 
in case of a high voltage breakdown, each capacitor had to be 
protected by a spark gap set to fire at about 140 kV. To ensure 
a correct voltage distribution across the capacitors, each had to 
be shunted to a 2 resistance.
3.2.2 Voltage Distribution
When a d.c. voltage is applied across a group of capacitors 
connected in series, the resultant steady state voltage across each 
individual component depends on the leakage resistances of all the 
constituent components. By shunting each capacitor with a resistance 
much lower than the internal value, one may ensure that all the leakage 
resistances are made equal. There is also a safety consideration; an 
increased leaJcage resistance will reduce the risk of an accidental 
charge build up on the capacitor.
The leakage resistance of a high voltage capacitor will depend 
on (a), its internal construction and (b) , external leakage. The latter 
may be due to a variety of factors such as grease deposition by 
handling, and the formation of a film of dust through atmospheric 
pollution.
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FIG, 3.2; High Voltage Terminal
Showing grading plates and four high voltage capacitors, 
(3 on left, one at top centre). One of the four 2 
grading resistors is at the bottom left. One spark-gap 
is in position across third capacitor. To the right:
The 50 kV excitation unit. Top centre: high voltage 
connection to the generator.
Scale; Grading plates separated by about 1 foot.
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Two separate measurements were made to determine the d.c. 
leakage resistance of each capacitor. The first measurement 
(measurement 1, table 1) was made to an accuracy of 8% using the 
General Radio Company electrometer type 1230A with its 9.1 volt test 
supply. The second measurement (measurement 2) provided an 
approximate check at 500 volts using a inegohmeter type 29A made by 
H. Sullivan Limited. The above leakage values imply a discharge time 
constant of about 20 minutes.
Table 3.1
Capacitor
Gap
Leakage Resistance Graded Res. Breakdown
Meas.1 
R(GÇl)
Meas.2 
R(GO)
Meas.3 
R(GQ) C(nF) Meas.1 R(G&)
Meas.2 
R(GO)
Spacing | B.D. 
(in) 1 (kV)
4(Top)
3
2
1
135.0
137.0 
94.0
137.5
>65.0
>60.0
>50.0
>62.5
2.94
2.81
2.25
2.50
9.663 
9.648 
9.872 
9. 785
2.14
2.12
2.12
2.16
1.88
1.89
1.90 
1.94
12.50 j >140 
11.88 >140 
12.56 >140 
11.25 jl35-145
The results for the leakage resistance values showed that it 
would be safe to use a resistance of 2 GQ across each capacitor.
This would swamp any change of less than a few percent in leakage 
resistance. The discharge time constant would then be 20 seconds, 
and the d.c. current drawn from the top terminal, would, at 500 kV, be 
only 62.5 yA.
Each resistor chain consists of 20 individual 2% 100 resistors, 
which are of type Mh4TU made by Welivyn and formed of a spiral carbon 
track. The resistors are screwed together, and each chain of 20 is 
housed in a 3 ft. 7 in. long S.R.B.P. tube, with an inner diameter of 
39 inches and a wall thickness of 3/32 inch. Fig. 3.2 shows the tube 
for the bottom capacitor.
The modified leakage resistances were then checked by two 
measurements whose results are shown in the centre of table 1 under 
"graded resistance". The first measurement was done to an accuracy of
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of about 5% using the megohmeter, (Type 29A). The second experiment 
was performed by applying 40 kV to each capacitor in turn and 
determining its leakage current with a 1 k^ microammeter. The second 
experiment was repeated some six months later and the results again 
agreed to within an experimental error of about 5%.
The important aspect of the above results for the capacitor 
grading resistors is that, for each set of measurements, all the 
resistance values differed from each other by not more than 3%. Now 
the safe maximum total bun voltage, can be found from (1) the
150 kV rating for each capacitor, (2) the total series resistance,
Z (R) = 7.61, of the units, and (3) the resistance, R^^^ = 1.94, with the 
maximum deviation from the mean value, Z(R)/4, hence,
V = 150 = 588 kVmax Rmax
This is in excess of the required 500 kV operating limit.
The actual capacitance values were measured, (measurement 3), 
using a 1 volt 1 kHz signal. The results confirmed the manufacturer’s 
nominal values for the capacitances to within 2% which was also the 
accuracy of the measurements. The values of the leakage resistances 
are low, but this may be due to the effect of the self inductance of 
of the capacitors.
Two additional tests were contemplated, but time precluded 
their execution. One of these involved applying 50 kV to each 
capacitor and so measuring its ungraded leakage value. The second 
experiment would be to apply a step voltage, to the ungraded capacitor 
and observing the charging current with time. •
3.2.3 Spark-Gap Protection
If there were a sudden drop in bun voltage, owing to a 
breakdown to earth, one has the effect of a step like voltage signal 
applied to the capacitors. Since the R and C values are the same 
for each unit, the transient effect will be shared equally by all 
the capacitors.
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However, individual capacitors could still be subjected to 
higher than rated voltage if (l) one or more of the four intermediate 
sections were shorted out before starting the generator, (2) one or 
more of the intermediate sections were shorted to ground whilst the 
accelerator was actually running, or (3) the terminal voltage were to 
exceed the safe limit estimated in the previous paragraph.
To protect the capacitors, a plane-sphere gap was proposed 
for each section. The plane was made more positive than the sphere - 
this would provide a greater breakdown voltage than the opposite 
polarity could, (Alston, 3.1). A mushroom-like structure, as shown 
in Figs. 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, was used to form a hemispherical surface.
The material was a hard aluminium alloy, (type HE-14W), whose details 
are given in Appendix 8.3.1. The vertical gap between the plane and 
hemisphere could be adjusted by a screw-thread arrangement accommodated 
in the base. A radius of 2.5" was chosen for the hemisphere in order 
to comply with the restrictions imposed by (1), the small gap spacing 
of about 1 foot as detailed on the right of table 3.1, and (2) the 
characteristics, (taken as a guide), given by (a), Alston,(3.1), and 
(b) the British Standards on High Voltage Measurement using Spark-gaps, 
(3.2).
Measurements were performed on a spark-gap placed across a 
capacitor in the third section. A relative humidity of 47.5% was 
given by wet and dry bulb thermometers with readings of 62°F and 
75°F respectively, the latter also being the ambient air temperature. 
The gap distance was determined from the distance that the hemisphere 
supporting column was raised above the supporting base. Ionisation of 
the air during the experiment may have influenced the results.
The results can be summarised by a least-squares approximation 
of the form:
d = 1.024 - 0.860' ^100 + 1.5.6 1 ^ (3.1)
where V is the desired breakdown voltage in kilo-volts, and d is the 
gap spacing in inches. See Fig. 3.3.
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FIG. 3.4; Discharge Hemisphere
Scale: radius of top hemisphere = 2.5 inches.
Note: pitting of top surface due to discharges in the 
region 70 - 140 kV.
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The breakdown experiment brings out three aspects: (l) a larger 
hemisphere radius would steepen the d^  V breakdown characteristic close 
to the 140 - 150 kV region, (cf. Goodlet et al., 3.3). This would 
increase the sensitivity in using the gap spacing to set up the desired 
protection voltage in the above range. (2) the steeper curve might 
also imply a reduced dependence on ambient conditions such as 
temperature and humidity. This would need to be investigated. (3) the 
experiments caused pitting on the top of the spark-gap owing to 
intense local heating during a breakdown. This effect could be reduced 
by using a suitable resistance in series with the spark-gap. This 
question is detailed in Appendix 8.3.2,
The effectiveness of the spark-gaps was demonstrated when the 
system suffered a high voltage breakdown at about 475 kV. The total 
system was operating as a generator, (as described in section 5.3.2). 
Initially the breakdown was believed to have been due to a wrong 
setting of one of the spark-gaps, which were then all duly removed.
If •After one hour the machine could again be brought up to about 475 kV, 
and the breakdown occurred once more. No damage was done as a result 
of the first flash over, presumably because the breakdown was channelled 
straight down to earth by means of the spark-gaps. The second time, 
however, with the spark-gaps removed, the discharge caused a surge on 
the mains, blowing most of the system’s mains fuses, and also destroying 
two bipolar - but not the F.E.T. - operational amplifiers. The 
breakdown was believed to have been caused by a malfunctioning over­
voltage protection circuit.
As a result of the above experience, the breakdown across the 
capacitors, without the spark-gaps, was also investigated, and the 
results are shown in the last column of table 3.1. The lower limit 
of 135 kV per section implies a maximum bun voltage of 540 kV.
3.3 Signal Electronics
3.3,1 Introduction
This section will consider the means by which the correction 
signals are taken (1) to the bottom of the capacitor stack for fast 
correction and (2) into the slow loop for d.c. correction. The 
discussion on the individual electronic units will be followed, in the
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next section, by an analysis of the effects of the generator and valve 
on the top terminal voltage.
3,3.2 Valve Unit
This unit converts a ± 10 volt signal to a swing of 0.5 to
5 kV, and feeds it to the. end of the capacitor chain as well as to 
the lower input ioniser of the main generator, (for reasons to be 
explained in section (3.4.5). A transistor amplifier converts the 
± 10 volt input signal to a 0 to -60 volt signal which drives the 
grid of a transmitting tetrode type QY3-125, (see Fig. 3.5). The 
tetrode is connected as a common cathode amplifier with a 195 kJÎ 
anode load, operating from a smoothed but unregulated 4 kV supply.
The grid to anode voltage transfer characteristics for this config­
uration and load, are shown in Fig. 3.6, from which it can be seen 
that a screen voltage of 150 volts gives an anode swing of 0.5 to 4 kV, 
and implies a larger swing as the screen voltage increases.
The valve anode is connected to the base of a high voltage 
capacitor chain. If the bun, at a voltage of +V kV, is shorted to 
ground as a result of a high voltage breakdown, the valve anode would 
try to rise to a voltage of -V. An air spark-gap, set to fire at
6 kV, will prevent this. The current measuring and protection circuit 
of Fig. 2.18 is placed between the valve unit and earth. When the 
spark-gap fires, the anode will be shorted to ground, an excess current 
will flow and hence trip the protection relay.
The 6 amp heater supply to the directly heated cathode is from 
a transistorised 5 volt d.c. source. This is to reduce the 300 volt 
ripple on the anode, which an a.c. supply was seen to cause, to less 
than 1 volt.
The overall unit is non-inverting, but an input capacitance of 
15 yF makes it a.c. coupled with a lower 3 dB point at 0.1 Hz. If 
the anode is biased at the steepest part of the transfer characteristic, 
(Fig. 3.6), the total mid-band voltage gain for the stage will be 
about 300. These two latter considerations result in a low frequency 
voltage transfer function of the form:
IA
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300.0 —j) t pl.33_   (3.2)
The upper 3 dB cut-off point for this unit, will provide one 
of the limitations on the upper end of the range of frequencies, for 
which the accelerator control system can provide corrective action.
This frequency can be estimated by regarding the valve as a current 
source and looking at the parallel effect of the resistances and 
capacitances loading the anode. One of the resistances is the source 
impedance of the valve itself. The characteristics indicate an anode 
(source) resistance of 100 kS7 for a screen voltage of 350 volts and a 
grid voltage of -25 volts. The anode load is 195 kf2. The high voltage 
cable coming onto the anode, has a capacitance of about 500 pF. This 
parallel R/C network has a 3 dB point at about 5 kHz. A decrease in 
screen-grid voltage will not only reduce the anode voltage swing,
(Fig. 3.6), but also increase the dynamic anode resistance, (Mullard 
Limited, 3.4), tending to make it large in comparison with the 195 k&2 
anode load; this will increase the upper 3 dB point to about 15 kHz,
Improvements to the valve system would involve (1) increasing 
the screen voltage to obtain a larger anode voltage swing, and
(2) using a feedback loop around the valve to, (a) linearise the 
voltage transfer characteristics, (b) reduce any remaining 50 Hz ripple 
on the anode, and, (c) improve the d.c. stability of the anode voltage.
3.3.3 Transistor Regulator
A novel solid-state approach of accomplishing the swing of 
several kilovolts provided by the valve, was investigated.
A chain of transistors, (Fig. 3.7), regulates the current 
flowing into the lower ioniser of the generator and so builds up a 
voltage of several kV, which can then be transmitted to the top 
terminal, (through the generator and the capacitor,stack, as before). 
Basically, a 10 MHz amplitude modulated signal is fed through isolating 
capacitors to the bases of the transistors and a feedback signal 
maintains the mean d.c. output level of the transistor chain at about 
-10 kV.
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The 10 MHz signal is provided by a multivibrator, each side 
of which is fed to two common emitter stages. Each stage drives three 
transistor boards. There are a total of twelve transistor boards 
located in a tank filled with insulating oil. Each board carries six, 
300 volt transistors of type BD158 or MPSUIO, and withstands 1.6 kV; 
each transistor is protected by three 91 volt zener diodes. A short 
length of 150 kV cable provides adequate voltage isolation and a 
capacitance of 5 pF which is sufficient to pass the 10 MHz signal 
to the bases of the transistors. At the output of the transistor 
chain there is a 200 k^  ^2 Watt, resistance to protect against current 
surges, and a 20 kV spark-gap to give additional voltage protection.
A series of characteristics, (Fig. 3.8), were obtained for the 
regulator, by using a variable -30 kV supply across a series combination 
of the regulator and a specially constructed resistance of about 40 KQ. 
The curves show that the small signal source impedance of the regulator, 
for zero input voltage signal is,
Iy - 750 kÜ
If the transistor chain were inserted between earth and the common 
-terminal linking both the generator ioniser and the lower end of the 
capacitor stack, then the main load at the output of the transistor 
chain would be the capacitance to ground of the cables linking it to 
both the generator and the capacitor stack. If the cable capacitance 
is taken to be about 500 pF, then the small-signal 3 dB frequency of 
the combination of source resistance and load capacitance is about 
400 Hz. The difficulty arises with the large signal aspect; say the 
voltage swing at the output of the transistor chain is ± 10 kV about 
a mean of -10 kV, and the current is 0.25 mA, then the resultant 
mean d.c. source impedance of 20 MQ, when combined with the cable 
capacitance, gives an upper 3 dB frequency of about 15 Hz. A further 
experiment confirmed the linearity between output and input d.c, voltage 
levels for constant output currents of 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 mA, (Fig. 3.9), 
This linearity was suggested by the previous characteristics, (Fig. 3.8).
In the context of the present project, the solid state approach 
was not a practical solution. A high voltage valve is less easily
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damaged by current and voltage surges than a semiconductor device 
would be ; it can also be easily replaced if necessary. For the 
present voltage level of a few kilovolts, a valve does not require 
an oil bath for heat dissipation and elimination of corona discharges.
The construction of the valve circuit is simple and rugged; its 
frequency response extends to at least 1 kHz and is not noticeably 
influenced by the d.c. current drawn into the generator.
The solid state approach still requires considerable development 
if it is to be used in the harsh electrical environment of an accelerator 
system. One might envisage a stack of identical 2 kV transistor modules, 
each with its own current and voltage protection and anti-corona surface - 
such a stack could be mounted in air and the number of modules 
adapted to the required range of regulator voltage. The large signal 
frequency response is strongly current dependent - however, in the 
light of experience with the valve unit, a 6 kV voltage swing would 
have been sufficient for this project; for a current of 0.25 mA, and a 
mean output level of 3 kV, the effective d.c. source impedance of the 
transistorised system is then 6 if the loading capacitance of the
system is 500 pF, one then obtains an upper 3 dB point of 50 Hz. The 
solid state system does offer the advantage that the 20 mA, 5 kV, 
auxiliary supply, associated with the valve, is no longer required.
3.3.4 Amplifier Module
This set of amplifiers, (Fig. 3.10), links the sources of 
feedback information - the bun sensing plate and the beam in either 
the 45° or 90° line - to the valve and to the slow loop. Initially 
the signal from the bun sensing plate, (section 4.5), is connected into 
the system. The appropriate beam feedback information may be switched 
in, only one line at a time, using switches SW90L and SW45L - if the 
beam is actually present, it will then operate a relay, (RL45 or RL90), 
to remove the plate signal and connect its own positional information 
into the system. If the beam is suddenly removed,'the system will 
automatically revert to the sensing plate. A set of indicator lamps 
monitor the state of the system and are supplemented by three sockets 
providing analogue information on the bun sensor output and the beam 
detector amplifier outputs.
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For high gain settings, the frequency response of the amplifiers 
had to be tailored to prevent loop oscillation at frequencies in the 
region of 1 to 10 kHz. Fig. 3.10 shows that the 3 dB frequencies for
the gains of the F.E.T. amplifiers were 24.1 Hz at a gain of 30, and
7.2 Hz at a gain of 100.
3.4 Analysis of the Feed Impedances to the Top Terminal
3.4.1 Description of Model
The voltage on the top terminal is affected by two elements:
(l) the d.c, generator, and (2) the valve. To model the system, both 
the generator and the valve can be regarded as current sources, linked 
to the top terminal by passive networks called feed impedances.
The generator rotor is an insulated charge carrier and hence 
approaches an ideal current source. It is driven by an induction 
moTor running close to a synchronous speed of 3000 rpm; this is 
confirmed by (1) the terminal voltage ripple recordings in section 2.5,2, 
and (2) the initial steepness of the general torque - speed curve of an 
induction motor. The charge and discharge points are symmetrically 
located on opposite sides of the rotor. Hence the charge transfer 
time delay is 1/2 a period of revolution, (i.e. 10 milliseconds). The 
generator is paralleled by the high voltage capacitances with their 
voltage distribution resistances. The generator input ioniser is 
separated from earth by the valve driver unit.
The anode of the valve unit was connected to both the base of 
the capacitor stack and the lower ioniser of the generator. The 
connection to the generator would increase the gain, from the valve 
anode to the bun between 0.1 Hz and 1 Hz, by about 3 0, and was 
found to be necessary for the stability of the whole system. The valve 
can also be regarded as a current source which is fed into a number 
of elements: (l) a series combination of capacitor stack and
resistive load on the bun - the variable load on the bun will vary the 
time constant of this arrangement, (2) the capacitance to earth of the 
cable linking the valve anode to both the capacitor stack and the 
generator ioniser - this capacitance amounts to about 500 pF,
(3) the anode load of 195 k^î, (4) the anode resistance which was
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estimated to be 100 kQ or higher, (section 3.3.2).
Both generator and valve have non-linear gains with respect 
to the current passing through them and the voltage at their outputs; 
however,one may consider the gains to be constant for each particular 
operating condition, provided that the perturbations are sufficiently 
small. Assuming that the gains involved can be regarded as .linear, 
one may then use the principle of superposition. The following two 
sections will now consider the effects of the generator and valve in 
isolation.
3.4.2 Generator
Associated with the generator there are three basic small
signal quantities which are shown in Fig. 3,11(2). These are,
(1) the variation in output voltage, v^^ ; (2) the variation in the
current passing through the generator, i^^, and (3) the variation in
voltage V built up between the lower ioniser and earth. These three Gg
quantities may be related by the Laplace Transform equations describing 
the model in Fig. 3.11(2).
V l = V c  -   (3-3)
i = i . e ^^DG     (3.4)g gi
V  " h  +   (3.5)
i = i t i_   (3.6)g o C
V  = i R     (3.7)og o L
V = -i.Z^   (3.8)eg 1 F
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These equations lead to the following relationships : -
y  " "  ■
-
1 + ^ e-P'^ DG _ 1
F (3.9)
and
V -Z„
^  (p) =
gi Zp + %C + «L (3.10)
The current i^, however, can only be created by an excitation voltage 
v^, (as explained in section 1.3.2), to which there are now, with both 
fast and slow loops operating, three components
(1) The voltage v^^, created by the -50 kV unit, (section 2,2.5),
(2) The voltage v^^, due to the valve anode, (equation 3.16), and
(3) The voltage v^^, caused by the current i^^ passing between
earth and the ioniser input to the generator, (see above, this 
section).
In order to get an indication of how good a feedback element the 
generator is, it is necessary to investigate the total transfer function 
relating the top terminal voltage to the input excitation voltage. The 
Laplace equation for given by equation 2.5, and the overall
transfer function now becomes,
'i -.1 V Vg:L og og
"^eb .^eb,
(3,11)
This equation still does not give the complete picture. One 
must also specify the terminal voltage and the loading on the 
accelerator. The loading is a function of the beam current and the 
number of accelerator tube sections; the latter increases with acceler­
ating voltage in order to maintain a well focussed beam. The loading, 
Rjj, will have an effect on (1) the time constants of the system and
9 0 -
and (2) in conjunction with the accelerating voltage, the current 
drawn from the generator and therefore its gain.
The transfer function relating changes in accelerating voltage 
to changes in excitation voltage is analysed with respect to gain, 
phase, d.c. accelerating voltage and d.c. beam current, in the 
frequency plots in Figs. 3.12, 3.12 and 3.14.
The generator phase curves are shifted by 180 degrees to 
facilitate a comparison with the valve phase curves obtained in the 
next section. It should also be made clear that the load R^ , for both 
the generator and the valve, is calculated as in section 2.3.2.2 as 
regards the accelerator tube resistance, (equation 2.5), but that 
R^ , the series grading resistance for the capacitors, is now included 
in Zç, and not R^ .
The effect of the voltage v , caused by the current i.eg ^ 1
drawn into the generator from ground, is small. Consider the output 
top terminal voltage to alter by ± 7,5 kV, and the total load to be
1.5 This results in a current swing of 10 pA, which, across the
100 kJÎ between the lower generator ioniser and ground, gives a voltage 
of 1 volt - small in comparison with the 4 kV valve voltage swing.
3.4.3 Valve
If the valve unit is taken in isolation, as in Fig. 3.11 (3), 
one can set up the following equations:-
iv = lev + Ipv   (3-12)
= (^C + h ) l c v    (3 -1 3 )
V  = Icvh  (3-14)
= Ipv^F   (3-15)
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which lead to the transfer functions
V R,Z
- F  (p) =   <3.16)
and
.....................
The first of the above transfer functions shows the contribution made 
to the top terminal voltage by the valve current. The second transfer 
function shows the small signal voltage at the valve anode due to the 
valve current. This voltage is one of the components of the total 
generator excitation voltage; it changes the voltage of the lower ioniser 
with respect to the inductor, and so alters the net excitation value.
The first transfer function was investigated for the same 
conditions of d.c. terminal voltage and beam current as in the case of 
the generator. The frequency plots are shown alongside the corresponding 
curves for the generator in Figs. 3.12 - 3.14.
3.4.4 General Conclusions
The characteristics in Figs. 3.12 - 3.14 show that the gains 
and time constants of the valve and generator circuits are dependent 
on the two d.c. conditions of bun voltage and beam current. The effect 
is most pronounced where the beam current is totally absent. In this 
case the variation in gain with bun voltage is•greatest for both 
generator and valve below 0.1 Hz; variations between phase shifts occur 
mainly in the range 0.01 Hz to 1 Hz.
The drop in generator gain with frequency is compensated for 
by the rise in valve gain. The valve, seen in isolation from the 
generator, has a d.c. effect on the top terminal by virtue of the leakage 
resistors across the capacitors; because of the voltage swings involved, 
this effect will not be sufficient to provide d.c. compensation on its own,
- 9 5 -
With a beam current of 100 pA, the spread in characteristics 
due to different d.c. terminal voltages, is limited essentially to the 
gain of the generator at frequencies below 0.1 Hz.
An experimental verification for the above analysis, will be
described in section 5.3.3.
3.4.5 Stability Considerations
The characteristics of Figs. 3.12 to 3.14 can give information 
about the stability of a system in which the effect of the generator 
on the top terminal is augmented by that of the valve. The phase 
responses of the generator circuit, (Fig. 3,14), will be considered 
in conjunction with the phase response of the excitor unit, (Fig. 2.8), 
remembering that the generator phase response is shifted by 18QO 
in Fig. 3.14.
If the generator and valve are connected to the top terminal
but not with each other, then it can be seen from Figs. 3.14 and 2.8 that,
at about 1 Hz, the resultant top terminal voltage signals from generator 
and valve will tend to be 180° out of phase. The valve unit can
therefore act as a signal inverter in the generator control loop, and
instability can occur. This was observed in practice.
If now the lower ioniser of the generator is connected to the 
valve anode instead of ground, then the effect of the valve on the 
top terminal voltage, through the capacitors, will still have an 
associated voltage gain of unity; however, the voltage gain between 
the valve anode and the top terminal, through the generator, will 
have a gain greater than unity as the generator gain curves of
Figs. 3.12 and 3.13 show. The net phase shift, between the valve and
the top terminal, will therefore be dominated by the phase shift 
introduced by the generator circuit, for signal frequencies within 
the latter’s pass band; the value of this phase shift will be 
similar to that between the input to the generator excitor unit and the 
top terminal. In the actual control system, the lower ioniser of the 
generator was therefore connected to the valve anode.
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^ _____ OBTAINING THE ERROR SIGNAL
4.1 Using the. Beam as a Feedback Element
One may obtain a measure of beam position directly from the 
beam itself, or indirectly, by looking at the accelerating voltage. 
However, the beam position is related not only to the accelerating 
voltage, but also to energy fluctuations which can result from 
(l) variations in the physical quantities which determine the ion source 
conditions, (section 6.3), and (2) any other variations, 
due possibly to the effects of the beam line focusing 
elements or poor vacuum conditions in the beam line. Measuring the 
accelerating voltage is therefore not strictly the same as measuring 
the beam position.
This chapter will be concerned mainly with the direct use of 
the beam as a feedback element; only the final section will be devoted 
to a capacitive method of obtaining information about the high 
frequency (above 0.5 Hz) terminal voltage ripple.
4. 2 Analysis of Beam Deflection with Mass and Energy
4.2,1 Introduction
The Surrey 500 kV accelerator is designed to provide solid and 
gaseous ions with a mass energy product of 90 amu MeV for the 45°
line, and 45 amu MeV for the 90° line; this means that at 500 kV, the
45° line could supply singly charged ions with a mass as high as 180. One 
may have a situation where neighbouring ion beams are very close to 
each other; - the isotopes of Tellurium provide just one such case; 
the problem arises whether it is still possible for the accelerator 
system to distinguish between such beams. Another consideration is 
how the stability ~ ratio of maximum ripple amplitude to mean value - 
of the accelerating voltage can be translated into beam positional 
movement at the implantation target. These questions may be tackled 
theoretically by first considering the spatial geometry of the 
deflected beam, and then seeing how this geometry is influenced by 
the physical properties of the beam, such as its mass and energy, and 
the deflecting magnetic field.
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4.2.2 Beam Deflection Analysis
Consider first the deflection geometry as shown in Fig. 4.1, 
The magnet deflects a particle through an angle D and a radius Rq. If 
one of the properties of the particle, say its energy, changes, then 
the magnet automatically gives the particle a new angle 0, and a 
radius R^ . At a distance £ from the magnet, the particle then 
experiences a deflection s. If one defines a distance s^ , as 
shown in Fig. 4.1, then.
8 = Sg t £tan0      (4.1)
from triangle AOO', one can obtain:
*^2  ^ 21 
sinp sin(ri - 0)
and
Rg -  Ry Rg
- ^ e -  = i î S T    (^ ^ 3 )
One may also link the old and new deflecting radii by a factor,
p - p—     (4.4)1
Eliminating s^ , 0 and R^ , one obtains:-
s = R^{/p^ - (p - D^sin^p - 1 - (p - l)cosn}
+ l (p - Dsinn   (4.5)
/p^ - (p - l)^sin^n
or
s = R^ s ' + £ s"R-. I  ^J (4.6)
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The beam deflection, at a distance k, from the magnet, which 
provides a nominal deflection radius is therefore a linear function 
of both and The two quantities, R^ and il, are multiplied resp­
ectively, by the normalized radius factor, (s'/R^), and the normalized 
distance factor, (s'y&). These two normalized factors are themselves 
only dependent on the nominal beam deflection angle n, and the ratio, p, 
of the new and old deflection radii; they are plotted, in Figs. 4.2a 
and 4.2b, as a function of both the positive, (p - 1), and negative,
(1 - p), fractional changes in the deflection radius R^ .
It should be stressed that the ratio, p, of the radii, is 
important, because it is a function of the changes in the physical 
quantities represented by the beam accelerating voltage, V, the mass 
to charge ratio, (m/q), and the beam deflection field, B, of the 
magnet, as equation (4.8), (or (1.3)) shows. The curves in Figs. 4.2a 
and 4.2b therefore have general application for any magnet deflection 
system which can be regarded as ideal. (e.g. negligible field fringing 
effects at the input and output ports of the magnet), and where one is
only concerned with the action of the centre line of the beam.
The differential form of equation 4.5 is also very useful; this 
will become apparent in sections 4.2.4 and 4.3. It was shown,
(Appendix 8.5), that, approximately,
^  = R, (1 - cosri) t £sinri ................... (4.7)dp 1
This equation becomes more accurate as the ratio, p, approaches unity.
If p = 1.01, then Appendix 8.5 shows that the factor, (1 - cos n ), of
R^, is correct to within 1.7% for p = 45° and 1.0% for p = 90°; for
the factor sin p , of Jl, the corresponding accuracies are both 2.0%.
4.2.3 Separation between Neighbouring Beams
This section will consider the spatial separation between two 
beams of contiguous mass to charge ratio. The separation will be 
investigated at the beam focus position at which it is desired to 
place the beam position detection arrangement.
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In general » the beam radius, R, described by a beam having a 
mass to charge ratio m/q, an accelerating voltage V, and passing 
through a deflecting field B, will be given by equation 1.3, 
repeated here for reference : -
/
= F /  .......................
If a second beam now has a mass to charge ratio of (m/q + l), the 
ratio, Rg/R^) of the radii, will be given by,
( 4 . 9 )
Using equations 4.5 and 4.9, or the curves in Fig. 4.3, one may then 
find the separation between neighbouring beams for any mass to charge 
ratio and magnet deflection angle, irrespective of the acceleration 
energy and magnetic field.
The separation between neighbouring beams at the beam focus 
points, where the beam positional feedback signaJ. will be derived, 
is shown in Fig. 4.3, for mass to charge ratios between 1 and 500.
At a value of 250, the beam is separated from its nearest neighbour 
by 3.3 or 2.9 mm, depending on whether it is in the 45° or 90° line. 
The next section shows that this can already approach the width of 
an ion beam in the Surrey accelerator. The ratio between the 
separations in the 45° and 90° lines, for the same atomic mass, tends 
to 1.16, as the atomic mass itself tends to infinity.
4.2.4 Beam Movement due to Terminal Voltage Instability
For completeness, the relation between terminal voltage 
stability and spatial beam movement at the target and the beam 
detection point, may be considered here.
In this case, the ratio of the radii becomes;
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R, = p = / 1 +
6V (4.10)
If p varies about unity by ôp, then,
1 + 6p = y/l + = 1+ §1V (4.11)
If < 1%9 terms of order 2 and higher may be neglected, so that 
2 6p = (ÔV/V).
This means that equation (4.7) may be used to an accuracy 
of about 1%, to give,
6s _ 6s 
26p /6V (4.13)
or
6s = ÔV {5 ){R^ ( 1  - cosn) + &sinn} (4.14)
Hence a beam deflection 6s, (in metres), may be related to an 
instability 6V/V, of less than 1%, in the total accelerating voltage
by.
6s = A '6v'V (4.15)
The gain term. A, is linearly related to the distance Z, (in metres), 
from the magnet exit, by the following two equations for the 45° and 
90° lines respectively;
A(45) = (0.1367) -h (0.3536)& (4.16)
and
A(90) = (0.3302) t Z (4.17)
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Lquatlons (4.16) and (4.17) show that the instability of the 
accelerating voltage has a greater effect on the beam positional 
stability in the 90° line than in the 45° line. Table 4.1, below, 
gives the value for the gain term, A, at important points along 
both beam lines. For example, using the table and equation (4.15), 
one can readily see that a voltage instability of 1 part in 10000 
will deflect the centre of the beam, at the target of the 45° line, 
by almost 0.2 mm.
Table 4.1
Line
(°) Position
Distance 
From Magnet Exit 
(m)
Gain, A
45 JawsTarget
1.98
5.03
0.837
1.915
90 JawsTarget
0.78
2.24
0.735
1.450
4.3 Investigation of Beam Profiles
4.3.1 Introduction
Experiments were carried out with beams of masses 28 and 40. 
at energies between 50 and 300 keV, to obtain some idea of the beam 
width and the shape of the beam current density distribution. The 
values obtained for the beam widths, will, when considered in 
conjunction with the investigation of the separation between 
neighbouring beams, (section 4,2.3), indicate that there could be 
a risk that the beam detector jaws would be unable to distinguish 
between beams of contiguous mass. The beam profiles showed that 
the current density distribution was "Gaussian-like”, and that 
there were electrons associated with the beam.
4.3.2 Apparatus
The equipment was arranged so that, for a given accelerating 
voltage, the field of the magnet could be varied to sweep the ion 
beam, or beams, past a current interceptor placed in one of the beam
—10 5—
lines. The magnetic field variations could then be translated into 
a measure of beam width, using equation (4.7). The means of 
performing the experiment will be described in some detail, because 
it will be referred to again in sections (4.4.3.4) and (5.2.1).
The magnetic field is proportional to the current flowing 
through the coils, provided note is taken of the slight hysteresis 
effect of the magnet. The coil current can be varied between 0 and 
300 amperes, without the magnet reaching saturation, and may be 
monitored by a 0.25 milliohm resistor placed in series with the 
magnet coils. The x deflection input of an x-y recorder was driven 
by the voltage across the 0.25 milliohm resistor. In order to 
obtain the beam.profiles of Fig. 4.5, part of the magnet current 
range had to be selected and amplified; this was achieved with a 
Keithly - DVM Amplifier with a 0-5 volt bias at its output, as shown 
in Fig. 4.4.
The beam was intercepted by one of two vertical Tungsten 
wires, 0.5 mm in diameter, and located in the 90 degree line at 
about 1.79 metres from the magnet exit. The current from the wire was 
detected.and measured by a current integrator which gave an output of 
0 to 10 volts for each input current range chosen.
4.3.3 Obtaining the Results
For each beam distribution investigated, there were two points 
of interest: (1) the magnet current (I) corresponding to the peak 
current recorded and, (2) the range of magnet current (61) required 
to move the beam between its two "full-width-half-maximum", (FWHM), 
points. The ratio, 6l/I, gives the Fl'fHM of the distribution in 
terms of its length measurement, and using equation (4.7), it was 
shoim (see appendix 8.6), that the required FWHM is given by,
6s = -2.450% l^ j   (%.i8)
There are two sets of results ; initially the 50 keV beams 
were obtained using a 50 kV voltage supply for the accelerating 
potential; further results were obtained at 100, 200, and 300 keV
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after the accelerator system had been converted from the prototype 
stage to the fully engineered version, as described in section 6.2. 
Each set of results considered two masses, one being Argon, the other 
having a mass of 28 and probably being a mixture of CO^, and Si^,
all of which commonly occur in the accelerator system as a result of, 
for example, air leaks and diffusion pump oil. The latter confusion 
illustrates the difficulty of obtaining Silicon as an implanting 
ion when using a hot cathode filament ion source.
The 50 keV results were both analogue and digital, to provide 
a cross-check; examples are shown in Figs. 4.5a and b. The analogue 
result was affected by the strong, low frequency, (< 1 Hz), noise 
inherent in the DVM-amplifier, and possibly also by residual beam 
energy and current fluctuations caused by the ion source. The 
digital readings averaged out these effects.
For the higher energies , the results were purely digital in 
nature, partly because of the low frequency ripple, (< 0.5 Hz), in 
the accelerator system on open loop after the system had been 
re-engineered as described in section 6.2. Maximum and minimum 
beam current readings were taken for each magnet setting. The mean 
magnet deflection current was taken to correspond to the maximum 
beam current reading, the FWHM was found from the mean of two 
FWHM values resulting from the two beam profiles, which were created 
by all the maximum and minimum beam current readings.
4.3.4 Description of the Results
There are two aspects to the results. One aspect considers 
the spatial FWHM value of the beam, and this is presented for all 
the energies, in table 4.2 below. The other aspect concerns the 
shape of the beam profiles, and examples are shown in Figs. 4.5 and 
4.6. The results were designed only to give an indication of how 
narrow a beam width could be obtained in the accelerator. Time did 
not allow exhaustive measurements under carefully controlled 
conditions to be made. The vacuum pressure in the beam line was 
about 2 X 10 G Topp for each of the experiments.
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T a b l e  4 . 2
Energy
(keV)
Number of 
Tube sec­
tions
Ion
Species
Ion
Mass
(amu)
Magnet 
Current 
at Beam 
Peak (A)
Peak Beam 
Current 
Recorded 
(yA)
FWHM
(mm)
50 3 27.7 51.72 13.3 5.9
50 3 A+ 40.0 62.19 6.0 7.4
100 15 A+ 40.0 87.63 2.6 5.0
200 18 N2 + 27.7 102.72 0.72 2.45
200 18 A+ 40.0 123.54 7.8 2.7
300 23 A+ 40.0 152.27 8.2 1.8
The results show that the physical width, (FWHM), of the 
beam decreases as the beam energy increases. This agrees with the 
operating experience with the machine, (Cracknell, 4.1), based on 
the observations made at the scanning wires, (beam monitor), and 
the beam viewers, both before and after the magnet, (see Fig. 1.1).
The accelerator was designed for energies between 100 and 500 keV, 
(Cracknell, 4.1). It is believed that the reduction in the number of 
accelerator tube sections, with decrease in energy, was only partially 
successful in controlling the divergence of the beam at the input to 
the magnet, and so maintaining good beam focusing.
The opportunity did not arise to examine the FWHM of beams of 
different masses, but operating experience suggested, (Mynard, 4.2), that 
beam focusing deteriorated as the ionic mass increased at any given 
energy. The following ion species, (given with their masses), have 
clearly identifiable isotopes and have already been used on the 
accelerator: N(14), Fe(56), As(75), Cr(52), and Bi(209); they could 
be used to investigate the dependence of the F'i’THM on the ionic mass.
A theoretical relationship between the ionic mass of the 
deflected beam and the sharpness of focus of the latter at the target 
could not be found. Harting and Read, (4.3), state that the non-
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relativistîc equation of motion for a charged particle travelling 
close to the axis of a cylindrically symmetric electrostatic lens 
system contains neither the charge nor the mass of the particle. 
Barber's rule, (Wilson, 1.5), shows that the relative position of the 
focus points of an analysing magnet, in the plane of the beam's path 
through the magnet, is not dependent on the mass or charge of the 
ions constituting the beam. It can also be shown, from equation 4.8, 
that the movement of the beam at the implantation target, with 
respect to a change in the beam energy, is the same at any mean beam 
energy, irrespective of beam mass or charge. However, if volumetric 
(space) charge density is a limiting factor, it can then be shown that, 
for the same beam current, energy and volumetric charge density at 
the target, the cross-sectional area of the beam at the target has to 
increase as the square of the beam mass.
It should be noted that the measuring point in the 90° line was 
in fact 68 cm further from the magnet than the detector jaws, so 
the measured beam conditions may differ slightly from those at 
the detector jaws.
According to section 4.2.3, a beam of mass 250 is separated 
from its nearest neighbour by 3.3 mm or 2.9 mm depending on whether 
it is in the 45° or 90° beam line. If the separation between 
neighbouring beams becomes comparable to their diameters, then the 
beam detection system may experience difficulty in stabilizing on 
the appropriate beam isotope. This section has shown that the beam 
widths, at FWHM, could exceed the above separation values, the risk 
being greater at lower energies. There is a possibility, which could 
not be verified, that the above risk might increase with beam mass; 
one common ion species with.which difficulties could then occur, is 
lead, whose main isotopes have masses 205, 206 and 207.
The second aspect is concerned with the shape of the beam 
profile. Two questions were asked; (1) "does the beam possess a 
Gaussian current density distribution?" and, (2) "are there a 
significant number of electrons in the beam?"
The profile was "Gaussian-like", but slightly asymmetrical.
This profile is not strictly speaking the current density distribution
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of the beam, as the vertical slices through the three dimensional 
density distribution in Fig. 4.14 will clarify; however, as discussed 
in section 4.18, the profile could imply a Gaussian beam current 
density distribution.
A maximum negative current of 1.5% of the peak ion current was 
collected in both cases at 50 keV, (Figs. 4.5a and b); the existence 
of a negative current was also noted at the higher energies. The above 
would cause a negative input to the beam detection amplifier, so 
tending to make the accelerator control system unstable, especially if 
the beam detector jav;s were only touching the edge of the beam where 
the effeci was noticed.
4.4 Design of the Beam Detection Amplifier
4.4.1 Introduction
The sides of a mass-analysed beam are intercepted in the 
45° or 90° beam line by a pair of jaws at the beam focus point.
When the beam moves off-centre the currents picked off by each of the 
two jaws will differ. This difference has to be detected by the 
beam detection amplifier and converted to an off-zero voltage with 
the appropriate sign. Initially the beam was assumed (l) to have 
a cross-sectional diameter lying between 1 and 5 mm, and (2) to be 
distinguishable from neighbouring beams, - as discussed in the previous 
two sections. The beam currents are generally in the range 100 nA to 
20 yA - although they may occasionally be as high as 100 yA, or as 
low as 10 nA; hence it would be desirable to have an automatic gain 
variation to deal with this current range.
4.4.2 Design
There are four aspects to the design:-
(1) The differential amplifier configuration,
(2) the current dependent variable gain,
(3) protection of the amplifier input, and
(4) provision of an indication of beam presence.
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The main differential amplifier, (located at the top of 
Fig. 4.7a ând labelled FETOPA), has its positive input connected to
(l) the "lo" beam current jaw input via a 20 surge limiting 
resistor, and (2) to ground through a dual emitter transistor which 
will be described below. In this way a voltage, representing the 
beam current, will appear at the non-inverting input of the amplifier; 
if the beam decreases in energy, this voltage will rise, and vice-versa.
In this non-inverting mode, the differential amplifier has a 
gain of about 80/18, while in the inverting mode, the gain is 
(-62/18). The inverting input is modulated by another, similar, 
operational amplifier, (at the foot of Fig. 4.7a),which receives, beam 
current information from the "hi" jaw and has a non-inverting gain 
of 80/62. The tT'/o amplifiers therefore represent a differential 
amplifier (1), with equal overall inverting and non-inverting voltage 
gains, and (2) offering a high input impedance to each input. The 
two gains of the whole differential configuration may be accurately 
balanced by the 1 kS) potentiometer, to whose wiper the output of 
the second amplifier is connected.
The operational amplifiers have, in fact, input impedances 
of 10^  ^0, and input bias currents of 10 pA; this means that the 
amplifiers will not load the input signals created by each of the 
jaw currents. The input offset voltage temperature coefficient is 
10 yV/deg.C.
A logarithmic amplifier gain is provided by a pnp dual 
emitter transistor, (type 3N92), whose emitters are connected, one 
to each input of the differential amplifier configuration. The 
I/V diode characteristic of each emitter-base junction provides, 
for each jaw current, a leakage resistance to ground which increases 
exponentially with the magnitude of that jaw current. This technique 
was first adopted by Gere et al., (4.4 and 1.23), and subsequently 
by Takacs, (1.29). Additional input voltage to the amplifiers can 
be provided by the base-collector junction.
The emixter-base junctions of this transistor are wel] 
matched because they are made under identical conditions on the 
same silicon chip. This matching ensures that when the current from
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one jaw is less than the other current, the corresponding emitter- 
base voltage will also be the smaller of the two voltages ; this 
means that at the output of the differential amplifier, the voltage 
due to the current at the lower jaw will be less than the voltage 
due to the current at the 'hi’ jaw. This condition could be 
reversed, and cause the beam stabilizing system to go unstable, if 
the two emitter-base junctions were formed by two separate, un­
matched, discrete diodes.
A considerable amount of charge, and hence voltage, could 
build up on the detector jaws, if, for example, they had not been 
earthed before connecting to the amplifier. There are five ways 
of protecting against such hazards
(1) The F.E.T. inputs of the amplifiers have built-in 
protection
(2) 150 volt spark-gaps connect the jaw inputs to earth
(3) A 20 kS7 resistor is in series with each of the positive 
amplifier inputs
(4) A series of three diodes, (of type FD300), with 1 nA 
leakage currents, prevent each input from rising above 
3.6 volts, and
(5) The emitter-base junctions of the dual emitter transistor, 
are protected by reverse biased diodes of the same
type.
An indication of the presence of the beam is obtained by 
adding the voltages corresponding to the two. current inputs. To 
achieve this, an 82 kfi and a 12 kfi resistor are taken from the output 
of the first and second amplifiers respectively, to the summing point 
of a third operational amplifier, whose own output is limited to 
about (-6.5) volts. This signal, if present, and requested to do 
so, drives a relay which presents the beam difference signal from 
the detector amplifier in the appropriate beam line, to the main 
control system.
Fig. 4.7b shows how the jaw amplifier is positioned on the 
45° beam line.
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FIG. 4.7b; Position of the Jaw Amplifier on the 45° Beam Line,
with the top right corner being closer to the analysing 
magnet. The jaws may be moved at 90° to the beam path and 
have inlets for the cooling water. The window for the 
quartz be:-m viewer may be seen towards the bottom left.
Looking from left to right of the box, the "hi” and 
"lo" inputs from the jaws are at the back, while the 
"sum" and "difference" outputs may be seen at the front 
on either side of the d.c. supply input.
Scale: Box dimensions = 2 x 4,7 x 6.7in^.

Measurements
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Introduction
The most useful characteristic of the beam detection amplifier 
is the relationship between its small-signal performance and the 
total beam current intercepted by the jawsj this will reveal how 
the detection amplifier behaves in the total accelerator feedback 
loop. Another characteristic is the d.c. plot, which shows the 
maximum output voltage obtainable from the beam detector when one 
of its inputs is grounded. This graph *will give an insight into the 
frequency performance of the detector with respect to the inter­
cepted d.c. beam current. The third group of measurements comprise 
the transfer characteristics which relate the detector output 
voltage to the variations in the accelerating voltage. These 
relationships are of interest, since they provide an overall 
assessment of the main purpose of the detector, namely as a means 
of measuring fluctuations in beam energy.
4.4.3.2 Small-Signal Performance
In the small signal experiment, the beam currents were 
simulated by using a common voltage source feeding onto a pair of 
2 or 100 resistors matched to within 2%. A 100 k^ potentiometer 
in series with one of the resistors could be set to provide a step 
perturbation voltage, and hence jaw current. A 1 kV voltmeter was 
located to record both original and "perturbed" currents, which 
differed by about 4%. The perturbation experiment was simple to 
arrange and was not affected by the 50 Hz mains pick-up; complication 
could have arisen when using a sinusoidal input perturbation signal 
to measure the gain. Fig. 4.8 shows the experimental arrangement.
The results of the experiment are summarised in Fig. 4.9 
for the perturbation signal at the "hi" input. The results for the 
"lo" jaw could be directly superimposed upon these, the corresponding 
logarithmic values for the gains agreeing to within 1%. Above 200 nA, 
the detector exhibits a small signal gain G, whose value is given 
by :-
= 1^-0.957   (4.19)
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where "Ig” is the mean current in amperes per jaw. This approaches 
the condition where the small signal gain is inversely proportional 
to the mean beam current intercepted on each jaw. The curve below 
200 nAj is probably determined by the characteristics of the dual 
emitter transistor and the low leakage protective diodes.
H.U.3.3 Large-Signal Performance
The d.c. characteristics were obtained in a manner similar 
to the above; in this experiment, however, the perturbation was not 
necessary, and one input was directly grounded. The two results,
(one for the "lo" input earthed, the other for the "hi” input earthed), 
give a maximum discrepancy of about 2% in the logarithmic gain 
values for any given value of current. This may be due to a small 
mismatch between the two 2 Mfî resistors, and between the two 100 
resistors, or even a slight error in setting the gain balance. The straight 
line characteristic above 20 nA,(Fig. 4.10), indicates a logarithmic 
output voltage with respect to input jaw current. Even at 0.3 nA, 
however, there is still a measurable output voltage. The lower 
part of the characteristic may be influenced by leakage currents 
in the protective diodes.
One may investigate the frequency response of the beam 
detection amplifier, by looking at the a.c. conductance to ground, 
which is presented to the jaw current at each input. This may be 
found by numerically calculating the required gradient of the d.c. 
characteristic, and correcting for the voltage gain of the amplifier.
The resultant graph, (Fig.4.11), shows that the conductance varies 
from 46.7 nS for 7.2 nA/jaw, to 5.4 mS for 161 yA/jaw. The input 
capacitance, due to the electronics and the screened signal leads, 
is estimated to be about 30 pF; this would imply that the 3 dB 
frequency of the input impedance is 250 Hz for a jaw current of
7.2 nA, and 30 MHz for a jaw current of 161 ]iA, - the latter value 
exceeds the frequency limitation of about 1 MHz imposed by the 
operational amplifiers themselves.
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M-.4.3.4 Transfer Characteristics
To get some idea of how the output of the beam position 
derector is related to beam energy variations, for different beam 
currents, the experimental arrangement used to study the beam profiles, 
(section 4.3), was employed. An argon beam, created by a stable 
50 kV power supply and assumed not to be affected by ion source and 
focusing instabilities, was swept across the amplifier detector jaws 
by altering the analysing magnetic field, thus simulating a change 
in beam energy.
The characteristics were obtained from the detector jaws in 
the 90° line, which are located 0.78 metres from the exit of the 
magnet, and were each 0.5 mm wide in the horizontal direction.
The results of the experiment are shown in table 4.3, and the plots 
of those experiments marked with a "(D)”, are also shown in Figs. 4.12 
and 4.13. The dither in the plots is believed to be mainly due to an 
imperfection in the DVM - Amplifier.
The results were not intended to be exhaustive, but only to 
be representative of typical operating conditions. Apart from the 
magnetic field (ion) coil, the ion source conditions were not allowed 
to change drastically in the experiment; it is, however, very difficult 
to obtain reproducible results, since the ion source parameters,
(having no local stabilising feedback circuitry), can never be set up 
sfably and accurately; it is these conditions which have a major 
influence on the beam’s cross-sectional current density distribution.
Table 4.3
Expt.
Beam Current Jaw
Separation
(mm)
Maximum
Gain
(v 100)
V/V
'Range of 
Useful 
Slope 
(Volt)
Total
(yA)
Transmitted
(yA)
Stopped
(yA)
Stopped
(%)
5 (D) 0.302 0.088 0.214 70.9 1.0 5.32 98
SB 2.23 1.16 1.07 48.0 1.0 23.51 67
4 5.8 2.15 3.65 62.9 1.0 10.08 147
6 0.250 0.097 0.153 61.2 2.8 5.23 134
7 1.18 0.95 0.230 19.5 2.8 22.46 160
3 (D) 5.6 4.4 1.20 21.4 2.8 9.21 165
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BEAM DETECTOR TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC
total beam current = 5.5 pA
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•o
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FIG. 4-13
BEAM DETECTOR TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC
total beam current 302 nA
88 nA 
1,0 mm. 
50 keV
transmitted current 
jaw separation2-
energy
•a
60.860,660,560,4
magnet amperes-1 -
-2 -
range of useful slope-3 -
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The table shows that the range of top terminal voltage fluctuations 
over which the characteristics have a positive slope, decreases with 
decrease in jaw separation. The transfer gain, which is the ratio of 
output detector voltage to the fluctuations in the top terminal accelerating 
potential, varies between 5 x 10~^ and 25 x 10” .^ These questions of 
transfer gain and range of positive slope, will be theoretically 
investigated in the next section, and experimentally, again, in section 
5.2.2.
4.5 Analysis of Beam Interaction with the Detector Jaws
4.5.1 Introduction
An analysis was performed, to investigate more closely the 
factors affecting the current signals derived by the detector jaws 
which intercept the beam. This has the aim of assessing the factors 
which impose limitations on a beam feedback system.
There are a number of variables affecting the current signals 
which the detector jaws derive from the beam. The first, and most 
difficult to define, are the current density distribution, and the 
cross-sectional area of the beam, (with respect to its horizontal 
x-axis and its vertical y-axis), since these depend on the ion-source 
and beam-line focusing conditions, and are not always regular in shape.
The other electrical quantities are the total beam current, and the 
mean d.c. accelerating voltage. Geometrical constraints are provided 
by the beam deflection angle due to the magnet and the magnet-jaw 
separation, as well as the active jaw width and the jaw spacing.
The task of unifying these eight variables is quite immense.
The aim of this section will therefore be (l) to show how, given these 
variables, one may investigate the transfer effect between changes in 
terminal voltage, and the current signals received by the intercepting 
jaws, and (2) to make a comparison between the effects of some of these 
variables.
4.5.2 The Beam Current Distribution
The beam current density distribution with respect to the 
horizontal and vertical axes of the beam, was taken to be Gaussian.
This assumption is supported by the beam profile measurement, (section 4.3),
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as well as the Gaussian distribution theory arising from thermal 
effects in the beam, (Wilson and Brewer, 1.6).
The distribution, (Fig. 4.14), is formed by revolving a 
Gaussian curve of the form,
" 2z = Ae ^   (4.20)
around a "J"-axis which is perpendicular to both the horizontal x-axis 
and the vertical y-axis. (a is the standard deviation and A is the 
peak value at x = 0). The surface of revolution so formed, relates the 
beam current density, J (A/m%), to the x and y co-ordinates. The 
volume under this shape, gives the total beam current.
The Gaussian curve, (Fig. 4.14), will be defined, (Fig. 8.7), 
by the peak value A, at zero radius (beam centre), and the residual 
value, 6, at the maximum beam radius x^ . <S will be taken as 1% of a.
The amount of current removed from the beam by the two vertical 
jaws or wires, is given by the absent volumes in Fig. 4.14. Hence it 
is necessary to integrate the current density distribution, 
x^ t y^
J = Ae   (4.21)
In order to find these "absent" volumes. Since the Gaussian can only 
be integrated by using time consuming numerical methods, the density 
function was approximated to a polynomial expression of the form:
J - A + B /x^ + y2 t C(x^ t y2) + D / (x^  t y^)^ + E(x^ + y%)%
.............  (4.22)
This, as appendix 8.5 shows, gives an analytical expression for the 
double integral representing the current picked off by each jaw or 
wire; computing time is therefore much reduced.
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4.5.3 Description of Program
The computer program accepts details of the beam current 
distribution which is assumed to be of a symmetrical Gaussian shape.
The accelerating voltage and the deflection angle of the magnet need 
to be given. Necessary too, are the geometrical aspects of the beam, 
which comprise the beam collecting width of the jaws or wires, the 
separation between the jaws, and the distance of the jaws from the 
magnet exit.
For each incremental deviation of the accelerating voltage, 
the spatial deflection of the beam centre is calculated, using 
equation 4.5. The two appropriate slices which the jaws or wires 
cut into the beam current density distribution, may then be calculated 
by using the volume (current) equation in Appendix 8.7. Hence the sum 
and difference of the intercepted beam currents may be found.
4.5.4 The Jaw Difference Current Signal
4.5.4.1 Introduction
The variation of the difference between the tifo jaw current 
signals with respect to both the mean beam energy and the beam energy 
fluctuations was investigated. Then, taking the same beam, the spacing 
between the jaws was varied and the resultant change in the above 
characteristics studied.
The beam was allowed to have a total current of 1 yA and a 
maximum diameter of 6 mm, occurring at a current density 1% of maximum; 
therefore equation 4.20 gave a diameter at full-width half-maximum of 
2.33 mm. The beam was simulated to interact with detection jaws on the 
45° line, which are 1.98 m from the magnet. The jaw width was taken 
as 2 mm, and the spacing between the jaws as 1.5 mm.
4.5.4.2 The Characteristics
The simulated transfer characteristics, (Fig. 4.15), relate 
the difference in jaw currents to the deviation in the acceleration 
voltage, for a range of mean acceleration voltage levels. There are 
two aspects to these curves:- (1) the range of voltage deviations over 
which the curves maintain a positive gradient and (2) the variation of
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these gradients, or gains, with the mean d.c. accelerating voltage.
Looking at the first aspect, one sees that the range of 
voltage deviations, about zero, over which the gradient of any 
particular curve does not change sign, increases with the mean terminal 
voltage level, (Figs. M-.15 and 4.17). This means that as the mean 
d.c. accelerating voltage level rises, so the accelerator control system 
will be able to hold the beam against increasingly larger momentary 
fluctuations of the terminal voltage, such as could be caused by 
small corona discharges from the bun. Outside this range, the negative 
gradients of the characteristics indicate that the accelerator control 
system will try to throw the beam off the jaws.
Increasing the active beam collecting jaw width, (variable "WD" 
in the program - section 8.5), beyond 2 mm, would increase the range 
of terminal voltage fluctuations between 0 and the start of the 
negative gradient, (lack of space prevents this being verified here); 
because one is dealing with a multi-element ion-source, however, this 
device could start to conflict with the requirement, (as outlined in 
section 4.2.3), that the control system should be able to distinguish 
between beams of neighbouring masses.
The second aspect of the characteristics concerns their slopes, 
which effectively provide a gain,
where and are increments in the differential jaw current and 
the accelerating voltage respectively. This initial small-signal 
gain can be shown, from the characteristics, (Figs. 4.15 and 4.16), 
to vary inversely as the d.c. terminal accelerating voltage. This leads 
to the relation,
= .............
where k^ is a constant dependent on both the beam current and geometry 
of the beam intersecting jaws. The increase in the gain, g^, at lower 
energies, will tend to compensate for the decrease in the external control 
system gain at these lower energies.
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Section 4.4.3.2 relates the differential jaw current signal, 
he detector output voltage, V^, 
intercepted by each jaw, by the equation,
Ig, and t to the beam current,
«Vo 1<2
= 61^ = .............
B
where is a constant of the detector amplifier. The above two 
equations lead to the overall equation:
6Vo kjkg
^1^2 av = V I "0 - 9 5 7   (^.25)
T B
The overall transfer gain, relating the beam detector output to the 
top terminal voltage variations, therefore tends to an inverse 
relationship with the total power absorbed by the detector jaws from 
the beam.
4,5.4.3 Altering the Jaw Spacing
The previous results relating small-signal gain and range of 
positive gradient, to bun voltage deviation, can also be viewed from the 
aspect of using different jaw separations, (variable "DD" in the program - 
section 8.5). The curves, (Figs. 4.16 and 4.17), reveal that both the 
gain and the range of energy excursions corresponding to the positive 
gradients are reduced by between 40 and 50% as the jaw spacing increases 
from 0.5 mm to 2.5 mm. As the jaw separation increases, the beam 
current received by the detection amplifier will decrease, hence the 
amplifier transfer gain will rise to compensate, (equation 4.19). This 
point is expanded in section 4.5.6.
4.5.5 The Jaw Sum Signals
An analysis of the jaw sum signals was performed for a 1 yA,
100 keV beam, 6 mm in diameter, impinging on the 45 degree line detector 
jaws, which were spaced 1.5 mm apart. The currents picked off by each jaw, 
as well as their sum and differences, are shown, plotted against 
increments in accelerating voltage, in Fig. 4.18. The currents on each
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jav7 simulate the beam profile measurements of section M-.3, and are 
Gaussian-like in shape. The low beam current summation signal, for 
zero energy deviation, will in practice mean a high initial beam 
detector amplifier gain, which then decreases if the beam energy 
deviations become more severe.
M-. 5 .6 Geometrical Aspects of the Beam Detector Gain
How do the geometrical conditions at the beam detector jaws -
such as the beam diameter and the gap between the detector jaws -
influence the gain relating the detector amplifier output to the 
energy fluctuations superimposed on the beam? .
To answer this question, a 1 yA beam was simulated to interact
with the detector jaws, (each 2 mm wide), of the 45 degree line. Two
energies 3 300 keV and 500 keV, were considered, and in each case, the
two gains, - terminal voltage fluctuations to (l) differential jaw 
current, and (2) detector output voltage, - were plotted against both 
jaw separation and beam diameter, (Figs. 4.19 and 4.20). The gains 
were given by the tangent calculated from the ratio of the change in 
difference current to the originating energy deviation of 25 eV.
A number of points may now be observed:-
(1) The two different shapes, (Fig. 4.19), relating the bun
voltage to the differential jaw current, are transformed by the 
detector small-signal gain, (equation 4.10 and Fig. 4.20), to the two 
shapes in Fig. 4.20, which differ only slightly in size from each other.
This indicates that the detector is able to give similar gains irrespective 
of energy.
(2) The right hand sides of the 3-D solids tend to a constant voltage 
gain of about 0.5 x 10  ^as the beam diameter increases. This gain
should be compared to those in table 4.2 for a 50 keV beam. The gains 
are about an order of magnitude apart; the gains at 50 keV are expected 
to be higher because of the lower beam currents and the nature of the 
detector response curve at these lower currents, (Fig. 4.9). In the 
context of Figs. 4.19 and 4.20, it should also be remembered that the 
beam diameter at th,e 1% current density position of the beam cross-
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section is 2.58 times the beam diameter at full-width-half-maximum.
(3) The theoretical gains should also be compared to the 
experimental gains obtained in section 5.2.2, at an energy of about 
235 keV. Those gains are of the same order of magnitude as the present 
values.
(4) For the bun voltage to differential current gains depicted 
in Fig. 4.19, further simulations showed that multiples of beam currents 
gave proportional increases in gain values, despite the fact that the 
beam has a non-linear Gaussian current distribution.
4.6 Plate Amplifier
4.6.1 Purpose
The plate amplifier is an inexpensive way of monitoring high 
frequency variations in the accelerating voltage. It has previously 
found acceptance as a useful device, for example, by Gere et al.,
(1.23), and Brookshier et al., (4.5). In addition to its monitoring 
function, it was also decided to use it to supply high frequency - 
above 0.1 Hz - feedback signals to the system when acting as a generator 
to provide a beam spectrum of the ion source.
4.6.2 Construction
A capacitance of about 3/4 pF was formed between the high 
voltage bun and a vertical aluminium shielding wall at ground potential; 
a 0.35 metre square Durai plate was fixed on by three, 1 inch high, 
Perspex insulating supports to the aluminium ground plane, at a 
distance of 1.45 metres from the high voltage terminal. This arrangement 
provided the input capacitance to the negative input of a high input 
impedance (10^ ** ÎÎ) operational amplifier, (Fig. 4.21), whose local 
feedback capacitance of 1.5 nF determined the overall gain. Since 
charge needs to be brought to the negative input of the amplifier, 
a 1 G^ feedback resistor was inserted in parallel with the feedback 
capacitance; this limited the lower end of the frequency response to a 
3 dB frequency of about 0.1 Hz.
Voltage surges, such as could be experienced during a high 
voltage breakdown of the bun to earth, could appear at the input of the
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amp lifier. Protection against these surges was provided by two parallel 
low leakage diodes, (type FD300), placed in opposite directions between 
the negative amplifier input and earth. Further protection was obtained 
from a 150 volt spark gap, (not shown), placed between earth and the 
input from the plate; this operated in conjunction with a 2 resistance, 
(connecting it to the negative input of the amplifier), to limit the surge 
current flowing into the amplifier to 75 mA,
4.6.3 Measurements
There were three measurements of interest
(1) The effect of the accelerating tube on the performance
of the plate amplifier.
(2) The linearity of the amplifier arrangement, and,
(3) The frequency response.
The distance between the bun and the plate is paralleled by 
the accelerator tube, whose end is 6 inches away from the plate. The 
number of sections of this accelerating tube are altered manually to 
maintain a reasonably focussed beam at different beam energies. The 
number of resistor sections that are shorted to earth will influence 
the capacitance between the plate and the bun. To determine the nature of 
this effect, a 900 volt, 50 Hz a.c. signal was applied to the bun, which 
was otherwise at earth potential, and the output of the amplifier was 
measured each time a further accelerator tube section was earthed. The 
overall gain varied smoothly between 0.40 volts/kV for one tube section used 
to 0.67 volts/kV for 25 tube sections in use, as Fig. 4.22 shows.
Since the 1 amplifier feedback resistor only passed 
currents of a few nA, which approached the leakage currents of the 
protective diodes, a linearity check was performed. 50 Hz signals, of 
between 10 and 1000 volts r.m.s., were put on the bun with none of the 
tube sections shorted to earth. Fig. 4.23 shows that, within the 
error of about 2% associated with each axis variable, linearity was 
achieved for terminal voltage fluctuations in the range 10 to 1000 volts.
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The frequency response, (Fig. 4.24), relating the amplifier 
output to the high voltage fluctuations, is determined at its lower 
end by the feedback elements across the operational amplifier, and at 
its upper end, by both the stray capacitance of the plate input to 
ground as well as the 2 MQ resistor linking it to the negative input. 
The 2 resistor is therefore a means of preventing high frequency 
instability. The response curves were obtained by putting a signal 
of varying frequency on the bun, which was otherwise at earth, and 
observing the amplifier output response. A 10.1 volt r.m.s. signal 
was used over a frequency range of 0.01 to 160 Hz, and an 18 volt 
r.m.s. signal over a range of 20 Hz to 4 kHz. The response had upper 
and lower 3 dB points at 2.5 kHz and 0.1 Hz respectively.
4.7 Conclusions
This chapter was mainly concerned with the problems associated 
w.ith the use of the beam as a feedback element. A discussion of the 
beam deflection geometry led to the investigation of the conditions 
necessary to avoid overlapping neighbouring isotopic beams, and 
also led to a relation between energ}?^  stability and the positional 
stability of the analysed beam. Actual beam profiles were then 
investigated. These considerations showed that it was sensible to 
employ two beam intercepting jaws to give an off-centre positional 
indication of the beam. The detection electronics and associated 
measurements were then discussed. Using the knowledge gained from the 
profile and detector measurements, a theoretical appraisal was made 
of the factors affecting the transfer characteristics which relate 
beam energy variations to the detector output signal. Finally the 
performance of an inexpensive sensor of the accelerating voltage 
fluctuations was discussed.
The next chapter will show how the results of this and the 
previous chapter were combined to produce a beam position stabilising 
system.
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^  THE TOTAL SYSTEM
5.1 Introduction
This chapter will, for completeness, initially summarise the 
whole system. Measurements will then be described, which portray 
the ability of the system, (1), to lock onto a beam irrespective of 
how close neighbouring beams may be, and (2), to stabilise the beam 
position. The discussion will be completed by an analysis of the con­
trol system, together with an experimental verification of the fre­
quency model for the control loops.
The basic system consists of a slow loop which converts the 
current generator into a high voltage supply. This loop is used to 
establish the mean accelerating voltage. The response of this loop 
is limited by the poor frequency response of the generator, as 
Figs. 2.11 and 2.12 show. A high voltage capacitance, driven by a 
valve at earth potential, extends the frequency response from 0.1 Hz 
to at least 1 kHz. It was found experimentally that the valve anode 
also had to be coupled to the lower ioniser of the generator in order 
to maintain system stability, (see also section 3.4.5). Beam deviations 
from a central position at the beam focus point may be fed directly into 
the slow loop to correct for frequencies from D.C. to 6 Hz, and to the 
valve to correct for frequencies from 0.1 Hz to 1 kHz. If the beam is not 
available as a feedback element - as when taking beam spectra or 
bringing the system to the required energy level - the slow loop and the 
capacitive plate will stabilise the system as a high voltage generator.
5. 2 Measurements
5.2.1 The Ability of the System to Hold the Beam
An important question was how well the system could hold an ion 
beam steady against changes in energy. Another - more demanding - task 
is the ability of the system to distinguish between beams of neigh­
bouring isotopes, and to hold onto a given beam as the energy changes.
To answer the first question, a 223 keV singly charged Germanium 
beam, about 4 mm in diameter was obtained, in the 45° line, with first 
and second amplifier gains, (the two ”FET OPA" s, Fig. 3.10, equivalent 
to blocks 3 and 13, Fig. 5.7), set at 100 and 30 respectively.
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The measurement system of Fig. 4.4 was used, except that now the DVM - 
Amplifier arrangement inside the dotted enclosure was not required.
In this and the following case, the energy disturbance was simulated 
by a change in the magnetic field. Fig. 5.1 shows that the beam was 
held over a range of 0.7 amp., (equivalent to 4.0 kV), when the system 
was acting as a generator, and 3.8 amp., (equivalent to 21.5 kV), when 
the system acted as an accelerator. The latter result was an artificial 
limitation caused by the saturation of the output of the first opera­
tional amplifier in the amplifier module; this restriction in the 
dynamic range of the beam control signal was introduced for safety 
reasons. The results show a 5.4:1 improvement in the beam holding 
capability, against energy changes, when beam feedback is used; the 
author cannot, however, explain the slope of the beam current against 
magnet current characteristic.
A test was then performed, in the 45° line, on the isotopes of 
Molecular Tellurium, which has an approximate mass of 260 a.ra.u.
There are at least five isotopes, each separated by 2 a.m.u., as the 
spectra in Figs. 5.2a and b show. Beam currents ranged from 0.76 to 
1.75 yA. The accelerator was made to stabilise on each isotopic peak 
in turn, and attempts were made to remove control from the peak in 
question, (Figs. 5.2 (1-5)). In each case, a change in the "hold in 
range", (h), of the magnet current of about 4.75 amp was needed to make 
the system jump onto a neighbouring isotopic peak. This corresponds 
to 9.8 kV, which is only about half the value for the single Germanium 
beam. As in the case of the Germanium beam, however, a slope in the 
target current against magnet current characteristic was observed over 
the hold in range, (h).
5.2.2 Beam Detector Transfer Gain
An additional verification for the gains relating the variation 
in the detector output to those in the beam energy was sought for beam 
energies higher than the 50 keV energy considered in section 4.4.3.4. 
This was to provide realistic values for use in the system simulations 
described in the next part of this chapter. In the present experiment, 
a signal of a given frequency was injected into the test input of the 
first operational amplifier after the beam detector output, (Fig. 3.10). 
The amplitude was varied, and two quantities were measured: (1) the 
amplitude of the resultant top terminal oscillations, (using the plate 
amplifier), and (2) the output of the beam detector.
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The results are summarised, both in the graph, (Fig. 5.3), 
and table 5.1 below. The order of magnitude of the gains is com­
parable to those in sections 4.4.3.4 and 4.5.6. The graphs showed 
that the beam behaved as a linear feedback element over a range of 
terminal voltage variations of at ].east 0 to 80 volts r.m.s. The 
results were obtained using the transfer function analyser, type JM 
1600 A, of section 2.2.3, with its measurement error of about 2%. 
Additional errors may have been introduced by fluctuations in beam 
energy and current, occasioned mainly by ion source and beam line 
conditions. The gains have a nominal 180° phase shift.
Table 5.1
Ion Mass ( amu )
Energy
(keV)
Tube
Sections
Used
Fre­
quency
(Hz)
Jaw Sep­
aration 
(ram)
Trans­
mitted
Beam
(yA)
300 V 
Tube 
Suppres­
sion
Gain
(V/V)
t 100
A+ 40 185 25 1 2.06 13.0 Yes 1.45
Te^ 260 235 15 6 6.60 1.230 No 1.29
258 235 15 6 6.60 0.864 No 0.606
Additional information in connection with the above table is 
that gains of 10 and 100 were used for the first two amplifiers for 
the Argon beam; these gains were 100 and 5 for the Tellurium beam,
5.2.3 Effect of Amplifier Gains on the Bun Voltage Ripple
5.2.3.1 The System Acting as a Generator
This experiment measured the ability of the system to act as 
a voltage supply. The system gains were varied and the ultra-violet 
traces of the corresponding top terminal voltage ripple obtained.
The u.v. traces (Fig. 5.4) were obtained as in section 2.5.2, 
using the plate amplifier of section 4.6. The arrangement gave a 
recording scale of 28.7 volt/cm and background noise, with the bun 
earthed, corresponding to an equivalent bun voltage of only 2 volts.
The terminal voltage was 100 kV, and there were 17 tube sections in use
UD
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The gains of the first two amplifiers (blocks 3 and 13,
Fig. 5.7), assumed four sets of values, namely (10,30),(10,10),
(3,10), and (3,3), represented in Fig. 5.4 by the numbers (2,3,2), 
(2,2,2), (1,2,2), and (1,1,2) - the third number in each set rep­
resents the gain of 0.745 of the beam drift correction (block 5, 
fig. 5.7).
The scale of 28.7 volt/cm implies that the voltage ripple
varied from about 3 volts for the high gain settings, as shown in the
top of fig. 5.4, to as much as 77.5 volts for the lowest gain settings, 
as shoim in the bottom of the figure. The ripple for the highest gain 
setting will in fact be almost swamped by the background noise mentioned 
above.
The predominant frequency is close to 50 Hz and due mainly to 
the speed of rotation of the generator rotor, (section 2.5.2); the 
lowest gain settings also reveal frequencies around 2 Hz.
5.2.3.2 The System Acting as an Accelerator
There are many variables associated with (1) the interaction of 
the ion beam with the detector jaws (section 4.5), and (2) the pro­
duction of the beam by the ion source (section 6.3). The geometry of 
the detector jaws is reproducible to within a few percent; however, 
the ion source conditions and parameters which give rise to the geo­
metry and current intensity distribution of the ion beam, are never 
reproducible to such accuracy. Hence any measurements made on the 
system when it acts as an accelerator, can only hope to be representative 
of possible modes of accelerator operation.
Two such conditions are summarised by the tables 5.2a and b 
below; they show the maximum top terminal deviations for different 
amplifier gain settings and for two different detector jaw geometries 
and ion beams. Two points become evident: (1) the amplitude ripple is 
of the same order as that for the generator case and (2) the magni­
tude of the ripple and the conditions of instability are dependent on 
the nature and geometry of the beam and the detector jaws. The mag­
nitude of the ripple, as well as the onset of instability of the 
accelerator control system, was seen to be dependent in part on the ion
-150-
source parameters, especially the current of the magnetic field coil; 
the latter was seen to cause fast loop instability at frequencies 
between 1 and 10 kHz. The ion coil current has a direct effect on 
the ion beam current and as such could affect both the transfer gain 
and beam input impedance at the detector jaws. Further investigation 
would be useful here.
The voltage ripples of 75.0 and 4.0 volt in table 5.2a,and
69.3 and 18.9 volt in table 5.2b correspond to positional stabilities, 
at the detector jaws, of 1,5, 0.08, 0.26 and 0.07 mm respectively.
This assumes equation 4.9 and the values in table 4.7, as well as a 
negligible influence of ion source and beam line conditions on the 
beam energy.
Tables 5.2a and b
Gain 1 Gain 2 Ripple (V)
Energy 100 keV
No. of sections 17 3 10 75,0
Slit separation 0,1375 inch 3 30 64.1
Beam line 45° 3 100 23.6
Ion type A+
Beam width 5 mm (approx.) 10 10 60.9
Beam current 6 VIA 10 30 54.6
10 100 4.0
30 10 Unstable
Energy 204 keV
Gain 1 Gain 2 Ripple (V)
No. of sections 13 3 3 17.4
Slit separation 0.026 inch 3 10 66.1
Beam line 90° 3 30 19.2
Ion type At 3 100 Unstable
Beam width 6 mm (approx.)
Beam current 4 pA 10 10 .18.9
10 30 Unstable
30 3 69.3
30 10 45.7
30 30 Unstable
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5.2.4 Variation of the Voltage Ripple with Jaw Separation
Here the separation of the two beam detector jaws was varied 
to see when the accelerator control system would go unstable due to 
losing the beam. The results are shown graphically and the condi­
tions of the experiment tabulated in Fig, 5.5. Two sets of amplifier
gains were used. With both sets, the top terminal voltage ripple 
remained constant to within an average of 5% until the jaw separation 
exceeded the movement of the beam; with the lower amplifier gains there 
was a greater terminal ripple, and so it required a larger jaw spacing 
to cause the beam to lose contact with the detector jaws. The fact
that the terminal ripple remained almost constant until instability set
in, implies a nearly constant small signal gain relating the accelera­
ting voltage to the detector output signal, irrespective of the jaw 
spacing.
5.2.5 Experiments on the Target Current
An indication of beam stability is provided by the constancy, 
or otherwise, of the beam current passing between the detector jaws.
This is not always reliable, since the ion source parameters, and 
hence the beam current they produce, can drift with time. This drift 
effect is observed in section 5.3.3 (and the corresponding Fig. 5.15), 
where it took about 25 minutes to obtain the whole frequency response.
A further point is that if the fraction of the beam current stopped 
by the jaws is much larger than that passing between them, the change 
,in the transmitted current due to any beam movement, could be less 
than a few percent.
However, in the case of the second experiment in section 5.2.1, 
when the system was allowed to stabilise on the third highest Molecular 
Tellurium peak, it remained on this peak for 2 1/4 hours, until it was 
taken off the beam by the intervention of the operator. The beam 
current passing between the jaws, was checked at half hourly intervals, 
and did not deviate from the mean value of 0.85 pA by more than 0.15 pA; 
regrettably this was not recorded graphically.
A further test on the beam current revealed that, even when the 
beam was positionally stabilised, the current content of the beam 
reaching the target was modulated at about 50 Hz to a depth of 20%, or
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2 ijA in 8 pA. The beam was the 233 keV Germanium beam of section 
5.2.1, stabilised on the 45° line. The current was measured at 1
metre from the detector jaws. A 5% increase in the ion source
magnetic coil current from 2.6 amp increased the modulation depth 
to 3 pA peak to peak, the mean beam current staying constant.
5.2,5 Detector Output Recordings
Two photographs (Fig. 5.6) were taken of the centre peak 
(1.75 pA) of the Tellurium beam (section 5.2.1) in the 45° line, 
with the gains of the first two amplifiers (blocks 3 and 13) set to 
100 and 5 respectively. Each picture shows, at the top, the output 
of the detector amplifier, and below, the output of the wire scanner 
in the 45° line.
The wire scanner consists of a rhomboidal wire shape scanning 
the beam in two orthogonal directions, both inclined at 45° to the x- 
axis. The scanning rate is 15 Hz. The scanner indicates the presence
of the beam, and in this case the two peaks, in the lower halves of
the pictures, reveal similar intensities along both axes. The lower 
scale is 0.2 volts/division. The scanner provides the external time 
base to the oscilloscope.
The system, when acting as a generator, caused an output swing 
at the beam detector, of at least 6 volts peak to peak, with a fre­
quency predominately at 50 Hz; the neighbouring beams are not in 
evidence, The accelerator control system reduced this output devia­
tion to not more than 400 millivolt (Fig, 5.6). Now the gain relating 
the terminal voltage to the detector output voltage is 1.29 x 10”  ^V/V 
(section 5.2.2 - this experiment was performed immediately afterwards to 
try to avoid the effects of drift in the ion source and beam parameter's).
In the generator case, the plate amplifier was used for the high
frequency feedback signal, and its gain, in conjunction with the 15 
tube sections used, was only 0.436 % 10  ^V/V, or a factor of 70 less than 
for the beam detector.
-2A gain of 1.29 x 10 V/V and a detector output error signal
of 400 millivolts, imply at 233 kV, an energy stability of 1.33 in 10000.
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FIG. 5.6; Comparing Beam Stability With and Without
Beam Feedback.
Vertical Scale: As shown.
(a) high voltage f e e d b a c k  only
(b) f e e dback also from b e a m
COMPARING BEAM STABILITY USING BEAM 
FEEDBACK AND PURELY H.V. FEEDBACK
each photograph s h o w s
(1) detector difference output ; 2volts/div
(2) b e a m  scanner output ; 02volts/div
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From table 4.1, this implies a beam movement of 0.11 mm at the de­
tector jaws or 0.25 mm at the target chamber of the 45° beam line.
This again assumes that the beam energy is not unduly influenced 
by ion-source and beam line conditions.
5.3  Control System Analysis
5.3.1 Block Diagram of System
To analyse the peformance of any control system, with respect 
to the interaction of the control signals, it is useful to break the 
system down into blocks whose individual Laplace transfer functions 
are knowi. The use of Laplace transfer functions in this particular 
case implies that the system can be regarded as linear, and hence, 
that one may use the principle of superposition. Here this is only 
correct if one looks at the small signal performance of the system, 
regarding all the non-linearities as piecewise linear.
The key to such a block diagram is the schematic of the signal 
paths given in Fig. 3.1. It is important from the point of view of 
safety, to see how the accelerating voltage responds to changes in 
the beam position signal (when the system acts as an accelerator), 
and to changes in the energy reference signal (when the system behaves 
as a generator).
The small signal accelerating voltage, v^,is, according to the
analysis of section 3.4, dependent on two factors: (1) the Current-
flowing to the top terminal, and (2) the current flowing away from it - 
the loading effect. The load between the top terminal and earth varies
because (1) the number of accelerator tube sections can be altered to
ensure a nicely focussed beam at different energies, and (2) the beam 
ion source conditions may cause the magnitude of the beam current to 
drift over several minutes by between 1 to 10 pA,(which is, however, 
small compared to the total drain current - 100 to 500 yA - from the 
bun). For any simulation, these two variables will be taken as constant,
Having specified the current flowing from the top terminal, 
one may now turn one's attention to the currents flowing onto the bun.
By superposition, the total inflow of current onto the bun is the 
sum of the currents produced by the generator and the vailve, (which
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may also be regarded as a current source - see section 3.4.3). This 
may be restated by saying that the bun voltage, v^, is the sum of 
voltages v^g and v^^, caused by the generator and valve currents.
In the block diagram (Fig. 5.7), modules 11 and 16 provide this 
conversion by using equations 3.9 and 3.16. For convenience, the 
transfer functions are repeated in tables 5.7a and b.
The generator current itself is created by a net excitation 
voltage (block 9), which appears between the lower inductor and ioniser. 
This excitation voltage is due to three components. The first is the 
0 to (-50) kV supply (block 8), connected to the inductor. (The filter 
was an experimental circuit placed at the input to the supply). The 
second component is the voltage at the valve anode (block 15), which 
needs to be subtracted from the inductor voltage. The third component 
(block 12), is the positive feedback effect of the voltage (equation 
3.10), created by the current flowing into the generator and capacitor 
circuit from earth, through the source resistance of the valve current 
generator.
The valve is part of the valve unit (block 14), which has a 
voltage v^ as the input signal, v^^ is the input to the (-50) kV supply. 
There are thus two small signal voltages close to ground potential, 
which influence the top terminal voltage v^ over a frequency range of 
d.c. to at least 1 kHz. The intervening system is complicated by the 
cross coupling due to block 15, and some local positive feedback 
caused by block 12,
There are two feedback signals from the top terminal voltage.
One of these feeds into the slow loop. It is divided down by the 
generator’s internal voltage divider (7), and compared to the energy 
determining reference voltage (6B). The difference is amplified by 
the slow loop pre-amp (6), and fed to the (-50) kV unit (8). The 
second feedback signal supplies both the fast and slow loops. If the 
system is operating in the accelerator mode, the voltage feedback sig­
nal is translated into beam movement, at the implantation target, of 
which a measurement is derived by the beam detector amplifier - this 
is represented by block 2. Block 1 represents the plate amplifier 
(capacitive sensor), which is used for high frequency feedback when
-15/-
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the system acts as a generator. The resultant signal is then ampli­
fied (3), and taken to the (-50) kV unit and the valve unit via blocks 
5 and 13 respectively. A test signal may be inserted into the first 
amplifier (3), (see also Fig. 3.10),and this can also be represented 
as shown in the block diagram (Fig. 5.7, block 4).
5.3.2 Frequency Domain Analysis
5.3.2,1 Establishing the Transfer Functions
To obtain the theoretical frequency relationship between the 
total accelerating voltage and (1), the beam difference signal or
(2),changes in the energy reference voltage, it is convenient to 
find expressions in terms of the blocks referred to in the previous 
section.
Initially it will be helpful to define a block, or a group of 
blocks, merely by its input and output signals. For example, (VTVGI)^  ^
will represent the way in which the top terminal voltage v^ is affected, 
on open loop, by the voltage v ., which occurs at the output of the beam 
detection amplifier; A and B will indicate the blocks, in the forward 
path, which distinguish that particular transfer function from any 
other possible forward paths between v^ and v^^. If no blocks are 
mentioned, the total transfer function consisting of all possible for­
ward paths, will be assumed.
To obtain the relationship between the top terminal voltage, 
the 
equations
v^, and beam detector output, v^^, one may set up the following
+ tVTVBUv^. ...............  (5.1)
and
v^^ = [VBlVT]v^ + [VB2VHI]v^^   (5.2)
The last equation expresses the conditions at the summing point between 
blocks 5. 6 and 8. The negative sign has been treated as positive, 
as is also done in the computer simulations. These equations give;-
' V, [VTVHI]16,15,9,12
“161- 
+ [VB2VHI][VTVBI]
1 “ [VE1VT][VTVBI] 
Now the details of (VTVHI).
(5.3)
16,15,9,12 and VTVBI can be treated
as follows :-
[VTVBI] = [VEBVBI] (IGIVE)1 - ( IGIVE )'(VEGIGI)' [VOGIGI] ............   (5.4)
which can be written as
[VTVBI] =: [VEBVBI][PP] (5.5)
For the second variable one obtains
[VTVHI]^g^^s^g^^2 = C(VOVIV) - (PP)(VEVIV)][IVVV][VVVHI]
(5.6)
The negative sign indicates that the small signal valve anode voltage 
has to be subtracted from the already negative voltage supplied by the 
(-50) kV unit, in order to represent the full excitation effect between 
the lower inductor and ioniser of the generator.
One may also look at the system acting as a high voltage 
supply. In this case, the relation between the accelerating voltage 
v^, and the changes v^^^, in the reference voltage, can be found from:-
v^ = [(VTVT)^g^^s,5]v^ t [VTVREF][(VBDVT)v^ - v^^f]
(5.7)
or
V. (p ) “(VTVREF)
1 - (VTVT)^g 15 5 " (VBDVT)(VTVREF) (5.8)
Since the above expression has a phase shift of IBO^, it will be 
reversed in sign in the computer simulation described in the next 
section. In the above expression.
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(VTVT)l6.,15,5(P)
= (VGIVT)(VHIVGI)[(IVVV)(VVVHI){(V0VIV)-(VEVIV)(PP)}+(VB2VHI)(VEBVB1)(PP)]
...............  (5.9)
where (PP) is defined above (equations 5.4 and 5.5).
5.3.2.2 Frequency Response Simulation
A computer simulation of the frequency responses showed that 
the system retained stability when acting either as a generator or an 
accelerator.
Fortran (Organick, 5.1) was used as the programming language 
for the simulation (program in Appendix 8.7), so that complex arithmetic 
could be used implicitly in the evaluation of the frequency dependent 
expressions. The expressions, formulated in the previous section, were 
set up and each component supplied as’ a function or subroutine. The 
number (maximum 26) of accelerator tube sections could be increased in 
proportion to the accelerating voltage (maximum taken as 600 kV), 
and was then, for any given accelerating voltage, rounded up to the 
nearest integer value; alternately, the number of tube sections could 
be specified beforehand. The system gains, such as the beam transfer 
gain, could also be varied for each simulation.
The frequency response plots for the accelerator control 
system (Figs. 5.8 and 5.9) show how the ratio of the top terminal 
(accelerating) voltage to beam positional deviation varies, on open 
loop, in both amplitude and phase, with frequency. The number of 
accelerator tube sections was automatically specified in these simula­
tions.
The system is shown to respond to beam movements from d.c. to 
a frequency of at least 1 kHz. The accelerator system will not go 
unstable over this range of frequencies, since the phase angle never 
exceeds 180°. Time did not allow a precise investigation of the 
causes of the peaks; however, the one near» 1 Hz also occurs in the 
slow response (section 2,3.2.3). Since the number of accelerator 
tube sections is automatically specified, the ”RC” time constant, 
formed by the high voltage capacitors and the resistive load, shortens
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as the accelerating voltage increases - this may account for the 
increasing severity of the. response peaks at these higher energies.
The simulated characteristics for the system acting as a gen­
erator are shown in Figs. 5.10 and 5.11, and relate the changes in 
the top terminal voltage to changes in the energy reference setting, 
(the latter being reversed in phase for the diagram). Stability is 
shown to exist up to at least 1 kHz for the two mean levels of ter­
minal voltage considered, namely 100 kV and 500 kV - in both cases 
the phase response does not exceed ±180°. The amplitude and phase 
peaks between 1 and 10 Hz are less severe than in the case of the 
accelerator system. In the generator case, the total loop gain is 
generally lower, since beam feedback is not used; this point raises 
the question of how the loop gain of the generator system could be 
improved, and will be a subject of the discussion in the next chapter 
(section 6.2.2).
5.3.3 Experimental Verification
The theoretical appraisals of the accelerator control system, 
as given in sections 3.4 and 5.3.2.1, were partially confirmed by a 
series of experimental measurements. The experiments showed that 
stability existed for all frequencies in the range OhOl to 160 Hz.
In both experiments, a test signal was injected at the test 
input, (Figs. 3.10, 5.7 and 5.12). The test signal was converted 
into an equivalent hypothetical disturbance signal injected into the 
loop at the beam detector output. The resultant perturbation on the 
high voltage bun was then measured using the capacitive plate ampli­
fier arrangement described in sections 4.6 and 2.5.2. The aim of each 
experiment was to regard the system as a simple feedback arrangement 
shown below.
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desired zero 
beam movement 1-
total forward 
transfe r function
V*
top terminal voltage
actual beam /  
movement (volt)
beam transfer gain 
typically -001 V/V
FIG 542 EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT FOR FREQUENCY RESPONSE MEASUREMENTS
Here, and are the same small signal quantities as used in 
the block diagram of Fig. 5.7.
In the first experiment, the system was actually acting as a 
generator. The test input was 361 mV. The resultant loop oscilla­
tions were measured at the input to the valve unit, and referred back 
to the beam detector output. As stated before, the variations in the 
top terminal voltage were ascertained from the plate amplifier. In 
this way the frequency response of the forward transfer function (VTVGI) 
could be found. Figs. 5.13 and S.IM- show the results for the measured 
and theoretical responses.
The amplitude response shows that, beyond 10 Hz, the measured 
and theoretical gains coincide and are due only to the effect of the 
valve unit, whose gain was checked beforehand. (The gain of the valve 
unit depends on the biasing of the valve itself; the next chapter will 
suggest a means of overcoming this effect). Below 10 Hz, the shapes 
of the measured and theoretical gain curves are similar, but result in 
a d.c. gain discrepancy of about 2.4. The gain of the d.c. input to 
the slow loop was checked but afforded no clue to this discrepancy. 
Another possibility is that the closed slow loop gain is strongly 
dependent on the open slow loop gain, and that the characteristics of 
one of the components of the slow loop, namely the generator itself,
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had had insufficient time to settle to steady-state conditions - 
despite the fact that the system had been running for 15 minutes 
before starting the measurements. The amplitude response may also 
be influenced by the factors affecting the phase response discussed 
below.
The experimental phase response is more optimistic than the 
theoretical prediction - in fact, it does not even reach -90°.
It may be influenced by the load on the output of the excitation unit. 
The letter's characteristics were measured using a 33 MO load; 
however, when employed in the loop, the load was 250 MO (due to 
the monitoring resistors), in parallel with about 500 pF, (due to the 
capacitance to ground of the cable linking the excitor to the lower 
inductor of the generator); this combination has a 3dB frequency of 
about 1.3 Hz. A lesser effect on the phase response may be due to 
the inaccurate representation, in the simulation, of the frequency 
response of the slow loop generator voltage divider. The 30 metres 
of cable connecting the generator divider to the control electronics, 
had a capacitance to ground of about 3 nF, which, together with the 
low voltage part of the divider circuit, gave a 3 dB point at about 
90 Hz. Approximate measurements on the M-520 generator divider 
also revealed a 3 dB frequency between 50 and 100 Hz.
In the second experiment the system was run as an accelerator, 
sxabilising on a 1.14 pA molecular tellurium beam. Both open and closed 
loop responses were investigated. (See Figs. 5.15 to 5.18).
Here the observations on the open loop performance were as 
before, except that the amplitude values below 1 Hz approached the 
theoretical value. The system had been running for at least one hour 
before the test.
The variation in measured gain of the closed loop amplitude 
response is probably caused by the change in the gain relating the 
beam detector output back to the variations in the top terminal 
accelerating voltage. This change in beam gain is in turn due to a 
drift in the beam parameters, especially likely being the ion-source 
conditions. That the effective drift is caused by the beam parameters 
is substantiated by the expression
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 ^” 1 + GH   (5.10)
where Q is the closed loop gain relating top terminal voltage varia­
tions back to the beam movements as measured by the detector ampli­
fier, and G and H are the forward and feedback gains as defined in 
the previous diagram (Fig. 5.12). Since, from the open loop 
amplitude response, Q - 10^, and taking H - 10 ^ , one obtains
Q = ^     (5.11)
In fact the closed loop plot shows H, the beam gain, to vary from 
1.25 X 1 0  to 0.5 X 10 The closed loop phase response does nc 
deviate strongly from the expected value of zero.
5.3.4 Time Domain Analysis
To complement the frequency response analysis of the accelera­
tor control system, a study of the response in the time domain was 
also performed. A step disturbance voltage signal at the beam detector 
output was simulated. This revealed the existence of system gain 
dependent time constants, of the order of one second, associated with 
the generator and valve output voltages.
The analysis was carried out using the I.C.L. digital simu­
lation language "SLAM", (I.C.L., 5.2) which is based on a Fortran 
compiler; the program is detailed in Appendix 8.8. The digital simu­
lation allowed the time delay effect of the generator to be represented 
with ease, which an analogue method would not have done.
The simulation language allowed five different types of inte­
gration methods to be used, from which the simple Trapezoidal method was 
chosen because of its speed and numerical stability. For the above two 
reasons, as well as for accuracy, it was useful to keep the number of 
integrator stages used to a minimum. This w^ as done in two ways.
Firstly, the region of interest was restricted to the important fre­
quencies which lay below 100 Hz. Secondly, the omission of the com­
plicated block 12 - the local generator excitation feedback - was 
found to cause no noticeable error; this is substantiated by the 
last paragraph of section 3.4.2,
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To achieve numerical stability, the integrations had to be 
performed in steps of 10 microseconds. This meant that a simulated 
time of 0.6 seconds was equivalent to more than one hour on the 
computer. This meant that the simulations had to be run in stages, 
the initial conditions, (including the time delay values) for the 
ensuing stage being carried over on cards. For reasons of numerical 
stability, it was also necessary to give the gain of the first ampli­
fier (block 3), a low-pass time constant corresponding to 100 Hz.
Step sizes smaller than 10 microseconds were tried, but gave response 
results differing by less than 1%.
Time responses were evaluated for the system acting as an 
accelerator. A good indication of the performance of a control system 
is provided by its step response, so, a step disturbance of 0.2 volt 
was simulated to appear at the output of the beam detector amplifier.
The response of three variables, tlie total top terminal voltage and 
the contributions made to it by both the generator and the valve unit, 
were plotted against time, (Fig. 5.19).
Two experiments were performed: one with the gains of the
first two amplifiers (blocks 3 and 13), both set to 3, and the second 
with the gains both set to 10. In both cases the response of the total 
accelerating voltage came close to a steady state after not more than 
20 milliseconds, this time interval appearing to be mainly dependant 
on the 100 Hz time constant associated with the first amplifier. For 
the first experiment, the long time constants associated with the 
settling of the value to its pre-disturbance voltage level and the 
attaining by the generator of its new voltage level, were both about 
0.7 seconds. In the second experiment these two time constants 
became approximately 1.7 seconds. These’ time constants, which were 
qualitatively observed in practise, are probably mainly due to the 
low frequency capacitive coupling to the input of the valve unit, and 
the low frequency 3 db point associated with the plate amplifier. These 
aspects are discussed further in section 6.2.3.
The model allowed all the other variables of the system to be 
investigated; the gains could also be varied and different perturba­
tion signals could be used; the model also facilitates the simulation 
of the system as a generator. Time precluded further investigations.
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ACCELERATOR CONTROL SYSTEM STEP RESPONSE fig . 5-19
step input at detector = 0,2V
term inal voltage = 200 kV
number of tube sections = 26
beam gain 
beam current
0.01 V/V 
2pA
time (seconds)
EFFECT OF VALVE
CL
EFFECT OF GENERATOR
TOTAL ACCELERATING VOLTAGE26-
gains of am plifiers 1&3
gains of am plifiers 1&3
time (seconds)
Cl
EFFECT OF VALVE
—T 10 -
EFFECT OF GENERATOR
TOTAL ACCELERATING VOLTAGE20-
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^ _____ SUBSEQUENT AND FUTURE WORK
6. 1____ Introduction
Any engineering project, especially if it is of a prototype 
nature as this one, will offer room for improvement. This chapter 
will consider three further aspects of the accelerator. The first 
of these (section 6.2) will deal with subsequent improvements actually 
made to the accelerator control system; the author acted in an 
advisory capacity in these improvements, which were undertaken within 
the Department at Surrey. The second aspect (section 6.3) considers 
possible future improvements to the control system. These two sections 
will show that the author's system, as originally conceived, was 
capable of modification without undue difficulty. Finally,(in section 
6.4),the control of two other beam parameters will be considered; the 
beam current striking the target, and the sharpness of the beam focus 
at any point after analysis.
6. 2____ Subsequent Improvements to the System
Modifications were made to the total system configuration and 
also to certain aspects of the slow and fast loops.
6.2.1 The Total System
It was intended,in the next stage of development on this 
system, to bring to a common summing point, (1) the energy reference 
voltage, (2) the slow loop feedback, (3) the fast loop feedback and 
(4) the beam position information. ' The system was modified to accom­
plish this, except that the feedback from the fast loop was not included
in the system. In terms of the block diagram,(Fig. 5.7), these improve­
ments meant combining into one, the three summing points, namely those 
introducing (1) the reference voltage v^^^, (2) the beam drift correc­
tion v^g, and (3) the test voltage (block 4, Fig. 5.7). The modified 
system provided a tighter control of the terminal voltage from the 
voltage reference potentiometer. The beam position signal could then 
be gradually added into the summing point so as to modulate the output 
of the high voltage supply by ±2 kV; in this way the system could be 
converted from a high voltage generator into an accelerator control 
system with a loop gain thus increased by at least one order of magni­
tude .
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ïhe resultant system is summarised in Fig. 6.1 and by tables 
6.1a and 6.1b. This system now consists of a distinct high voltage 
supply whose output may be modulated by the signal denoting beam 
position. The system embodies trie modified slow loop which is looked 
at in more detail in the next section below. Time did not allow for 
an exhaustive study of the time and frequency dynamics of the modified 
configuration of Fig. 6.1, but the programs of sections 8.9 and 8.10 
could, when slightly modified, form the basis for such an investigation. 
A root locus analysis would involve one set of loci for each of the 
3 forward paths. Tables 6.1a and 6.1b give a preliminary indication 
of the transfer functions involved.
6.2.2 The Slow Loop
The improvement here, was to use an open loop integrated 
circuit operational amplifier in the forward path, (Blewett, 6.1).
A high input impedance amplifier of the type used in section 4.4.2 
was employed here; when used an open loop, it had a gain of 100 dB, 
but still maintained adequate output stability. The detailed arrange­
ment is described "below. With this modification to the system, a 
600 kV meter, accurate to about 1% of full scale reading, was used 
to monitor a generator output voltage of only 50 kV, and did not 
show any noticeable (>1 kV) drift over several hours. The system 
was acting as a generator without beam feedback.
The amplifier was used in an inverting mode, with the end of 
the generator voltage divider connected to the negative input; this 
input was also the summing point for the energy reference and beam 
feedback signals. The amplifier had a feedback consisting of 27 k^ 
in series with 10 pF; this gave a 3 dB point of about 0.7 Hz with, 
at low frequencies, a very high gain, approaching the open loop 
amplifier gain, and at high frequencies, a constant gain dictated by 
the resistor values. The amplifier output was connected to the input 
of the excitation unit by a stage with a gain of -30,
The system, as described above, resulted in the modified 
frequency responses for the slow loop, as shorn in Fig. 6.4 for a 
terminal voltage of 500 kV. These responses show the system to be 
unstable when the load consists not only of the generator divider and
-181-'
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the whole accelerator tube, but also the high voltage capacitors 
with their grading resistors,(the responses for the latter case are 
indicated by the scored lines). Using Fig. 6.4, it can be shown 
that the system becomes stable when the 10 pF feedback capacitor 
across the open loop amplifier is increased to 30 pF. It was 
observed in practice, at an output voltage of 50 kV, that the loop 
oscillation of about 5 kV peak at 0.5 Hz ceased when the higher value 
feedback capacitance was used.
The root locus plot of the modified slow loop was similar in 
appearance to the left hand plot in Fig. 2.13; there, however, the 
centre branches crossed into the right hand half plane at a d.c* loop 
gain of 2550; in the present case, the corresponding d.c. gain values 
were 118 for a 10 pF amplifier feedback capacitor and 1632 for a 30 pF 
capacitor (Fig. 2.13b). These gain values of 118 and 1632 were in 
fact external to the operational amplifier whose own gain was assumed, 
in the root locus plot, to tend to an infinite value as the frequency 
tends to zero.
6.2.3 The Fast Loop
The valve unit acted as a high pass filter with a lower 3 db 
point of 0,1 Hz. This was partly responsible for the long time con­
stants of 0.7 and 1.7 seconds associated with both the generator and 
valve time responses, which are given for two sets of amplifier gains 
in section 5.3.4, It was decided to d.c. couple the signals into 
the valve unit, so as to eliminate the letter’s low frequency 90° 
phase shift and further increase the d.c. loop gain of the whole system.
.^_3 Further Possible Work on the Accelerator Control System
This section will deal with three further possible areas of 
investigation on the accelerator control system. The first part will 
consider further improvements to the fast and slow loops; the second 
part will look at other aspects of beam position detection; and finally, 
the question of voltage and energy calibration will be discussed.
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6.3.1 Additional Improvements to the Fast and Slow Loop Circuitry
To improve the stability margins of the slow loop, its open 
loop phase shift could be moved closer to zero for frequencies about 
0.01 Hz. This could be achieved by using an excitation unit with a
constant phase shift of 1809 from d.c. up to at least 30 Hz, in
place of the present unit, (block 8, Figs. 2.9, 5.7, 6.1, 6.2),whose 
phase shift has a shallow dip of about 45° at 1 Hz (Fig. 2.8).
A combination of generator divider (section 2.2.3) and plate 
amplifier (section 4.6), could be used to give predictable feedback 
information from d.c. to r kHz, when the system is acting as a 
generator. Above about 40 Hz, the present frequency response of the 
generator divider is largely influenced by the stray capacitance to 
ground. This response could be curtailed at a frequency between 5 
and 10 Hz, and the lower 3 dB frequency of the plate amplifier could 
be moved up from 0.1 Hz to match the divider response. This change 
in the response of the plate amplifier circuit also has the advantage 
that the d.c. output of the amplifier can then recover more quickly
from any possible transient charge build up on the sensing plate.
There is also a steady charge build up on the plate, which is 
dependent on the d.c. bun voltage and is especially noticeable at 
energies in excess of 300 keV; this effect manifests itself as a 
d.c. bias, of the order of a few millivolts^on the amplifier output, 
and could become troublesome if subsequent amplifiers in the control 
system have high gains. To overcome this effect, the plate amplifier 
output signal could be a.c. coupled into the control system by using a 
high-pass network with a lower 3 dB point of about 1 Hz. This would 
ensure that the combined phase shift of this network and the plate 
amplifier arrangement does not get too close to -180°.
6.3.2 Beam Detection
It would be useful to test the common mode rejection ratio 
of the detector difference amplifier configuration to see what limi­
tations, as regards the input current from the beam, it may impose 
upon the present amplifier arrangement, and to compare it with those 
configurations using three operational amplifiers. Limitations may 
arise when using beams of the order of a few nanoamps for analysis 
work such as Rutherford back-scattering.
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It may be possible to replace the difference amplifier by 
an F.E.T. chopping circuit; this would alternately admit the signal 
from one, and then the other, detector jaw to a phase-sensitive 
detector. The detector output would then give a representation, in 
magnitude and direction, of the beam deviation from a mean position.
The gain from each jaw could be balanced by ensuring an equal chopping 
interval for each jaw. The upper end of the frequency response is 
then dictated by the chopping frequency.
On the theoretical side, some preliminary investigations were 
also performed on the interaction with the detector jaws of beams with 
uniform - as opposed to Gaussian - current density distributions.
In this context, the author would like to look at the theoretical 
results obtained for the Gaussian beams in terms of their diameter at 
full-width-half-maximum (FWHM), and compare them with the corresponding 
results for the beams with the uniform current density distributions. 
This would indicate how necessary it is to take account of the com­
plexity, introduced by a Gaussian current distribution, when modelling 
the interaction between the beam and the detector jaws.
6.3.3 Voltage and Energy Calibration
There are at least two methods of providing a second measure­
ment for voltage and energy. These are the use of a precision high 
voltage divider and a generating voltmeter. They may be calibrated 
using nuclear reactions or Rutherford back-scattering.
A second means of measuring the bun voltage is desirable for 
several reasons: (1) to check the voltage recorded by the control 
system, (2) to check the beam energy as given by the magnetic field 
and beam mass to charge ratio, (3), in conjunction with the magnet 
current,to facilitate a direct read-out of the mass to charge ratio 
of the beam and, (4) to provide relative voltage measurements should 
it be necessary to use another high voltage supply on the bun.
A resistive voltage divider is difficult to install because 
it cannot be directly connected to the grading plates under the bun - 
the lower end of the grading plates is voltage modulated by the valve 
anode. The divider resistors would need to be installed inside the
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bun supporting column. To achieve temperature stability, the resistors 
must be carefully chosen. The eighty available 100 welwyn resistors, 
type M44-TU, each have a temperature coefficient of 150 ppm/deg C, 
implying a minimum stability of 150 ppm/deg C for the total divider; in 
addition, each resistor value changes by 1% when the applied voltage 
changes from 100 volts to 10 kV. Resistive dividers with superior 
performance have been produced (section 1.5.3).
A generating voltmeter was therefore considered on account of 
the above difficulties. It was installed at a distance of 12 feet from 
the bun. The scaling in the amplifier is. now being desensitized so 
that the instrument is able to measure a maximum field strength of 
50 kV/foot, corresponding to 600 kV on the bun. Calibration will be 
done in situ, because the electric, field is likely to be influenced 
by the surrounding earth-plane and high voltage electrode geometry.
Nuclear reactions provide a method of measuring beam energy 
directly and absolutely, and as such may be used to establish points on 
a high voltage scale (Graggs and Meek, 6.2). Energy transitions are 
caused between sharply defined energy levels of the target nuclei, 
when the target material is bombarded with energetic ions; at the same 
time, gamma rays may be emitted. Hunt and Jones (6.3), using an electro­
static analyser, determined resonant energies to a maximum accuracy of 
300 eV in 454.2 keV (protons into an aluminium target).
Back-scattering is another method of calibrating the beam energy. 
The energy spectrum of high energy charged particles, obtained when 
they have been elastically scattered from a target, can be used to 
yield information about the atomic structure of the target, or con­
versely, knowing the nature of the target, the energy of the incident 
ion may be deduced. Only the ions back-scattered through a given
angle (usually 1509) need be considered. According to Hemment (6.4),+a 10 nA, 500 keV, He beam, with a diameter of 1 mm,could be used to 
strike a target of Carbon or Silicon deposited on Gold foil. The 
corresponding energy spectrum, taken at a back-scattering angle of 
150°,could give the energy of the incident beam to a maximum accuracy 
of 2 keV or about 0.5%. Due to the availability of expertise and 
equipment this method will be tried first.
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6.4 Control of Ion-Source and Beam Focusing Parameters
Besides beam position, there are two further beam parameters 
of interest; these are (1) the sharpness of focus at the post-analysis 
focal plane and (2) the beam current striking the target.
The parameters responsible for the above two variables are 
shown in table 6.3 below, and the qualitative relation between these 
parameters is described in sections 1.3.3 and 1.3.4. The interaction 
between these 15 parameters is very complicated and they have to be 
set up manually. The focussing of the beam is mainly dependent on the 
einzel lens voltages as well as the accelerating voltage and the 
number of tube sections; it is, however, also influenced by the ion 
source conditions. Conversely, the magnitude of the beam current 
depends mainly on the ion-source conditions, especially the filament 
current and the ion coil current, but is also affected by the accelera­
tion and focussing voltages as well as the number of tube sections.
Table 6.3
Variables Dictating the Nature of the Ion Beam
Variable Symbol Maximum Unit
Ion Source Filament Current 
Filament Voltage
4 50 A
Anode Voltage 4 80 V
Anode Current 4 0.5 A
(Magnet) Coil Current 
Coil Movement 
Source Pressure 
Accel. Tube Pressure 
Cruicible Temperature 
Mass of Main Ion
4 5
±10
1000
250
A
mm 
Torr 
Torr 
deg C 
amu
Focussing Focus Voltage 4 -15 kV
Focus Extraction Volts 
Lens Movement 
No. of Tube Sections 
Accelerating Voltage
4 -30
±10
25
500
kV
mm
kV
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The beam current reaching the target can easily be detected up 
to a frequency of at least 50 Hz, using the current integrator modules 
available in the department. The focus conditions at any required 
point along the beam line could be obtained by a wire scanning the 
beam in two orthogonal directions at a constant speed. The time for 
which a signal is available in each direction is proportional to the 
width of the beam in that direction; the aim would then be to minimise 
the time in both directions.
Initially a simplified strategy, just aimed at stabilizing 
the beam current reaching the target, could be adopted; this would mean 
that the implantation dose rate could be kept constant. The beam 
current information could be fed back via the synchro driven Perspex 
rods, subtracted from a reference value, and so control the filament 
current, or, for a faster response, the magnetic coil current.
A more complicated strategy could both minimise the beam focus 
cross-section as well as stabilising the beam current to a desired 
reference value. All the parameters, excluding the accelerating voltage 
and the number of tube sections, could be set up and controlled by a 
microprocessor. Such a device can give considerable flexibility in the 
choice of control strategies (Aspinall, 6.5), as well as providing a 
data-logging facility to enable more information to be gained about 
the interaction of the various ion-source parameters. An optimisation 
procedure could be devised to set up the parameters automatically, 
ensuring at the same time that they do not exceed specified limits.
Two processors could be used at little extra cost to ensure reliability. 
It is believed that most of the time constants associated with the ion- 
source parameters are longer than 0.1 second. If the microprocessor 
clock frequency is 1 MHz, then there should be sufficient time for the 
computer to sample all 15 parameters and perform some processing on 
each of them.
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______CONCLUSIONS
7.1 Main Conclusions
The combination of a fast and a slow method of Influencing 
the top terminal voltage of the accelerator had a wide enough frequency 
response to be able to stabilize the beam position against disturbances 
in the energy of the analysed beam. These disturbances were, to a 
large part, due to the high voltage fluctuations, which were most sig­
nificant in the frequency range 0.1 to 2 Hz, and at 50 Hz. The non- 
linearity in the beam detector automatically adapted the control system 
to any beam current in the range 10 nA to 100 yA.
The use of beam feedback gave recorded peak to peak terminal
voltage stabilities of between 4 and 75 parts in 10^ (at 100 keV),
depending on system gain settings and beam parameters such as beam 
current (about 6 yA), and jaw settings. These stabilities imply 
beam movements at the implantation target of the 45° line,(5 metres 
from the analysing magnet), of 0.076 mm and 1.43 mm respectively. The 
beam can be held on the target for at least several hours (see also 
below). The original unstabilized system, which the author used as the 
starting point for the project, had recorded peak to peak terminal 
voltage stabilities of between 7.1 and 2.5 parts in 10^ (at 140 keV and 
400 keV respectively), implying beam movements at the implantation tar­
get of the 45° line of 136 mm and 48 mm respectively.
Further experiments showed that the system was able success­
fully to distinguish between the 5 isotopes of a 233 keV Te^ beam 
separated from each other by 2 a.m.u., which is equivalent to about 6 mm 
at the detector j aws; the full-width at half-maximum for each beam was 
almost, equal to the separation between each consecutive pair of beams. 
The five masses had a median of 260 a.m.u. and the beam currents ranged 
from 0.76 to 1.75 yA. The system was left to stabilize on the third 
largest peak (1.27 yA), fir 2 1/4 hours, and it did'not deviate from 
that peak.
7.2 The Project in Greater Detail
The high voltage supply could be regarded as a voltage excited 
current source acting as a low pass filter with an upper 6 dB point 
at about 5 Hz, and also possessing a time delay of 10 raillisec. The
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very long time constants, of about 92 and 31 seconds, constitute an 
unusual feature of the frequency response. A further complication in 
developing a mathematical model for the slow loop, was that the small- 
signal excitation (i.e. voltage to current) transfer gain of the machine 
was a non-linear function with respect to its steady direct current out­
put; this meant that the d.c. gain of the generator was a function of 
the output load, decreasing with beam current and the number of accelera­
tor tube sections, but rising with the output terminal voltage. A slow 
loop was built around the generator to provide a basic d.c. control of 
the terminal voltage, independent of the beam. To this were added the 
switchgear and starting circuitry as well- as protection against exces­
sive excitation voltage and generator output voltage and current.
High frequency corrections to the terminal voltage were supplied 
by a 4 kV valve, a.c. coupled to the bun by a series combination of 
four capacitors. The lower 3 dB frequency of this arrangement was 
dependent on the number of accelerator tube sections employed and 
could range from 0.1 Hz for 25 sections, to 0.4 Hz for 5 sections.
The high voltage capacitors had to be graded with resistors to ensure 
an even voltage distribution, and had to be protected by specially 
designed spark gaps to safely dissipate a maximum possible energy of 
450 Joules at 600 kV.
A solid state equivalent for the valve was also investigated, 
but it will involve considerable development work before it can be 
shown to match the reliability and ease of maintenance associated with 
the valve unit. The solid state approach consisted of a chain of 
transistors creating a maximum of 20 kV across themselves by acting on 
the current flowing into the generator. This approach, unlike the 
valve, did not require an additional power supply of several kilovolts ; 
however, its frequency response was a function of its output loading, 
current and voltage swing - an upper 3 dB frequency of only 30 Hz 
being associated with a current of 0.5 mA and a ±10 kV swing. Fast 
surge voltage and current protection for the transistors was also neces­
sary.
A mathematical model was developed which treated both generator 
and valve as current sources and showed their respective low and high 
frequency effects on the top terminal accelerating voltage. The model 
was complicated by the generator’s excitation transfer characteristic.
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but showed how the two frequency responses depended on both the total 
beam current and its energy.
The use of the beam as an energy feedback element raised two 
questions connected with the beam deflection geometry. The first of 
these was that, since the 500 keV accelerator at Surrey was capable of 
providing a wide range of ions up to masses of at least 250, whether it 
could be possible that the mass analysed beams would be so close 
together that the detector jaws could not distinguish between them.
The beam deflection geometry was studied, and this revealed that, irres­
pective of the mean beam energy, the physical separation between beams 
of mass to charge ratios [m/q] and [(m/q)+ 1 ] became smaller as the 
ratio [m/q] increased; separations between neighbouring beams with 
[m/q] ratios of 200 and 201, were calculated to be 3.5 and 3.0 mm at 
the detector jaws of the 45 and 90 degree lines respectively. Sample 
profile measurements were made on beams of masses 28 and 40, at energies 
between 50 keV and 500 keV (section 4.3). These revealed beam widths, 
at full-width-half-maximum5 ranging from 7.4 mm at 50 keV to 1.8 mm at 
300 keV, and thereby indicated that the beam could be focused to an 
increasingly smaller spot size as its energy rose. Operational experience, 
however, suggests that the sharpness of focus deteriorates with increasing 
beam mass; the occasion did not arise to provide numerical evidence for 
this. The above conclusions showed that there was a possibility, especially 
for low energy beams with mass to charge ratios approaching 2 0 0 , of 
neighbouring beams,(e.g. isotopes), becoming indistinguishable by the 
feedback system. It was decided that the above occurrence would be 
infrequent, and that it would therefore still be feasible to employ a 
beam position sensor to provide an energy feedback system. The results 
with the Tellurium beams (sections 5.2.1 and 7.1)vindicated this state­
ment .
The second question was concerned with establishing a relation­
ship between the spatial deflection of the analysed beam and the fluc­
tuations in the beam energy. It was shown, from the beam deflection 
geometry, that the movement of the analysed beam, at the target and 
detector positions in both beam lines,was directly proportional to the 
instability of the accelerating voltage, provided that the latter did 
not exceed 1 %.
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A beam detector difference amplifier was then constructed 
which could automatically vary its gain to accommodate beam currents 
in the range 10 nA to 100 pA. Only two high input impedance opera­
tional amplifiers were needed to provide a difference signal, and 
only one potentiometer adjustment was required to balance the gains 
from both jaws to the differential output of the detector. It was 
estimated that the combination of the input resistance and capacitance 
to the detector still ensured that the letter’s frequency response 
should have an upper 3 dB frequency of at least 250 Hz for jaw currents 
above 7.2 nA.
A theoretical study was made of the interaction between the 
beam and the detector jaws. This showed that there were eight variables 
dictating the small signal transfer gain between the beam energy varia­
tion and the jaw difference current, namely; the d.c. beam energy, the 
jaw geometry ( 2 variables), the beam deflection angle, the total beam 
current, the beam diameter and the beam current intensity distribution.
The above study showed that the small signal transfer gain 
decreased with mean beam energy, but the maximum amplitude of voltage 
fluctuations for which the gain was positive and hence gave a stable 
control system, increased with the mean beam energy. Hence the chance 
that the system would lose the beam at the detector jaws, in the presence 
of high voltage surges, would diminish with increase in beam energy.
The above model for the beam-jaw interaction was also used to 
show, by means of 3-D plots, how the intentional non-linearity in the 
detector characteristic aims to make the overall beam transfer gain 
(bun voltage variation to detector output), constant, irrespective of 
beam diameter, beam energy and jaw separation. Experiments on the 
accelerator control system showed that actual values of the beam trans­
fer gain varied between 1 and 25 x 10"^ volt/volt, which approached the 
theoretical values obtained above. In addition, the measured gain was 
seen to be linear for deviations of at least 80 volt r.m.s. The beam 
transfer gain values depend on beam and ion source conditions which 
can never be reproduced accurately; however, the gains are 1 to 2  
orders higher than those which could be obtained using resistive and 
capacitive dividers to measure the accelerating voltage.
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Experiments were then performed on the total accelerator con­
trol system. These demonstrated that, with the first two amplifier 
gains set to 100 and 30, the system was able to hold a 223 keV Ge^
beam over the full dynamic range of the first amplifier, corresponding
+to 21.5 keV, When a 233 keV Te^ beam was used, it could distinguish 
between each of the five isotopes, which were each separated by a 
2 a.m.u., or about 6 mm at the detector jaws; the masses had a 
median of 260, the full-width at half-maximum of each isotope was 
approximately equal to the spatial isotopic separation at the detector 
jaws, and the currents were in the range 0.76 to 1.75 pA. The system 
was left, stabilizing on the third largest peak, (1.27 pA),-for 
2 1/4 hours, and it did not deviate from this peak. With the system 
stabilizing on various beams, bun voltage stabilities ranging between 
0.75 X 10  ^and 40.0 x 10“  ^were recorded; these could theoretically 
indicate beam movements (in the 45° line) of 0.63 mm and 33 microns 
at the detector jaws, and of 1.43 mm and 76 microns at the target.
It was, however, pointed out that the performance of the beam control 
system relies heavily on the nature of the beam and its interaction 
with the detector jaws.
The frequency response and stability (in the control sense) 
of the whole system was analysed by representing it by 16 interconnected 
blocks, each with its ovm frequency response. The frequency dependent
forward open loop transfer function between the beam detector output
voltage (representing the positional instability of the beam) and the 
resulting fluctuations in the accelerating voltage, could then be 
established. Theoretical frequency responses showed the system to be 
stable for all frequencies up to at least 1 kHz, and all terminal 
voltages to at least 500 kV; this assumed a typical value of 0.01 
for the beam transfer gain. Actual experiments with similar, but
known, values for the beam transfer gain, gave open and closed loop
frequency responses which were similar to corresponding theoretically 
derived curves; it was suggested that-the deviation between theory 
and practice, in this case, was linked to the frequency responses of 
both the generator and the excitation unit as well as to changing 
ion-source conditions.
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The beam feedback signal could not be used when, for example, 
ion source spectra were taken; it was then possible to operate the 
system as a high voltage power supply. In this case low frequency 
stabilisation up to 6 Hz was provided by the slow loop, which was 
local to the generator; a high frequency corrective signal with a 
lower 3dB point of about 0.1 Hz was fed to the high voltage capacitors 
by a charge amplifier which was located at ground potential and 
connected to a plate forming not more than 0.5 pF with the top ter­
minal; the latter arrangement also provided a general means of moni­
toring the terminal voltage ripple. The theoretical open loop fre­
quency response for this system, relating the top terminal voltage 
fluctuations back to the input reference voltage, predicted stability, 
in the control sense, for voltages up to 500 kV and frequencies up to 
at least 1 kHz.
The control system provided the basis for further improvements, 
To facilitate tighter control of the terminal voltage from the energy 
setting potentiometer, the point at which the signals from the 
generator divider and the reference voltage were summed, was used to 
provide the corrective signal to both the excitation and valve units. 
Another improvement, was to use an open loop operational amplifier 
in the forward path of the slow loop in order to increase the letter’s 
low frequency gain, and thereby improve the steady state performance 
of the system when acting as a generator; a stability assessment of 
this configuration established the necessary feedback capacitor for 
the amplifier.
Suggestions for future work were also made. These considered 
improvements to the plate amplifier and its inclusion in the modified 
control system as well as further critical appraisals of the beam 
detector system. Methods for additional measurement and calibration 
of the terminal voltage were reviewed, and of these the generating 
voltmeter with calibration by Back-Scattering seemed initially to be 
best suited.
Mention was also made of the problems to be encountered when 
attempting to apply feedback control to the ion source whose physical 
state is defined by no less than 15 parameters. This indicates that 
accelerator development will, for a long time to come, provide a rich 
field for applying engineering expertise.
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8._____ APPENDICES
8. 1____Additional Circuits for the Excitation Unit
These comprise three circuits concerned with (1) the delayed 
action switching of the high voltage output, (2 ) the modulation of 
the output by a control signal and (3) the monitoring of the output 
for protection and metering purposes. They are shoivn in Fig. 8.1.
The internal high voltage oscillator is biassed to an ’on’ 
condition as follows: the internal 550 volt rail is divided doivn to 
drive a transistorised time delay realy. A one minute time delay is 
provided by a capacitor-resistor-transistor combination which drives 
the base of a further transistor having two relay coils in its emitter.
Two 700 volt reed relays switch on both the e.h.t. indicator and the 
low voltage connection to the oscillator grids.
On the signal side, a 300 volt transistor, type MPSUIO, is 
in series with the output voltage adjusting potentiometer, the combi­
nation being paralleled by a 30 volt reference neon. The transistor 
provides a collector swing between -206 and - 1 2 2  volts, and its two 
junctions are diode protected.
There are two 500 output monitoring resistors, each com­
prising five 100 10 kV, 2% Welwyn carbon resistors. One divider
feeds a meter and the excitation protection circuit, the other enables 
additional measurements to be made. .
8. 2____Slow Loop Auxiliary Circuits
The auxiliary circuits are divided into three modules comprising 
(1 ) the three-phase motor starter, transformers and power supplies, (2 ) 
the relay starting and protection logic and (3) the interlock circuits.
The power input module (Fig. 8.2) contains the three-phase con­
tactors for the generator motor, the ±15 volt power supply for some 
of the control electronics, the 2 0 0  volt transformer for the slow loop 
electronics, and the two 24 volt transformers for the protection circuits. 
All the above are activated by signals from the relay logic module.
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The relay module contains the stop and start facilities and 
the protection relays (Fig. 8,3). The figures in the diagram denote 
the number of the relay ( 1 to 1 0 ) followed by the relay terminal 
(1 to 8 ). The presence of water flowing through the generator allows 
the start relay to hold itself in and at the same time bring in the 
-206, ±24, and ±15 volt supplies. The first three supplies activate 
relays admitting mains voltage to the motor starter and the excitor 
unit. Should one of the protection circuits trip, the mains will be 
removed from the excitor and motor starter and the start relay (7 ).
At the same time, a further relay (8 ) will be activated to register 
a fault condition. The stop button must then be pressed before 
restarting.
The interlock system (Fig. 8.4) controls the power to the 
whole accelerator system and consists of two parts. The first com­
prises a further motor starter and a fuse box; together they detect 
the presence of each phase to earth; if one phase goes or is absent, 
the starter trips out and so removes all three-phase power to the 
system. The second part, designed by staff in the laboratory, allows
the all-clear button to be pressed in the high voltage enclosure,
enabling the gate interlock key to start the system; removal of the 
key will stop the system and require that the button in the enclosure 
be pressed again before restarting the accelerator.
8.3 Spark-Gaps
8.3.1 Details of Aluminium Alloy
The material is a type of Durai and is supplied by J. Smith S
Sons, London E.C.l. It is an extruded form of the type HE14-W, and
has the following percentage composition by weight: Cu, 3.5-5.0;
Mg, 0.4-1.2; Si, 0.7; Fe, 0.7; Mn, 0.4-1.2; Ni, 0.2; Zn, 0.2; either 
0.3% Cr or 0.3% Ti; Sn, 0.05; Pb, 0.05; Sb, 0.05; Al, the remainder.
The melting range is 530-610°C and the hardness .is 131 VPN (?). 
Electrical conductivity is 33.8% I.A.C.S. At 20PC (?) and the 
coefficient of linear expansion is 22 x ICT^/OC in the range 20 - 100°C
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8.3.2 Protecting the Surface of the Hemispheres
As Fig. 3.4 shows, the surface of the spark-gap can be pitted 
when a discharge has occurred, even if a hard material such as Durai 
is used. To overcome this, and also to prevent superimposed oscilla­
tions when a discharge does occur, the British Standard (3.2) on 
voltage measurement with sphere gaps, recommends that a resistance of 
between 1 0 0  and 1  MO be placed in series with one of the hemispheres 
Graggs and Meek (6.2), recommend a resistance of 1 0 per discharge 
voltage. Such a resistor, or series of resistors, could be placed in 
a Perspex column supporting the hemisphere. Fig. 8.5 shows the equiv­
alent circuit.
The maximum energy dissipated is
i CV^ = 1 (10"®)(150 X 10®)2 J = 112.5 J
and if the required spark-gap resistance is R = 150 kO, one obtains 
a figure of 112.5/(150 x lo®) J/0 = 750 x io~® J/0.
A suitable resistor would be the Dale (8.1) type ESS-10, which 
has a value of 12.4 kO, is 1.780" long, and has a diameter of 0.375". 
Twelve of these would have to be strung together in a confined height 
of about 3" and enclosed in some insulating medium such as oil, to 
avoid shorting between the components.
8 .4 Valve Circuitry
Figure 8 . 6  highlights the details of the circuitry in the 
valve unit; these can best be understood by comparison with Fig. 3.5.
The directly heated valve cathode is supplied with stabilised d.c. at 
6 A, 5 V, to achieve an output anode ripple of only about 4 volts.
Further circuits, which could be simplified, are the 150 volt screen 
supply, and the amplifier giving a grid swing of 0 to -60 volts. At 
the bottom of the diagram can be seen the time delay relay circuit which, 
after about 1 / 2  minute, when the cathode has warmed up, energises the 
grid, screen and anode supplies.
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8 . 5 The Approximate Derivative of the Beam Deflection Equation
8.5.1 Introduction
There are two ways of deriving the approximate deflection 
equations. The first is to differentiate equation (4.5) with 
respect to p, and then to allow p to tend to unity in the resulting 
equation; this method also reveals the accuracies involved in 
making the approximation. The second method makes approximations 
when using the initial equations (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) to solve 
for the deflection s.
Although the author derived the equation (4.7) independently, 
reference to an equation of a similar form was subsequently found 
in Wilsonand Brewer (1 .6 ).
8.5.2 First Method
Employing the first method, one may write equation (4.5) as
S = R^ fj_ t üfg ...............  (8.1)
Then, (1) 
df.
dp—  =  [ P -  (P  -  P s i n ^ q ]/ p  - (p - 1 ) sin^q
cos q (8.2)
df.
as p ->■ 1 , -> ( 1  - cos ( q) )
and, (2 )
df sin q - (p - D^sin^q -
(p - l)[p - (p - l)sin^q]
/p^ - (p - 1 )^  sin^q
dp
df^
as p ^ 1 , sin q
p^ - (p - 1 )^  sin^q
(8.3)
Hence the approximate derivative of (8.1) is 
cls = R^(l - cos q) + £ sin q (8.4)
- 2 1 0 -
To obtain a measure of the errors involved in making this 
approximation, it was necessary to consider the percentage error 
caused in the factors
df
-7^  and dp dp
when their approximate values were used, that is, when it was assumed 
p = 1, instead of p = 1 + 6 p. These errors were considered for each 
beam line, when p was varied by 1 % from 1 to 1 .0 1 , and are given in 
table 8 . 1  below.
Table 8 , 1
Beam line (qO) 
Error in d^fi
. dp,
df
Error in .dp
(%)
(%)
45
1.68
1.97
90
0.99
1.96
8.5.3 Second Method
For the second method, it is necessary to consider equations 
(4.1), (4.2) and (4.3). Equation (4.3) gives, using R for R^
. a 6 R . sin 0 = sin q (8.5)
and, for small angles, tan 0 ~ sin 0 . 
From equat ion (4.2),
= = (n - 6) =
or s^ = (Rg cos q - R) - R^ cos q sin 0 'sin n j (8.6)
For small angle 0,
s - ÔR o - Rg cos q
or s^  ^- ô'R(l - cos q) (8.7)
•21 1 -
Using equation (4.1), and calling s, ds,
ds - dR(l - cos q) + £ sin q
, dR or, since dp = ,
= R(1 - cos q) + £ sin q   (8 .8 )
8 . 6 ____ Derivation of Equation for Beam Width Investigation
Taking the logarithm of each side of equation (4.8), and then
differentiating, assuming that the accelerating voltage and the mass 
to charge ratio remain constant, it can be shown that
^    ( 8 . 8 A )
The left hand side equals dp, (equation (4.4)) and neglecting magnet 
hysteresis, the right hand side equals - , so that
dp = - ................ (8.9)
Since the experiments gave dl < 1%, one may use equation (4.7).
Now' R^ = 0.6604 metres, 1 = 1.79 metres, and q = 90°, hence the 
required fwhm is given by
'dl'ds = -2.4504 (8.10)
8 . 7 Beam Current Distribution
This has been defined in section 4.5.2 as the shape formed 
by revolving a Gaussian curve of the form
x"
z = Ae   (8.11)
about a vertical z-axis. Since this curve can only be integrated by 
time consuming numerical methods, it will be approximated to
z = A + Bx + Cx^ + Dx^ + Ex'"     (8.12)
for which faster, analytical solutions may be derived.
- 2 1 2 -
The coefficients A,B,C,D,E may then be found by defining the
following variables, as shown in the diagram (Fig. 8.7). 6 is the
limiting value of the Gaussian at x = also m = —  ^and
corresponds to x = x ,and if d «  A then x is the full width atm m
half maximum (fwhm). When evaluating the coefficients, it turns 
out that B = 0.
Ifhen forming a solid of revolution, x is replaced by /x^ + y^ . 
If I is the total current in the beam between x = a and x = 3, and 
if R = Xp, then it is necessary to solve
I = 3r/P - x^
a .-/r2 -
A + C(x^ t y^) + d/(x  ^+ y^)3 t E(x^ + y^)^ dydx
(8.13)
This then assumes the form
I = [2A + I- CR^ + ê R^ + ~ ER‘]I,
+ C| C + I DR ^ 3I  ERZ]l2
(8.14)
To define the integrals I^ , I_, l^ , and I^ , one must first define the 
following variables :
q(x) = /R^- (8.15)
w(x) = arc sin .W, (8.16)
f(w) = DyW - Y sin w cos w t —  sin w cos w {l - 2 sin^w}]
(8.17)
These then give:
3q(x)dx =
ot ^ q(x) t ^  w(x)
(8.18)
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2^ = a x ^ q ( x ) d x  = ^  C - x q ^ ( x )  + (8.19)
a
x^q(x)dx = ^  [f(w) + cos(w) sin^(w)]^ (8.20)
3
X  a r s e c h XIWJdx = x^  arsech XR + R^f(w) a (8.21)
The computer program is also shown, with the flow chart, in 
Fig. 8 ,8 . It gives each of the jaw currents plus their sum and difference 
together with the beam deflection at any specified distance from the 
magnet, against incremental changes in the accelerating voltage. It 
puts these results onto the line printer, and optionally onto tape; 
it also gives a plot of the difference current against the incremental 
changes in the accelerating voltage. The necessary input data are 
listed at the beginning. They are mostly self-explanatory; however,
DD refers to the separation between the jaws, DF and DM are the current 
densities equivalent to 6 and m in Fig. 8.7, DV is the quantity by 
which the top terminal voltage is incremented and WD is the active jaw 
width upon which the side of the beam impinges; also AVF is the smallest 
current for which the characteristic is to be plotted, and VOF is the 
factor by which the difference current is multiplied before plotting.
8.8 Layout of the System Modules
The whole accelerator control system was devised in terms of 
modules whose function, layout and interconnection, are shown in 
Fig. 8.9. The use of rack mounted modules facilitates servicing and 
maintenance. The locations are (1) the high voltage area, (2) the 
control room and (3) the experimental area; the latter contains the 
beam detectors (slit amplifiers), and the plate amplifier. Apart 
from the signal paths, also the three- and single-phase a.c. supplies, 
the d.c. supplies, and the water supply, are shown.
FLOW CHART FOR PROGRAMME TO INVESTIGATE
BEAM DEFLECTION & ERROR SIGNAL DUE TO ENERGY FLUCTUATIONS
FIG. 8'8 a
start
stop
loop -for each simulation
write initial beam details
store difference value for plotting
move beam left off central path
loop for each mean beam energy
move beam to right of mean path
find sum diffe rence of jaw currents
increase accelerating volts by given increment
loop fo r each beam diameter & current density profile
loop for total number of increments in accelerating volts
find max & min of available difference values for plot scaling
loop for each magnet-defector distance & beam deflection angle
plot jaw current differences v increments in accelerating volts
find coefficients for double integral for beam current (eqn. 81/i)
write voltage increment; beam deviation; individual,sum,diff of Jaw crt.
fit 4^" order polynomial to gaussian density profile 
using routines FIT, DET
find beam current removed by each detector Jaw
using A times routine AF to evaluate double integral [eqn. 846)
find beam deviation from central path for incremented acc. volts 
using routine BEAMMOVE
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FIG. 8 .8b : Listing of the Program Investigating the
Beam Deflection and Error Signal due to Energy 
Fluctuations.
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P E A O d  .101) OR, OF OM
FACH BFAN ANCLE. RADIUS, & MAGF'EF-SLIT S F P A P A H Q N  
00 26 NA=1,NC 
P E A O d , 101) IF.
P E A O d , 101) A l , R1
INITIAL VALLIFS 
P = O 0 * 0 •5 
OW=P+WD 
P = f>e*0 . S
CALL F I 1 ( DC , OF , 0 * , C ,'n, F)
C3=C/3
ALPHA = 2.+0'-'-nF + P * P * ( C 3 + R * ( 0 * 0 , 2 5  + R*0.2*E)) eFTA=C3+P*(0.1^ 75*O+F*P/7.S)
6,4'«MA = F/ 5,62S 
DELTAS (^.15*0 
P | " = 1 .570796 
R2=R*R 
P 4 =R2*R2
T 1 =R? *P I H 
T2 = R 2 * 0 . 5 * n  
F W P = 0 . 3 7 5 * P I H 
T3 = R2*RA*F'-R 
T 6 = P A * R * F W R
F = A L P H A * T l + 3 F T A i T 2  + CiANA’A * T 5 t D E L T A * T 4  
TVJ0F = 2 . *F 
W = - 0 w 
X=-P
Y = P
z = ow
HT VOLTS 
C X d ) = N V * D H  
0 X ( 2 ) = - N V * n V  00 20 v = 1 ,vL
V = V L ( M )
HEADING 
w R I T E ( 2 , 2 1 0 )
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21 G f O i;m a T ( 1 7H1 n«îrt In SI UNITS,/)
' P I r F { 2 , ? 1 1 ) A I
211 F û R ; t A T ( (' 6 h M A G N F T - I I T - S F P A R A T I 0 NI = ,615.8)F :« II F ( ? , 21 2 ) r ê
212 F 0  R y A T ( 2 A H ij F a - r> J A s; F T F P ,615.8) 
w w I T F ( 2 , 2 1 3 ) nn
213 F v a  1 ( 2 6 h S l l T - S E P A P A T i n n  ,615.8)l' K r T F ( ? , ? 1 A ) 0 F
2 1  A F O R M A T  ( 2 6 H  L r MT r i  NG-PrNS T T Y  , F 1 5 . « ) '
'•’P I T F  (2 , 21 5 ) D M  
21 G F 0 P , ' 1 A Ï ( 2 6 H  M F f l n - O F N S T T Y - < A P P R O X )  , F 1 5 . 8 )
URITF(2,21/^)nv
216 F0P'iAT(26H V U L T S - I N C R E M E N T S  , ,E15.8)
V R l  T F ( 2 , 2 2 1  ) T U Ü F
221 FOPMflT ( 2 6 h FtFAM-CIIPRFNT ,E1 5.8)
f R I T F (2,217) pi217 F 0 P M A T(2 6 H y A G\F T-R A nIU S ,615.8)
V R I T F ( ? , ? 1 P ) V
218 F n P M A T (2 6 H HT-V0IT8 ,Dl5.8)
W R I T F (2,21o)wo
-219 FORMAT ( 26 H U 1 R F - 0 I A MF T E R , El 5.8)
U R T T F ( ? , 2 2 0 )  IF 
220 F O R M A T (26H BF A » - 0 EFLFCT I O N - ( O E G ) ,14)ivRITF(?,202)
20? FORM A T (1 HO , î x ,15H VOITS CHANGE ,3 X ,15 H S F A v DtFl FCT ION , 5 X ,15HV01 
En I FFERFNCÊ , 3X , 1 5H CURRENT SUM ,3X,15H LEFT ,5X,15H
K 1 G H T ,/)
C •
C DIREC T I O N  OF MOvf
K = 1DO 19 J=1,2 IF(J.E0.2) K=-K
C
C V0LTA6F INCREMENT
D F = fJ.
OMAX=0,
S 0 A X = 0 .
D O  1 8  1 = 1  , N V
C
C PEAM D E VIATION
D E = O E + X * D V
S = R E A M M 0 \ / E ( D E , V , P 1  , A L , I E ) ’
A S = A B S ( S )
a O = A S + R
P Q = A S - Rws=y-AS
X S = X - A S
Y S = Y - A S
? S = Z - A 5
C
C a d d i n g  v o l u m e s
R I G H T  = 0.ALFFT=0.
I F( W - B O ) 2 , 1 , 1
1 R I G H T  = A F ( Z R ) - A F r V S )ALFFT = a F(X S)-A F(V S)
V O L  = R I G H T - A L F P T
V S Ü M  = A P S C R I C i H I )  + A B S ( A L E F T )  
• G O  TO 17
2 ! F ( X - B 0 ) 6 , ? , 3
3 I F ( Z - A 9 ) 5 , 4 , 4
4 R I G H T  = F - A F C V S )
A L F F T  = A F ( V S ) + F
V O L  = P I G H T - A  LE FT
VS'JM = A R S ( p I G H T )  + A B S ( A L E F T )
G O  TO 17
5 r i g h t  = A F ( Z S ) - A F ( Y S )
A L F F T  = F + A F ( X S )
V O L  = P I G H T - A I . E F T  '
V S U M  = A R S I R I G H D  + A 8 S  ( A L E F T )  
G O  TO 1 7
6 I F ( V - B O ) 1 2 , 7 ,  77  I F ( Y - A 0 ) 0 , 8 , î ?
8 vni=n.VSIIM ü .
G O  TU 17
9 I F ( Z - A 0 ) 1 1 , 1 n , 1 u 
1 0  VOI. = - A F ( Y S )  + F
R I |-,HT=V0L 
V S U M  = A B S ( V O L )
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f. n T 0 1 7 
11 \ ' 0 ' = - A F ( V S )  + rtF(7S)
F' I G H T r V 0 l
VSttV s AP5(V6|)
G O  H) 1 7  
1 ?  I F ( 7 - 6 0 ) 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 3  
1 < I F ( ? - A ■•) ) 1 5 , 1 4 ,1 4 
1 4 V/ 0 I = ? . * F 
F I i‘,HT = VOI 
VSilM = A P  S ( V O l  )GO 10 1 ?
1 5  V O I  = F  + AF ( 7 0  
F I C h T=VOL‘
V S U M  = A R S ( V O L )
GO 7 0  1?
16 \/0l. = 0.
VSI'M = <1.
17 VOt. = K*V()l
I F ( J - 2 )  3 2 , 3 1 , 3 1
31 ANOBaR I G H T
P I G H T = A L F F T 
A L F F T = A N U B
32 PPIGM7= A P S ( m f i W T )
PLFFT =ABS<ALFFT)
t-’R I TF (2 , 2 0 3 )  f'F, S, V O L ,  V S U M ,  b l F F F ,  B R I G H T  
2 0  3 f o r m a t ( 1 H , 6 ( 3 x , 1 P G 1 5 . « )  )
I F(ITA.FO.I) U R t T f (4,230) D F , S , V 0 1 , V S U m .p.LFFT,PPIGHT 
'230 F O p m a T ( 1 X , 3 x , 0 1 5 . 8 , 2 { 5 X , F1S.8),/,AY,5(.3 x ,E15.8>) 
a v  = afîs ( v o l  >
( F ( A V , L T . A V F . A N D . O M A X . G T . O . O )  GO JO 27 
V L T C H < I , J ) = 0 F
V 0 = v o l * v o f
V O L C H (T ,J )=V0 
A6V0=ABS(V0)
1 F ( A R V Q . L E  . U M A X )  G O  T O  3 0  .
0  M A X = A 6 y  0  
S O ' ' A X = V O  
3 0  C O N T I N U E
18 COWTINUfc
GO TO 29
27 f'O 28 NZ A = I , NV
28 V O L C H ( N 7 A , J ) = 0 . 0
29 O Y ( J ) = S O M A X
19 CONTINUE
C
C PLOTTING
IF( m -I) 24,25,24
25 CALL P L O T S C A L F F ( O X ( 2 ) , Q Y ( 2 ) , 0 X ( 1 ) , 0 Y ( 1 ) , AU) 
24 no 22 1 = 1 , NV
PO 22 J=1,2
CALL SCALERES'(VLTCH(I,J),V0LCH(I,J)) 
r Al L O R a U'DOT 
22 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUF
CALL NEWPICTURF26 COGTINUF
21 CONTINUE
33 C O N T I N U E
RETURNSTOP
END
SUAROUT I ME FTT(DP,r»F,OM,C,P,F)
C 4 T m o r d e r  FIT TO G A JSSIAN
C
PI^’ENSION T A ( 3 ) , T B ( 3 ) , T C < 3 ) , r p { 3 )
C
C GAUS S I A N  CURVE
P E A < = 2 , * O M - O F  XP=OB*n.S
f l H = X R / S 0 R T ( A L O G { P F A X / D F ) >R S I G 2 = 1 . / ( S I G * S I G )
VM = S f G*S0RT ( A I Ht. ( PF A y’/ DM) ) ■
C
C POLYNO M I A L  APPROXIMATION.
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> M ? = X M * y M 
y R ? 3 X p * x P  
1 AfiT A ( 2 ) = y I'- ?
TA(3)=?.»Xt- 
i R ( i > = y p ? * v R  
T R ( 2 ) = y M ? * y M  
T B < 3 ) = 3 . * X p 2 
T C ( 1 ) = X R 2 * y R 2
TC ( ?) =X'i?*XM?
T C ( 3 ) = 4 . * X P 2 * X R  ï D  ( 1 ) = n F -  P  F A y 
T D { Z ) = D M “ PFAIf
TD(3)=PFfiK + F y p ( - y R ? * R S r ( i ? ) * ( - 2 . * X R * P S l G ? )  
r f I =  1 . / r> F T  ( T A , 7 R 1 T C ) 
r = PPT ( T n , TB , T D  *DF I 
D=nFT(TA,Tn,TC)*DEI.
F=Dfc'T(TA,TP/TD>*neL
R E T U R NPNO
F UNCTION D P T ( A, R,C>
D E T E R M I N A N T  E V A L U A T I O N  
D ! " F U S  I O V  A T -<) , H ( 3 ) , r ('3)
X = A(1)*(f!(?)*C(3>-B(3)*C(2))
Y = A ( ? ) * ( B ( 1 ) * C ( 5 ) - b (3)*C(1>)
7 =fl(3)*(B(1)*C(2)"R<2)*C(1))
n F T=X-Y+Z
H E T U P N
F N O
F U N C T I O N  A F ( y )
C U R R E N T  n F N S IT Y P I S T P I p U T I O N  O F  R E A M  
C O ' - M O N  R , A L P H A  , R F  T A  , G A M M A  , D E L T A  
X R = X / R
I F (X P .G T .1 .) XP = 1.
I F <X R .L T .-1 .T X R  = -1.
U’= A S T N ( X R )
0 = S O P T (R*R-X*X> 
a = X * Q + R * R * 1.1 
r = -X * 0 * * 3  + p-*p-»A*D.5 sc = xR*rnsTi.')
F W = 0 . 1 ? 5 * { 3 . * U - S r * ( 5 . + 2 . * X R * X R ) )
r = P * * 6 * { F U + S C * y R * * 4 T
D r X * * 5 * A L O G ( ( R + 0 ) / A R S { V ) ) + R * * 5 * F U
f l F = A L P H A * A  + R F T A * P  + GAA». MA* C + O E L T A * DRETURN
FND
f u n c t i o n  8 FAMMfiVF(ne,v,Rl,ALfIF)
MOV E M E N T  OF BEAT CENTRE 
n D = 0 S Q R T ( 1 . + D E / V >P 2 =R1*0D
IF(IE.MF.90) 60 TO T
ST = S0Rr(Rl*{?,*w2- P n )
R E A M M 0 V E = S T ” R l + a L * ( R 2 ” R1)/ST 
GO TO 2ETA=FLnAT(TF)*X,l4i5Q3/i80.
ST = SORT(R2*R?- ( R ? - R n * * 2 * S I . N < E T A > * » - 2 )
P E a m m q v e =ST-R1-(P2-R1)*COS(ETA).+ A L * < R 2 - R 1 ) * S I N ( E T A ) / S T
RETURN
FND
FINISH
L_
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FIG . 8.10: Control Panel for the Initial Experimental
Arrangement, Showing, from Top to Bottom: 
Multi-Meter, Oscilloscope, Amplifier 
Module, Protection and Slow Loop Module,
Relay Module, Transistor Regulator, and the 
Switchgear and Transformer Module.
To the Right: The U.V. Recorder, with the
Box (above) Containing the Galvanometer Matching
and Damping Circuit.
Scale: 19 inch wide Rack, Modules 5 1/4 and
1 0  1 / 2  inches high.
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8. 9 Frequency Response Program
This program (Figs. 8.12a and b) evaluates the frequency 
response for the system, when it acts both as an accelerator and 
as a generator. A summary of the program is given in section 5.3.2.2.
The input.data consists of specifying the total num].^ er of 
simulations required as well as the frequency ranges, in powers of ten, 
over which the simulation is to be performed. Also specified is 
the choice between some or all of a Nyquist, Bode-Log Magnitude or 
Bode-Phase plot, the appropriate plotting scales and whether the plots 
are for the open or closed loop cases. Some, or all, of the last set 
of open and closed loop results, may be replotted In greater detail 
without repeating all the calculations. All the accelerating voltages 
and beam currents which are required for each set of a maximum of 6 
open and closed loop plots, may then be specified, together with the 
requirements for (1) presenting the results in a normal or logarithmic 
form, (2) using plate or beam feedback, (3) using the slow loop filter 
or not, and (4) treating the system as an accelerator or a generator. 
Finally, the gains of blocks 3, 13, 5 and 2 also need to be specified.
8.10 Time Response Px~‘ogram
This program (Fig. 8.13) evaluates the time response at any 
point in the system to a step input applied at the beam detector output 
or the energy reference input. The input data determines the time 
interval between each output result, the number of integration steps 
between each result, the type of integration algorithm, (Trapezoidal, 
Simpson, Runge-Kutta fixed or variable step, Predictor-Corrector or 
Adams-Moulton) 5 and the maximum error allowed in the integration. 
Subsequent input data occurs in the following order: the final time of 
the simulation, the time at which the values at the integrator outputs 
are to be punched onto cards, the input sfep height, the mean d.c. 
terminal voltage, the beam current, and the gain of,blocks 2, i, 3, 13,
5 and 6, the initial condition of the small-signal accelerating voltage, 
the starting time for the simulation and the initial conditions of the 
integrators,(which are defined in the main program - VE2DIC being the 
only initial condition which expresses a rate of change). Finally, a 
decision has to be made as to whether the system is to act as a generator
1
-ZZb'
k m w  CHART FOR PROGRAMME EVALUATING FREQUENCY 
RESPONSE OF TOTAL ACCELERATOR CONTROL SYSTEM ' Fig,8-12q
write initial conditions of accelerator
stop
start
loop for each frequency decade
loop for each new set of accelerator conditions
rescaled plots of previous open loop results ?
loop for each accelerating voltage â beam current
loop for each specified frequency within a decade
do rescaled plots of previous open & closed loop results ?
store open & closed loop complex gain values
write a ll open loop gain values 
using routine COMXOP
bode plots for closed loop gains 
using routine COPLOT
write complex closed loop transfer gain 
using routine COMXOP
calculate total load resistance & d.c. current 
using routine SRLOAD
bode & nyquist plots for open loop gains 
using routine COPLOT
calculate complex transfer gain fo r either accelerator or generator 
control system (eqn. 5-3 or 5-8]
establish frequency dependant values common to both 
accelerator & generator control systems 
(eg. top terminal impedances - eqns. 3 9, 3-10, 3-15,*3 17 )
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FIG. 8.12b: Listing of the Program Simulating the
Frequency Response of the Accelerator Control 
System.
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‘îij'”wr>uî p . E f i ? n  
C PAC T  Lf'tif P w P 0 ! I F c Y R E S P O N S Er ''HP s ION ? A O S S O
C
c F / •>' ; F A 1 r, '/ H I F V F V 8 f , F V R 0 V T , F B I V A t
r f /■' : F 1 l TFP
r F / " : FA1V''V,F>'IV'HT,FHIVGI, F V P V T
C F/ \  : F h Z V H I
f
C S/R : S F I O A D ,  FPÂ R A M , C O * ^ X O P , C O P I , O T
C r n ►•' P ( E X • F A T G '' F » F \,' E V R I , F V P I) V T , F B I V A I fO'-'PlEX Fit T FR
rO'-PLEX FA r W ' y  , F\/1 VH r , FH I VG I » F V P V T  
r . G v P l Ê X  F E P V H I
C
r O ^ P l E X  7C, 7Ff EPS ,  P, 0, PA
r O N P L E X  C N ( 5  0 0 ) , n N ( 5  0 U )
C
rO'-pl.EX VO F  I G l , V H G  I Gî , VTVFrt, VTVfîI, V P 1 V T
r O " P L F X  v n v 1V , v p v i v ,  V T I V ,  V T V H ! , V B ? V H I
r O " P t E X  V T V R F F
CQî’P L E X  VAI.PHA, V B F T A ,  V G A ‘U-1A, OUI», PP
n I k' E N S I 0 N F R F Q ( S O ) , F P ( S n O )
P F ?’ F N S I fU: K- A < 3 ) , M B ( 5 ) , A L A (1 2 ) , A L B { 1 R )
B A T A  F R F O  / 1.0, 1.1, 1. ? /  1.5 ,  1. 6 ,  1.S, 1.6, 1.7, 
i t 1.8 ,  1.9 ,  2.0, ?.1, 2.2, 2.5 ,  2.4 ,  2.5, 2.6, 2. 7 ,  2.8 ,  2.9 ,  3.0 
F 3 . 2 , 3 . 5 , 3 . 7 , 4 . 0 , 4 . 2 , 4 . 5 , 5 . 0 , 5 . 5 , 6 . 0 , 6 . 5 , 7 , û , 7 . 5 , 8 . 0 , 8 . 5 , 9 . 0 ,
« 1 4 * 1 . 0 /
B A T A  10 / s on /
B A T A  I F O / 3 6 /
F E f l O d  ,1011 N L O O P ?
BO 21 I 0 = 1 , N L 0 0 P 2
PE A  0 ( 1 , 1 0 2 )  F I , F ?102 FOPMAT(IOOGO.O)
T F (F2. LE. F D  S T O P  
P. C = 0
C A I L F r H F C l f ( F 1 , N C )
I F ( N r . F Q .0) S T O p
NC = 0
F A I L  F r H F C f ( F 2 , ' i C )
I F f N C . F O . O )  S T O P  
0 A = F 2 / F I
0 A = A I 0 0 1 0 ( 0 A ) + n .1 ■
I O = I F I X ( O A )
I F ( I Q . I T . 1 ) S T O Pr
P E M X 1  ,1 01) (MA ( n  , 1=1 , 3)
F e A 0 ( 1 , 1 0 2 ) ( A t A ( T ) , I S1 , 1 2 ) 
p F A 0 ( 1 , 1 0 1 )  ( M p ( I ) , I = 1,3)
P E '0(1 ,102) ( M.B< n  , l =1 ,12)
F E 10(1 ,10 1 )  I R F P T
C I R F P T  ; 0 B O - c A i r S  ; i i.a s T “ P l o t - a o a i n ; 2 b o t h - p l o t s - a g a i n
1 F ( I R E P T . E 9 .1) GO TO 31 
I F ( I R E P T . Ë O . ? >  G O  Tü 32
C
IS = 0
FF A D (1 , 101> Ml O O P  
DO 20 I L = 1 , liLOOp
C
PE A 0 ( 1 , 1 0  3) V T D C , iîF A M C  
1 0 5  F0P-'AT(1 Oor.tJ.O)C
PE A 0 ( 1 ,1 0 1 ) N 0 P , 0 F , N 0 L , N 0 G
101 F 0 P H A T ( 1 0 0 G I). 0 ) r ► D P  : 0-A=>S : 1 - & lOGI U
C * OF : U-PI &TF : 1 -B E  AM
r NO! ; 0 - - < O F U  : 1 - F F L r F R
C A O G  : 0 - V T F S T  : 1 - V R F F
T F ( B F A " E . E 9 . 0 , 0 ) «i 0 F = 0
K 6 A D { 1 , 1 0 1 > I p
C *"0. 0 F TURF SF r T I S 'AIITOM A T I C A 11 V S P F F | F » F 0 F^P I P . 1. T . 1
r
F E 1 0 ( 1 ,1 01 ) '"11 ,\G2, VG 3
-ZZÎ5-
i m  î M  2, ? 01 )
?01 F OP-.‘A T ( 1 HI , 2 9 h F A S T  l O O P  FPfcOUFhfY RFf.fOVSF)
1 F ( .1 n F > 4 , 4 , 5
5 t'F A IX 1 , 1 M2 ) GRA t) ' ■
t R 1 T F ( ? , ? 0 ^  ) r, P A B
? 0 5  Fü'-""-'A r ( 1 HO , ' P F A M  F t F D B A C K  : TE R*" I NA L TO S L I T - A M p - 0 / P GAI»! = ' ,
R f 1 5 . H) 
r 0 TO S 
A V-R 1 TF ( ? , 2()4 )
2 0 A F 0 P V ' T ( 1 H 0 , 1 S h _ pi A T F - F F F O n ' C K )
S f O ' T I M U F
1 F ( N ft L . F 0 . 0 ) U P 1 T F ( 2 , 2 I) >* >
2 0 H  F 0 P y, A T(1 H 0 , ' NO L O O P  F I L T E R  ' / I X , • — •)
I F f N 0 I . 1 0 . 1 )  V«P 1 T E ( 2 , 209 )
2 0 9  F O R M A T  d u o , '  F I L T E R  IN S L O W  L Q O p ' )
I F ( 'I n G . F 0 , (1 ) W ° I T F { 2 , 2 11 )
21 1 F O R M A T  d  HO, ' T F U’RT P E ' M  / P L A T E  I/P')
I F f N O G .  1:0.1) OR! TF ( 2 , 2 1 2 )
2 1 2  F O R M A T  d H O ,  ' T F IJ P T V R F F ' )
I F ( I P . G T .0) 0 RIT M  ?, ?  15) IP
21 5 f o r m a t  (1 HO, • NO. OF liJRt S E C T I O N S  = ',14)
• R I T F ( 2 , 2 0 S )  V T O C , O Ç A M C  
20 S F O P M A T ( 1 H O , 1 2 h T F R ’-’INAL V O L T S  = , E 1 5 . 8 , 7 X , 1 6 H  R F A M  C U R R E N T  = , F 15, flp )
t'RTTF (2, 207) n G 1 , N G 2 , N G 3  
2 0 7  F O R M A T ( 2 H 0  , ' G A IN 1 = ' , 1 2 , '  ; ' , ' G A I N  2 = ',1 2 , '  : ' , ' G A I N  3 = 
F ' , 12)
L R I T F (2, 20 2)
2 0 2  F O R M A T d M O , 5 X , l H F , 1 2 X , l H P , 1 2 X , l H H , 1 2 X , l H A , 1 2 X , l H R )
C A L L  S P L O A r i ( R L / A l G , V T 0 C , f i E A M C , I P )
I X = i r ' / N L O O P  
i.R = 0
r 0 1 I ' ' = 1 ,10
00 2 IP = 1 , T FQ 
N R = N P + 1
1 F ( NP . GT . I y.) GO TO  1 5
C
C I N I T I A L  V A L U F S  FOR 3 0 TH C O N T R O L  S Y S T E M S
C *
F 0 = F 1 * 1 0 . Ü *.* ( I f— 1 ) * F R e 0 (I R )
G = 6 . ? 8 3 1 9 * F Q
CA I L F P A P A M ( a , R L , 7 r , 7 F » V 0 V I V , E R S )
V E V I V = V 0 V I V * (1 . ') + Z C / P L )
V E G I G I = V OV I V * (1 . 0 - F o s + 7 C / K L )
V û G I G I  = Vf'VIV* ( F P S * ( 1  . Ü + Z C / 7 F ) - 1  .0)
PP = F A K . v F ( G , â i r ,  ) 
p p = p p * V u G I G l , / d . O - P ? * V E G I G I )
C
I F ( N O G - 1 ) 41 , 4 2 , 4 2C
C A C F E L E p a t Q o C O 9 T P O L  S Y S T E M
C T F W P T  S F A '-XPLATF l/PC *
41 C O N T I N U E
V T V M l - ( ( - V F V l V ) * P P + / O V I V ) * F V I V H I ( r ,  , V G 2 ) * F A I W V ( G )  
R 1 V T = F n I 7 A I ( f, ) F 'f P) V T ( G , V T 0 C)V T )' 0 T = P P * F V F V P 1 ( G )
FF(.'JOL.EO.I) V T V P I  = V T V P I * F I L T E P ( G )
V B 2 V h I = FP2'/h I (G , Mf, î)
0 = ( V T V h [+ V R 2 V H I * V T 7 . U  ) / d .0 - V T V 8  I *V IIVT)Q = 0 * F m 17GI ( G , N G 1 )
I F ( N C F . F O . O )  pA = FVOt/T(G,ip)
I F ( N O F . F O . I )  p â = C M R L X ( G R A D , ü . O )  
r T O T A L  T F
P = - Q * P A  
0 = 0 / d  . U + P )
GO  TO 4 5 
C *
C F N O  OF A C C F L F P A  TO P  C O N T R O L  S Y S T E M
C
C G E N E R A T O R  r 0 H T P I) L S Y S T E M
C TF W P T  V P E F
C *42 rO'XlNiiF
c T E R M I N A L  V - H T S  î H R l'OG R y A L V €
V B F T A  = FV rVH 1 ( G ,'X, 5) *F 4  I V V 7 ( G )
- i l -
V A I p H A L' f * ( - V F V I \0 * V r> F T A 
VO F T A = V*.- F T A *7 0'' ! V
r IFi'.’M N A l  v u  TS PUF fiT f , T H R U  g f n f r a t o r
V p r' y M I = F p 2 V M ! ( F , f G X )
V G A *•!>•’ A = P P * F V F V l'f ( G ) ‘ V R ? V H I
! F C.-Ol , F 0 . 1 ) y P A A = VG A MM  A * F I L T F P ( G )
C T O T A I V ' R F F R Y p A S S T f
OUI' = ( V fi LP’IA + y HF T A F VG A MMA ) * F H l VG 1 ( J , NP1 )•* F V P V T  ( G , I p )
C In r AI G F m e r  AT O P  lorp
V TWP F  f =VG A t F lî I V fi I ( G> / Vl)?VH I 
p = -OUU-F.VRf'VT (G , V T B C )  * V T V R F  F
r TOTAl GE N E R A T  (IF TF
0 = - V 1 V P E F / ( 1 . i ) + P)
G *
C F N D  OF GFfJFRfiTOR C O T R 0 L S Y S T E M
C
4 5 rONTlNi't
C
C OUTPUT
C A I L  C 0 K X 0 P ( 0 , F Q , N I 0 ? )
F N ( I S + M K ) = 00 N ( F S + ‘ P ) = P 
F R ( F S + M R ) = F Q
? fO^'TlfoOE
1 C O N T I N U E
C 15 V R I T F ( ? , ? 0 6 )
20 6  F O R M A T (1 ni , 1 6 h F A S T  L O O P  OL TF)
I F ( N O  F) 1 1 , 1 1 , 1 2  
11 W R I T E (2,204)
GO T o 1 5  
1? L R T T F ( 2 , 2 0 ? )  G R A B  
1 ? C O N T I N U E
L'RTTF (2, 20 5 )  y T O C . ^ F A M C  
TF ( U O L . F O . G )  U P I T F ( 2 , 2 0 8 )
I F ( N O L . F O . I )  W R I T F  C > , ? 0 Q )
1 F (NOG . 6 0. r: ) WRITE (2, 211)
I F(.\OG. 6 0 . 1  ) V J R I T F ( 2 , 2 1 2 )
U R I T F ( 2 , 2 0 ? )  n G 1 , N G 2 , N G 3  
V R I  TE ( 2 , 2 0 2 . )
PO 14 1 = 1 , NR 
G = P N ( I S + I )
F O ' F P  < I5 + I) •
C A L L  COt.-XÜP(0, FQ, HO P )
14 C O N T I N U E
IS = i S + N R :20 c o n t i n u e  I
52 C A L L  C 0 P L 0 T ( C N , F R , I S , A L A , N A )  
31 C A L L  C O P L O T ( O N , F P , I S , A L B , N8)
21 C O N T I N U E  
R E T U R N  F.NP
S U B R O U T I N E  F P A R A M ( G , P L , 2 C , 7 F , V n v i V , 6 P S )
F R F U U 6 C Y B E p E i. fp A N T P A R A h T E P S 
COMpl.ev ZC , 7F , v n v î  V , FPS , S R Z Z
D A T A  C C , R C , C F , R F , T P u / 2 . 5 F - o y , 8 . 0 E + 0 9 , 0 . 5 6 “ O 9 , 1 O 0 . 0 F + 0 3 , 0 . 0 1 /
S H U N T  C A P A CI T  A N C F OF G E N E R A T O R
A = G * C C * R C
Z C = R C / r fi' p L :< ( 1 , 0 , A )
V A L V E  IM P E 1 A N C F
a =g *c f *rf
7F = PF/rf.-.PLX (1 .0, A)
I M D 6 n A fi ? C F G U fi' fi' 4 T I 0 fi?
? R 7 Z  = 1 .'!/ (7C + 7F + RL)
V O V I V = S ^ 7 Z * R I * 7 F  
G E f i ' E R A T O R T I f i ' E O F L A Y  
A =- G  *T DU 
E X A = C 0 S ( A >
FX" = SI fi‘(A)
FPS = CMPI X ( R X 4 , F X R )
R E T U R N
ENO
-23Û-"
SU" n o n  T I NE s p I ft A B ("I . A 1 u , VT t>r. , B t a m C , 1 p ) 
p F 51 SI T VF lOar. l “jG F F F F c T -- FAST l ^ O P  r A T A « b , p S . V T m a x  / 4 520 E  + Uft , 1 75 , Il F F')6 , 6 . f F + (l5
B A T A  R r , V F B C / ‘I.f:*ij9,2.r + 0i /
I F (Pf f i MC)  2 , 2 , 1  
1 F B = V T B r / P F A M C
p n = R f» *  R i' /  ( P f. + P r> )
? r o . T I  NUE
I F { l p ) 6 , 6 , 7  
7 F 4 - I P * P S 
GO TO S 6 rO"T I NIIF
1 F ( V T 0 n . F 0 . V T M 4 A ) Gu  T 0 4
F = ? 6 . 0 * V T 0 r / V T M A X 
I P= I F I X ( P) +1 
P A = RS * I P 
r.O TO 5
4 R A = R S * ? 6 . 0
5 P l = P n * P A / ( P P + R A )
AI'. = V T B C / R 1  + ( V T P r - V F ; P C ) / R C
p E T u p N 
F NP
CQfi'PlEX FIIVCTION F A I V V V ( G )
V A L V F  TF 
G A I N = 3 0 0 . 1 ?F=10n,PF+n5 
T = 1 . 3 2 6 4  
P s G * T
FAIV/VV = G A I ‘J / R * r M P L X ( 0 . 0 , R > / C M P L X C 1 . < 1 , B >  
R E T U R N  
F NP
f O ‘‘P L E X  FUSCTin'i FvpVT.{G,lP)
C A P 4 C I T A T I V F p L A T E T F 
Or-'EMSIOH T ( ? 6 )
d a t a  I <1) , ï ( ? ) , t (5) , r ( 4 ) , I (5) / 366 , 5 6 S , 3 6 R , 3 7 0 , 373 /
d a t a  I ( 6 ) , 1 ( 7 > , I ( 8 ) , I ( 0 ) , i ( i p ) / 3 7 7 ,  («1 , , 390 , 304/
D A T A  1 ( 1 1 ) .  1 ( 1 2 ) ,  1 ( 1 3 ) ,  l(', 6 ) , 1 ( 1 5 ) / 4  0 2 , 6 1 0 , a i r , 4 2 7 , 6 5 6 /
D A T A  1 ( 1 6 ) , 1 ( 1 7 ) ,  K I R ) ,  l ( ' | O ) , i ( 2 0 ) / 4 4 6 ,  4 5 8 , 6 7 1 , 6 8 5 , 6 9 9 /
D A T A  K 2 1 ) , K 2 ? ) , I ( 2 3 ) , I ( 2 4 ) , I ( 2 5 ) , I ( 2 6 ) / 5 1 6 , 5 3 5 , 5 5 5 , 5  7 6 , 5 9 9 , 5 9 9 /  
F = F L 0 A T ( I ( Î P ) ) / 9 . 0 E + 0 5  
T 1 = 1 .6 H 9 6  
A=(i *T1
T 2 = a . 3 6 6 3 E - 0 5  
P = G* T2
F V P V T  = -F*C'-‘P 1 X ( 0 . 0 , A ) / ( C M P L X ( 1 . 0 , A ) * C M P I X ( 1 . 0 , P . ) )
R E T U R N
FN P
C O M P L E X  F U N C T I O N  FH IVGI ( C w N G D  
1 S T  a m p l i f i e r  
CQfi'PLEXQ 
R I = 1 0 . 0 E + 0 3  
GO  T O  ( 1 ,1 , 4 , 4 , 1 )  M G 1 
1 C 0 N T I N U E
I F (NC,1 . FO. 1 ) A = 5 0 . O f. + 03 
I F(NG1 .E O .2) A = 1 0 0 . E3 
I F(NG1 . t O . 5) A= 1 o .t 3 
A » A / R I  
P = 0 , 0
F H I V G I = - C M P L X ( A , p ) ■
PF TURN 
4 C O N T I N U E  
A = 1 . 0 E + 0 3
P = - 1 . / ( G * 0 . 0 ? 2 F - 0 6 )
0 5 r  M P L X ( A , R )
IF ( N G 1  .F'J. 5) R= 500 . E + 0 3
1 F(NC,1 . FO. 4) R = 1. £  + 06 0 = 0*p / ( (} FR >
F H I V G I = - 0 /PI 
R E T U R N  
F NP
-2 3 T ^
rO'-ÛMFX FLI'T.Tlu-i F V IV H ! ( G , H Ü ? )
PNB A H P l  I F 1 F R
C O “ P L F x  0
P I = 1 0 , n H + 0 3r- 0 r 0 (1 ,1 , 1 , 4 , 1 ) N Ù ?
r O. v T  l NUEI F ( t.'f'Z . t'O , 1 ) 4=30.0^ + 03
I F f N G P . F O . ? )  A = 1 0  0 . E + 0 5  
I  F f ' . 0 2  . F O .  3 )  4 = 3 0 0  . 8 3  
l F ( N 0 2 . h O . 5 )  4 =  5 0 . t 3  
A = A / R 1
P = 0 . 0 ‘
F V I V H I = - C M P L X ( A , F )
F F  T l I RN  
rOfi'T I fjWF 4 = 1 . F + 0 3
P = -1 . / (G*n. ()?2F-06) 
G = C M P L X ( 4 , P )
P = 1 .f +06
n = n * R / ( Q + R )
f V I V H I = - 0 / t ? I
R E T U R N
ENO
C O M P L E X  f u n c t i o n  F « 2 V H 1 ( G , NG 3 )  
3 R n 4MP
IF(NG3.F0.1) a =-0.765454 
JF<n G3.F0.?) A=-F.? 
fB?VHI=CMRIX(4,0.0)
R E T U R N
FNO
C 0 ‘-'PIEX F U ‘’C T T O \  F 4 I G VF ( G , 4 I G ) 
g e n e r a t o r  - E X C I T A T I O N  TF
G A I N = - ( 0 . 4 9  6 l 1 * < A I G * 1 0 0 0 . ü ) * * 0 . 7 9  2 1 6 > * 1 , O e - 0 6  
1 2 = 5 0 . 6 2 7  ‘
4 L P H 4 = 3 . 0  
T 4 = 5 .0 9 0 5 E - 0 3  
PET A = 9 . 7 7 4 7  
0 = G * T 2  
S = 4 L P H A * Q  
Ils A * T 4 
W = R E T A * U
F A T G V E  = G A I M * C M P L X ( 1 . , 0 ) / r M P L X ( 1 . , S ) * ( C ! " P L X ( 1 . , i i ) / C y P L X ( 1 . , \ ' ) ) * * 2
R E T U R NENB
S U B R O U T I N E  FC.HFCK(F,N) 
C H F C K  : F = 10.()**INT 
F C = A L O G 1 0 ( F >
FC=ARS(F C ) +0.1 
I FC = Î F I X ( FC)
F =  A L B G 1 0 ( F )  
D = « 8 5 ( F ) - F L Q 4 T ( I F C )  
D=4 Ei S  ( P)
I F (0.L T .0. B01) N=1
R E T U R N
F NP
C O ’< P I E X  F U N C T T O M  F V f V B I ( G )  
PRANPEfi'PURG TF 
A = - 5 8 2 . 2 8T2 = ').0Stt45
4 L P H A  = 4 .64 7 0  OsB, *t25 s 4 1. p H 4 * 0 
7ETA=0.17 1 77T N = 0 .4 9 H 0 2 c _ n 2
-2 3 2 -
u = 1 . 0 - F * f, * T N ♦ T ►
V = 2  . 0 *  7 V I  ft *  -T M * r,
f V T V P I = A * C P I y ( 1 . 0 , 9 W  ( C M P l X d  . 0 , S > * C M P t. X ( II , U ) )
Pf niR N 
FNP
r o * ' P i f x  F u ' c T 10  F v p r » v T ( G , v r t ) C )
V n i T A G F  p I V I p  F R TF
D A T A  R F R , R T , R T A / ? . 0 F .  0 4 , 1 7 6  6 . 0 F  0 3 , 7 0 ? . 0 F 03/
C B = 2 .2 F - 0 9
P 0 = 4 5 2.0 F (J6
P E = 1 .OF 05
VTfi'AX=6.0E 0 5
F'1 = ( P E - P F R ) * V T P C / V T iVA X
F H = R 1 + P f R + R ER 2 = « F - P l - R f H
r A = R T A + R ? * R H / ( R 7 + R H )
R B = R A - R T A + o t  
0 = R A / R 0 
T = b. * f B * R B
F VB OVT = N/C'-P t X d  . 0 » T )
R E T U R NFNP
C O M P L E X  F U N C T I O N  FRI V A T (G) 
A M o LI F It P ’ g a i n  
A = - 6 . 5 1  
p = 0.0
FBI V A I = C M p i , X ( A , B )
R E T U R N
FNP
S U 8 R 0 U T  I fi'E CPl-’Xnp <  C , F , N)
PE T ft IL5 OF C O M P L F X  NO FOR G I V E N  F R E Q U E N C Y
C O M P L E X  C
A = R E A L ( C )
P = ft I M A G ( C ) ■
R = C A p. S ( t  )
I F (N-1) 2,1,1
1 P=ftLOG10(R)
2 H = ft T.AN2 { P., ft ) *1 50 . 0 / 3  . 1 41 59 
WR  I TF {? , 201) F , R , H , A , 8
201 F G R M f l T d H 0 , 5 ( 1 P G 1 2 , 6 , l X ) )
R E T U R N
END
S U B R O U T I N E  C n p i . O T ( C N , F P , N R , A l , M J )  
C N Y Q U I S T  X P Q O E  P L O T T E R
C
C O M P L E X  r N ( N R ) , 0
O r ' E N S I O M  FR (NP ) , ft I. (1 2) , NJ ( 3)
D I M E N S I O N  A U ( 2 3 )  I A(2.?,3)
D A T A  A ( 6 ,1 ) , A ( 7 ,1 ) , A d  2 ,1 ) / rf H ‘ ,-3H R E A L  ,
D A T A  A ( 1 3 , 1 ) , f t d 4 , 1 ) , A d 5 , 1 ) / d H  , .PH l u A G I . ü H N ' R Y
D A T A  A d « , 1 > , A d 9 , 1 ) , A ( 2 0 , l ) / O H N Y O U I S T  ,8H ,8H P L O T
D A T A  A ( 6,?>,fl( 7 , 2) , A d  ? , ? ) /6H j.OG F , A H R E OU  R N C Y , 8 H 
B A T A  A d 5 , ? ) , A d 4 , ? ) , A d 5 , 2 ) / d . B  L 0 , 8 h <*. M « G N l , r i H T U O F
D A T A  A d A , ? ) , 4 ( 1 9 , ? ) , A ( 2 0 , ? ) / 6 H e O D E  MA , 8 H G N  Ï TU D F  ,8H P L O T
D A T A  AC 6,3) ,A ( 7 , 3 ) , a ( 1 2 / 3 ) / H H  l OG F,KHR60UFfi'CY,oH PR ft
DA T A  A d 3 , 3 ) , f t d 4 , 3 ) , A d 5 , 3 ) / 6 H S F  A N G I , 8 H F  ( D E G R , f H E F S )
D A T A  A d 8,3) ,A d 0 , 3 ) , A ( 2 0 , 3 ) / Ô H B O O F  , 5 H P H A S  F P L O T
R = ft ( 6 , 1 )
DU 21 1 = 1 , 3  
DO 22 J = 1 ,5
22 A ( .» , I) = 8
n o  23 ,11
23 AC.) , I)=8 
0 0 2 4 . 1 = 1 6 , 1 7
2 4 ft ( ) , I ) =B
DO 25 J = 2 1 , 2 3
-233-
25 4 ( J , ! ) = i>
21 r u .n
r-0 .? J = 1,3
f = V j ( J )  I! r ( J . N F . ?■• ) fi n T u 2 > ’-II N = A I (1 + f J “ 1 ) + 4 )
Y M I N = A L ( 2 + C J “ 1 ) * 4 )XMlXsAl {3+(j-1 )* 4) 
y >5 a X = A I. ( 6 + ( J - 1  ) * 4 )
00 5 1 = 1 , 2  3
3 T A I L  C U P Y ( >W A W ( I > , 1 , A ( T , J > » 1 )
C A L L  R I '1T S C A L F F ( X M , Y y I N # X M A X , YM A X , A U )
DO 1 I = 1 , NR 
O s T N  { I )
GO TO ( 1 1 , 1 2 , 1 3 )  J 
N Y Q U I S T  P L O T  
1 1  y = P F A I  ( fJ )
Y= ft I M A G (0)r-0 TO 14 fooe-loomag 
1 ? X = FR ( I )X=ALOG10(X>
Y = C A R S ( 0 )
Y = A L 0 G 1 U ( Y >
G O  TO 14 
P O D F - P H A S E  
13 X = F R ( I)X=aLOGlO(X)
P = P F A L ( 0 } 
p = ft I V A r, { 0 )Y=a t a n 2(P,p )*1R0.0/3.14159 
1 4 C 0 '! T r N U E
1 F ( X . L T  . X M I N )  X = X M I N  I F(Y.LT.VMIn ) Y = YMI\
I F ( X . 6 T . X M A X )  X = X V A X  
I F ( Y . G T . Y M A X )  Y = Y M A X  
C A L L  S r A l E P F ‘J(X,Y)
C A L L  D R A V O O T
1 C O N T I N U E
C A L L  N F U P I C T U r F
2 C O N T I N U E
R E T U R N
E N D
C O M P L E X  F U N C T I O N  F U T E » ( 6 )  
P R F - ? R A f t D E » 3 U P G  F I L T E R  
fi'OTCH FEFO'iFMCY AT 2 0 . 2 5  HZ 
AO = 0 . 9 1 8 5 3 0  
Al = “ 5 1 4 . P-6 
A2 = 2 7 . F - 6  
A = Al)“ A2*G*ii 
P= 41 * 6
01 = 3 2 6 7 2 . F-6 
P2 = 2 7 . F “ 6 
C = 1 . 0 “ B 2 * G * G  
6 = p 1 *G
FIlTFR = C M P l x ( A , B ) / C . M P L X ( C , D )R E T U R N
E ND
FI NISH
-234-
FIG. 8.13: Listing of the Program Simulating the Time
Response of the Accelerator Control System,
-2 3 b -
fi'ASTFR tl?3(;*********•*'****************+**********+*********************************
C * S o O K V  4 r C F L E " A T 0 P  / G E H E R A T O P
C * T I ME DOMAI N F V A I It A T I 0 N 
C * S T E P  I N P U T  AT S L I T S  / R E F E R E N C E+ + + + + + + *»* + ★*** + ************ 
C V E R S I O N  7 6 0 7 1 6
C r e s p o n s e  f o r  F < 5 0 0 H Z
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
I N I T I A L
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  *********** array AYii(snno) / bOoo*o.o /
d i m e n s i o n  r A R D S ( 3 > r C A » P B ( 3 ) , C A R D C ( 5 ) , C A P D T ( 3 )
L Q O I C A L  P L V T  
L O G I C A L  8 DEL 
D A T A  lAP / 5 0 0 0  /
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *  
D E F I N E D  P L V T ,  S T F P G , S T E P S  
D E F I N E D  P D F L
D E F I N E D  TC, G A T n GR, K'DFLAY 
D E F I N E D  A A 1 1 ,  P-31?, A A 1 5  
D E F I N E D  T C R L ,  FAC T 
D E F I N E D  JC 
P A R A M E T E R  VT .
C,* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C I N I T I A L  C O N D I T I O N S  -1 -
I N P U T Cl, IS, I A L G , R L F R
I N P U T T I M F ,  T I M O
I N P U T S T F P H T
I N P U T V T D C
I N P U T A I 8 E ft M , B G A I N
I N P U T ACP
I N P U T G A M P 1 , G A M P 2 , G A M P 3 ,  G A I N A I
I N P U T VT
I N P U T T I M E
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * *
C I N I T I A L  C O N D I T I O N S  - I N T E G R A T O R S -
I N P U T V P 2 I C ,V H I B I C  i V F I I C ,V E 2 D I C , V E 2 I C
I N P U T A I G 1 I C , A I G ? I C .  ,A I G 3 I C , V 0 G 1 I C , B R 1 1 I C
I N P U T A IV1 IC , V F V 1 I C  , R B 1 5 I C
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  
N O S O R TC * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
R E A D ! 1 , 1 0 4 )  8L V T  
C P L V T  IS . T R U E .  FOR B E A M
1 0 4  F O R M A T ( 1 0L4)
C A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C I N I T I A L  T I M E  O ^ L A Y  C O N D I T I O N S  
R E A D d  ,10 4 )  P D E L  
C B O E L  IS . F A L S E .  FOR P A R T  1 OF S I M U L A T I O N  
T O O  = 0.01
H O F L A Y  = N I N T ( ( T D G / C I ) * I S )
I F ( N D E L A Y . L T . 1 . O R . . N  d e l a y . G T . I A P )  S T O P .
I F ( B D E L )  CAL L  S A R < A Y 11 ,N D E L A Y )
C I N I T I A L  T I X E  c o n s t a n t  C O N D I T I O N S  
R A C C  3 5 , * ? 6 . * 3 5 . E 6  , RDIV = 4 5 2 0 E 6
I F ( A I P E A M . L E . 0 . 0 )  g o  TO 2
R 8 F A M =  VTDC/AIFEAM
RL = 1 . / d . / R A C C  + 1 . / R 0 I V  + 1 . / R B E A M )
G O  TO 3
2 RL = 1 . / (  1 . / R A C C + 1 . / R D I V  )
3 C O N T I N U E  
R C * 8 E 9  
C C = 2 . 5 E - 9  
T C = R C * C C  
R F = 1 E 5
AA l l  = R C / R F  
R B 1 2  = R C / R L  
A A 1 5  = B 3 1 ?
T C R L  = T C * f R F + R L ) / ( R C + R F + R L )
F A C T  = R F * R L / ( R C + R F + R L >
C I N I T I A L  CO'iO I T T O N S  - D C -0 E N E P A TOR - C UR R f= N T - A I N -
V E D C  = 2 . E 3
A I G O C  = V T D C / R I  + ( V T D C - V E O O / R C
G A T M G R  = 1 . E - 6 * ( - f ) . 4 R 6 l 1 ) * ( ( A I G D C * 1 . E i ) * * 0 . 7 9  216)
C I N I T I A L  C O N O I T T O M S  - I P S T - S T E P - I N P H J -
S T F P G  = O . n
S T P P G  = O.ft
I F ( B L V T )  STF.PB = S T E P H T  
1 F ( . N O T . pLv T  ) S T F P G  = S T F P H T  
f * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C i n n  IAL C O N D I T I O N S  - C A R D  0 / P  - 
,IC = 0C************************,********************* **************** 
C I N I T I A L  C O N D I T I O N S  - L I N F - P R I N T t R - R E C 0 R 0- 
W R I T F ( ? , 2 0 ? )
2 0 ?  r O R M A T ( I H O )
T I T L E  • 5 0 0 KV A C C E L E R A T O R  / G E N E R A T O R  ' , 1 L,
f t • - T I ’-'E D O M A I N  E V A L U A T I O N  ' , 1 L,
i t • S T E P  I N P U T  at S L I T S  / R E F E R E N C E  %  1 L,
U I----------------------------------------------- ',1L
WRI T E ( 2 , 2 0 1 )  C l , I S , l A l G , S T E P H T ,  V T D C ,  A i B E A M ,  B G A I N ,  ACp, 
f l G A H P l ,  GA''P2, G A M P 3 ,  G A I N A I ,  B L V T  
• 201 F O R M A T ( 1 H ,
1 /, • Cl 5 , 1 P G 1 3 . 62 /, • I S ,15,
3 /,' I ALG ,15,4 /, ' S T E P H T B , 1 P G 1 3 . 6
5 /, ' V T D C , 1 P G 1 3 . 6
6 /,' A I B E A M = , 1 P 6 1 3 . 6
7 /, ' A G A I N = , 1 P G 1 3 . 68 /, • ACP S , 1 P G 1 3 . 69 /, • G A M P 1 = , 1 P G 1 3. 6
A /, ’ G A M P ? = , 1 P G 1 3 . 6
8 /, ' G A V p 3 , 1 P G 1 3 . 6
C /, ' g a i n a i * , 1 P G 1 3 . 6
D /, ■ B L V T s ,L 6 , / / / )
T I T L E TI M E , • VT
ft • , •
a ■, •
V B 2
AIGI
VV VO G  V O V•,• ■ V E B  ',• VE
EN D
E N D
D Y N A M I C
DER IVAT IVE
I N T I N F
A L G : IA L G = T R P 7 ,  S I M P ,  R K F S ,  R X V S ,  pRC R ,  A D M N
C I : Cl
S T E P S  : TS
R E L E R R r R L F R
I N D V A R : T I M F
EN D
C 01 B
C V M I / V P I  : BE A M / p l a t e  S W I T C H
V M 1 , V P 1  = S W O U T f  VT, B L V T  )C*********.****************.********.****************.******.***.*******
C 01
C V P V T  ; P L A T E  TF
V P 2  = D L A G (  Vp1 , 1 , 6 8 9 6 ,  1 , 6 8 9 6 ,  V P 2 I C  )
V P 4 A  = P R O D ( ACP, V P 2  )
V P 4  = H L I M ( V P 4 A ,  - 1 0 . ,  10. ) -C********************************************************** ************* 
C 02
C V M V T  ; B E A M  TF
V M ? A  = P R O D ( VM1, a g a i n  )
V M 2  = H L I M (  V M 2 A ,  - 1 0 . ,  10. )C*********************************************************************** 
C 02 A
C V G I 1  : S W I T C H I N G  I N T O  1S T  A MP
V G I 1  = S W I N <  VM2 ,  VP4 ,  B L V T  )C***********************************************************,***********
C 0 3 B 2
C V T E S T  ; I N P U T  T E S T  S I G N A L
V T E S T  = SSTF.P< TIM E ,  0.0, 0.0 ,  S T E P B  )C*******************************************.***************.***.*******
C 0 3 R
C V6I : S U M M I N G
VG I = s u m  VG I 1 , - V T E S T  )c***********************************************************,*********.*
C 03
C V H I V G I : 1 S T A M P
V H I A  = P R O D ( VG I ,  G AM pi )
-Tsr-
T A U d î  = 0 . 1 5 9 1 5 S F - ?
VHI!) s STMlftGf V H J A ,  T A U 0 3 ,  V H I B I C  ) 
V HI = H L I M. { V M 1 n , - 1 0 . , 1 n . )
r 05
C V B Z V m  : 3 R D  AMP
V B 2 A  = P R O D  ( V H I ,  f, A M P 3  )
V B ?  = H l l « (  V'»2A, - 1 0 . ,  10. )
C 0 6 8
C VA  I : S L O W  L O O P  P R E - A O P  I N P U T
V R E F  = S S T F P C  T I M F ,  0.0 ,  0. 0 ,  S T P P G  >
VA I = S U M (  VRP, - V R F F  )C****************************************** ***************************** 
C 06
C VBI VA I : P R E A M P  FOP S O X V
Vnl = P R O D ( G A I N A I ,  VA 1 ) 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C 07  ■
C V B D V T  : V O L T A G E  D I V I D E R
V B D  = D I V (  VT, 6 0 2 6 . 6  )
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C. 08 P
C V B I D  : s u m m i n g  SLOW L Q O p  S I G N A L S
VBI = S U M ( V B ? , V B 1 )
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C 08
C V E V P I  ; B R A H D F N P F P G  5 0 K V  U N I T
VE1 = L E D L A G (  V R I ,  0 . 0 6 ,  0 . 2 7 ,  V F 1 I C  )
V E ? =  S E C L A G (  VF1 ,  2 4 . 8 F - 6 ,  0 . 0 0 1 7 ,  V F 2 D 1 C ,  V F 2 I C  )
V E R  = P R O D (  V E ? ,  -Srt?.?8 ) 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C 0 9 B
C VE : S U M M A T I O N  OF E X C I T A T I O N  V O L T A G E S
VE = S U M (  VER, - V F V  >
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C 09
C A I G V F  ; G F N F R A T O R  E X C I T A T I O N
AI G 1  = LEDLAf,( VF, 3 1 . 0 ,  9 2 . 0 ,  A l G l l C  )
A I G 2  = L E D L A G  ( A 1 G 1 ,  5 d E - 3 ,  5 . 0 E - 2 ,  A I G 2 I C  )
A I G 3  = L E D L A G (  A I G ? ,  5 . 1 F - 3 ,  5 . 0 E - 2 ,  A I G 3 I C  ) 
AIG l  = P B Q D (  AI G 3, G A IN G R )
C 11
C V O G I G I  : G F N F R A T O R  E F F F C T  ON TO P  T E R M I N A I
VO G l  = L F D I A G (  A IG I , TC, T C R L ,  V O G l I C  )
V 0 G 2  = P R O D f  FACT, VOGl )
PB11 * S IMlA G ( V O G ? ,  TC, BRI 1 IC )
C C 1 1 = P R 0 8 ( A A I 1 , BRI 1)
V O G 4 = S U M ( V 0 G 2 ,  C C 1 1 >
V 0 G 5  = D F L ' Y (  V 0 G 4 ,  N D F L A Y , AY11 )
V O G  = S U M ( V 0 G 5 , - V 0 6 2  )
C 13
C V V V H I  : 2 N D  AM P
W A  = PPOD< VH ( ,  GAwp? )
V V  = H L I M ( VVA. -10 . ,  10. )
C A f t A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C 14
C A I V V V  ; V A L V E  U N I T
AÎVI = D L A G (  VV, 1 . 3 2 6 4 ,  1 . 3 2 6 4 ,  A I V l l C  )
A IV = P R O n (  A I V I ,  30 0 .12, 1 . E - 5  )C***********************************************************************
C 15
C V E V I V  ! V A L V E  E F F F C T  ON E X C I T A T I O N  V O L T S
VEV1 = L F D L A G ( A I V ,  TC, T C R L .  V E V 1 I C  )
V E V 2  = P R O P ( F A C T ,  VEVI >
R B 1 S  = S IMI A G ( V F V ? ,  TC, B " 1 5 IC )
V E V 3  = P R O n ( A A 1 5, R B 1 5 )
V E V  = SIJM(VFV?, V F V 3  )
C 16
C V O V  IVI : V A L V E  E F F E C T  flN T O P  T E R M I N A L
V O V  = SUfî( V E V ? ,  0 .0 )
C 16A
C VT : t o t a l  t o p t e r m i n a l  v o l t s
VT = S U M ( VO G ,  V O V  ) • 
C***********************************************************'f*** ******** END
- ZJtS -
p A 0 A I .L r- L
O U T P U T  TIM F ,  VT, vnr,, V O V ,  VP. 2, VV, vpn ,  VF, AIGI
V O S  ITR T
JC = JC + 1
C A R D T ( J C )  = T I M E
C A D  A < J C ) = VT
C A R D R ( J C )  = VOG
C A R D C ( J C )  = V O V
I f ( J C - 3 )  1 3 , 1 2 , 1 3
12 C O N T I N U E
URITF. ( 7 r 2 5 1 ) ( r A R D T ( J f ' ) , r . f i R D A ( J D ) , j n  = 1,3)  
v r I T F < 7', 2 5 1 ) ( C A R r i T ( j D ) , C A R D R ( J D ) , J P  = 1,5) 
W R ( T F ( 7 , ? 5 1 ) < C A R P T ( j n ) , C A R n C ( J D ) , J P = 1 , 3 )
251 F O R M f t T ( E 1 2 . 5 , 1 X , P 1 2 . 5 , 2 ( 2 X , E l 2 . 5 , l X , F 1 ? . 5 ) >
JC = 0
13 C O N T I N U E
T T = A 8 S (T I M  F / T I M  0 - 1 . 0 )
FP S  = 1 . F-5 
I F ( T T - F P S )  1 0 , 1 1 , 1 1  10 CONTINUE
WR I T E ( 2 , 2 5 0 )
A V P 2 , VH I R , VE1 , S A 2 ( 5 ) , V E 2  ,
B AIG1 , A I G ? , A I G 3 , VO G l ,BR11 ,
C AIVI , VF Vi , BPl 5
2 5 0  .f o r m a t (5 ( 5 X , 1 P G 1 3.5) , / ,5(5X,. 1 P G 1 3 . 5 ) ,/, 5 ( 5 X , 1 P G 1 3 . 5 > )
WR I T F ( 7 , 2 5 2 )
A V P 2 , VH I P. , VE1 , S A 2 ( 5 ) , VF 2
B AIGI , A I G 2 , A I G 3 , VOG l ,BP11
C AIVI ,VFV1 , BRI 5
0 , VT
2 5 2  F 0 R M A T ( A ( 5 ( 2 X , F 1 3 . 5 ) ,/))
WR I TF (7, 253) ( A v n ( I J ) , I J = l , N D E L A Y )  
U R I T F ( 2 , 2 5 3 )  ( A Y 1 1 ( I J ) , 1 J = 1 , N 0 F L A Y >
2 5 3  F 0 R M A T ( 8 3 4 ( 6 ( 1 P G 1 3 . 5 ) ,/))
11 C O N T I N U EEND
C F I R S T  R U N
t e r m i n a t f ( t i m e .g f . t i m f )
E N D
C*********************************************************************** 
E N D
C * * » * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * , * * * . * * * * * * *
t e r m i n a l  c s u b s e q u e n t  r u n s
R E P E A T ( T I M F . G E . T I M F )
F N O
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
E N D  .
S U B R O U T I N E  S A R ( A ,N)
r e a d s  i n i t i a l  N O N - Z E R O  T I M E  D E L A Y  V A L U E S  
D I M E N S I O N  A(N)
R E A D d , 101) ( A ( J ) , J = 1 ,N)
101 F O R M A T ( 5 Q Q 0 G 0.0)
R E T U R N  
• EN D
F I N I S H
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or an accelerator and whether it is necessary to read in the initial time- 
delay values for the generator - this is only required if the present 
simulation is the continuation of a previous simulation.
The structure of the program is divided into three sections,
(1) First there is the Initial section in which the initial conditions 
for the simulation are established. (2) Then comes the Dynamic section 
which contains both the Derivative and Parallel sub-divisions. In 
the Derivative section, the .details of the integration algorithm, (its 
type, accuracy, step length etc. ) are established. The various function 
blocks (integrators, first and second order lags, time-delays, multi­
pliers, etc.) are then given. The computer automatically connects the 
blocks according to their input and output variables, and the whole 
system of blocks runs like an analogue computer, except that no scaling 
is required. The Parallel section outputs the desired variables after 
each predetermined number of integration steps. (3) In the Terminal 
section, final calculations are performed and the order can be given 
to rerun the whole simulation with new initial data.
8.11 Values of Important System Parameters
8.11.1 Beam Deflection Geometry 
45° Beam Line
magnet mass-energy product = 90 amu Mev 
magnet radius = 0.93345 metres
separation between magnet exit and detector jaws = 1.98 metres
separation between magnet exit and target = 5.03 metres
90° Beam Line
magnet mass energy product = 45 amu Mev 
magnet radius = 0.66040 metres
separation between magnet exit and detector jaws = 0.78 metres
separation between magnet exit and target = 2.27 metres
Deflection Magnet
Mean Field B (Tesla) and coil current I (Amp), are related by 
B = 5.291 X 10~^I t 0.02
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8.11.2 Electrical Loading on the High Voltage Terminal 
high voltage capacitance - 2.5 nF
total high voltage capacitance grading resistance = 8
accelerating tube; number of sections = 25
accelerating tube; resistance of each section = 175
600 kV electrostatic generator; divider resistance = 4520 MO
analysed beam current normally = 0.1 to 20 pA
-241-
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